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207-453-2114 
800-872-4406

fax: 207-453-2192
info@poulinantiques.com

Poulin's Auction Co.

Steve & Jeannine Poulin 

199 Rt. # 201
Fairfield, ME 04937

BONDED Steve Poulin LIC # 1115 INSURED

  

                    Featuring the important military collection of the late Bruce 
Stern of 

Trumbull Ct. on Saturday & Sunday - March 8 & 9
 

                        Mr. Stern collected firearms for most of his life. He amassed a collection of military & 
commercial weapons that numbered over 3000, as well as uniforms & accessories. Bruce was a gun rights 
activist for most of his adult life fighting for our rights at both the national & state level. He was on the N.R.A. 
Board of Directors for over a decade as well as co-founder of The Connecticut Sportsman Alliance, a Life 
Member and past President of Ye Connecticut Gun Guild, and the Ohio Gun Collectors. To name a few.

 

Please Read Before Placing Bids 

  

  Please click on the words below for the next day you wish to view.

Saturday - March 8  (Lots 1000 - 1481)
Sunday - March 9  

(Lots 2000 - 2628)

FRIDAY - MARCH 7, 2008 

DAY ONE OF THREE
                    Please note: Some guns are pictured together. This does not mean they will be 
sold together. Most guns will be sold separately unless stated otherwise with their picture.

NOT ALL VIEWS ARE READY YET.
 
1.         DWM 1920 Commercial Long Barrel Luger Pistol. Cal. 30. S# 172l.  Overall condition is very good 
restored condition with some original finish. Bore is sharp and shiny. The 16” barrel was manufactured and added 
after the gun was manufactured. Checkered walnut grips are well worn. The concentric ring Navy style magazine 
has “CAL 9mm” on the bottom. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. Exterior 
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numbers are matching but some appear to have been renumbered after manufacture. (07-4305/4-33177 / BS / JC) 
Curio. Est. $ 1400 - 1800. VIEW PHOTO
 
2.         DWM 1915 Artillery Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 1916a. Overall condition is near excellent, restored with some 
replacement parts renumbered to match. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were 
matching. Bore is worn with light pitting. 8” bbl with adjustable rear sight. Fine tuned front and rear sights. 
Magazine is renumbered to match the gun. (4-33002 / BS / JC) Curio. 
Est. $ 1400 - 1800. VIEW PHOTO 
 
3.         Mauser 1939 42 Code Luger. Cal. 9 mm. S# 8747x. Overall condition is 98% restored. Bore is sharp and 
shiny. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. External numbers appear original 
and matching. Magazine is renumbered to match the gun. Checkered wood grips are lightly worn. (07-4307/4-
33161 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 1500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
4.         Mauser 1939 S/42 Luger. Cal. 9 mm. S# 5543t. Overall condition is near excellent restored. Bore is sharp 
and shiny. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. Exterior numbers appear 
original and matching. Magazine has been renumbered to match the gun. Checkered walnut grips are worn. (07-
4308/4-33151 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 1500. VIEW PHOTO
 
5.         1917 Erfurt Military Luger. Cal. converted to 30 after manufacture. S# 1547g. Overall condition is 
about 98% restored. Bore is sharp and shiny. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were 
matching. Exterior numbers appear to be matching. Magazine has been renumbered to match the gun. Checkered 
wood grips are worn. (07-4309/4-33149 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 900 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
6.         BYF 41 Black Widow Luger. Cal. 9 mm. S# 4907a. Overall condition is about 99% restored. Bore is 
sharp with frosting. Original black Bakelite grips with light wear. Original black bottom FXO magazine is in very 
good condition. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. Exterior numbers 
appear to be original and matching. (07-4310/4-33072 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1200 - 1600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
7.         Mauser G Date S/42 Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 5728a. Overall condition is restored to near excellent with 
some visible parts that appear to be renumbered. Bore is worn with some frosting. Checkered walnut grips are 
worn, possibly replaced. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. Magazine has 
been renumbered to match the gun. (07-4311/4-33110 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 1500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
8.         DWM 1920 Commercial Luger. Cal. 30. S# 9324n. Overall condition is near excellent with some touch up 
and restored parts. Bore is worn with some frosting. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers 
were matching. The grips are worn. The magazine is a Swiss model 29 with a brown plastic bottom. (07-4312/4-
33074 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
9.         DWM 1906 American Eagle Luger. Cal. 30. S# 30013. Overall condition restored to 98%. Bore is worn 
and frosted. The grips appear to be replaced. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were 
matching. The magazine is original and is in near excellent condition. (07-4313/4-33121 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 
1200 - 1600. VIEW PHOTO
 
10.        DWM 1915 Police Rework Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 6757c. Overall condition is about 95% arsenal refinish. 
Bore is lightly worn with some frosting. The checkered walnut grips are moderately worn. This gun was not taken 
apart to check if interior numbers were matching. The magazine has been renumbered to match the gun. Has 
police sear safety. (07-4314/4-33059 / BS / JC) Curio. 
Est. $ 900 - 1400. VIEW PHOTO
 
11.        DWM 1914 Military Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 316. Overall condition is about 90% blue with worn grip straps. 
The straw has been re-strawed to about 98%. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were 
matching. Visible small parts appear to be original numbered and matching. Magazine has been renumbered to 
match the gun. Checkered walnut grips are worn. (07-4315/4-33005 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1400 - 1800. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
12.        Mauser 41-42 Code Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 1511m. Overall condition is about 95% blue, most of which is 
original finish. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. Original matching parts 
with some small parts renumbered and refinished. The checkered walnut grips have some chips missing. The 
magazine has been renumbered to match the gun. (07-4316/4-33071 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 900 - 1400. VIEW 
PHOTO
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13.        DWM 1920-1918 Reworked Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 5879i. Overall condition is about 97% restored. Bore is 
worn and pitted. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. Visible parts appear 
original and matching. Some parts are Nazi era Mauser parts. There is a Nazi era proof on the right side of the 
receiver that was added after manufacture. The grips are well worn. The two wood bottomed magazines have 
been renumbered to match the gun. (07-4317/4-33184 / BS / JC) Curio. 
Est. $ 900 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
14.        DWM 1920-1915 Simpson Police Rework Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 3642. Overall condition is restored to 
97%. Bore is worn and pitted. Sear safety, eagle “6” proofs and “.S.D.I.458.” on front strap. Magazine safety 
deactivated. Checkered walnut grips moderately worn. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers 
were matching. Visible numbers appear matching. (4-33069 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 1400. VIEW PHOTO
 
15.        Mauser 1937 S-42 Luger. Cal. 30. S# 3223. Overall condition is restored to 98% with some parts that 
have been numbered to match the gun and a replacement barrel with “Kal.7.65” on barrel. Bore is near mint. 
Checkered walnut grips are moderately worn. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were 
matching. Magazine is renumbered to match the gun. (4-33201 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 1500. VIEW PHOTO
 
16.        Erfurt 1917 Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 718m.  Overall condition is reblued to 98%. Bore is sharp and shiny. 
This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. This gun is made up of Erfurt and 
Mauser parts which appear to have matching numbers with some parts renumbered.  There is a Nazi proof on the 
right side of the receiver which has been added since manufacture. The grips are worn and chipped. The 
magazine has been renumbered to match the gun. (4-33003 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 800 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
17.        DWM 1900 Commercial Luger. Cal. 30. S# 3871. Overall condition is restored to a bright 95% blue and 
straw. Bore is sharp and shiny. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. Visible 
matching numbers appear original. The grips appear to be re-checkered. The wood bottom magazine is very good 
and original. The initials “RC” have been engraved and inlayed in gold on the chamber since the time of 
manufacture. (4-33154 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1400 - 1800. VIEW PHOTO
 
18.        Mauser G Date S-42 Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 5901d. Overall condition is restored to 98% bright blue. Bore 
is sharp and shiny. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. Visible numbered 
parts are matching although some have been renumbered. Checkered wood grips are in very good condition. The 
magazine has been renumbered to match the gun. (4-33065 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 1500. VIEW PHOTO
 
19.        DWM 1900 American Eagle Luger. Cal. 30. S# 5529. Overall condition is restored to 99% condition. 
Bore is sharp and shiny. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. Walnut grips 
have been re-checkered and are very sharp. Original wood bottom magazine is near excellent. (4-33009 / BS / JC) 
Curio. Est. $ 1400 - 1800. VIEW PHOTO
 
20.        DWM Blank Toggle Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 05t. Overall condition is restored to about 97%. Bore is worn 
with frosting. The grips appear to be re-checkered and are sharp. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior 
numbers were matching. Magazine is numbered to the gun. “M” over anchor “N.583” on the back strap appears to 
be an original marking under the refinish. (4-33196 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 900 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
21.        DWM 1920-1917 Reworked Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 4359h. Overall condition is restored to 98% blue and 
straw. Bore is sharp and shiny. Checkered walnut grips are well worn. Wood bottom magazine does not match 
gun. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. The number “48” appears on the 
back of the frame but is not a serial number. (4-33070 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 800 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
22.        DWM 1923 American Eagle Commercial Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 54832. Overall condition is restored to 
98% with some parts replaced and renumbered. Bore is worn and lightly pitted. Checkered walnut grips are 
moderately worn. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. The aluminum bottom 
magazine has been renumbered to match the gun. (4-33004 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 800 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
23.        Erfurt 1918 Military Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 39. Overall condition is refinished blue and straw is now at 
about 90%. Bore is shiny with some frosting. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were 
matching. Some parts have been renumbered including the aluminum bottom magazine. The letters “Zn” have 
been added above the chamber. Nazi proofs have also been added on the right side of the receiver. The 
checkered walnut grips are well worn. (4-33115 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 800 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
24. Mauser 1940 42 Code Black Widow Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 7730z. Overall condition is restored to factory 
quality 99% finish. Bore is worn and lightly pitted. The original black Bakelite grips are near excellent. This gun 
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was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. The visible numbers appear original and 
matching. The magazine has been renumbered to match the gun. (4-33067 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1400 - 1800. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
25.        DWM 1923 Dutch Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 180. Overall condition is restored to about 98% with some parts 
that have been renumbered to match the gun. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were 
matching. Bore is near mint. “Rust” safety. Checkered walnut grips are worn and have a chip below the safety. 
Magazine is renumbered to match the gun. (4-33060 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 1500. VIEW PHOTO
 
26.        DWM 1908 Bulgarian Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 1916. Overall condition is restored to 99% with some 
replacement parts that have been renumbered to match the gun. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior 
numbers were matching. Bore is near mint. Bulgarian crest on toggle. Lion proof on right side of receiver. Movable 
lanyard loop at bottom of grip strap. Walnut grips appear re-checkered. Wood bottom magazine appears to be 
renumbered to match the gun. (4-33152 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1200 - 1600. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
27.        Mauser 1940 42 Code Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 7458m. Overall condition is restored to factory quality 99% 
blue finish. Bore is worn with frosting. Replacement small parts have been replaced. Walnut grips have been re-
checkered. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. Original aluminum bottom 
magazine not matching. (4-33073 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 1500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
28.        Erfurt 1917-1918 Reworked Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 4583s.  Overall condition shows the blue appearing to 
be original, about 80% and dull. Strawed parts have been restrawed to about 98%. Bore is shiny and sharp. 
Checkered walnut grips are well worn. The magazine has been renumbered to match the gun. This gun was not 
taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. Visible numbers appear original and matching. (4-33164 / 
BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 1400.  VIEW PHOTO
 
29.        DWM Police Reworked Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 5482. Overall condition is restored to 97% with some parts 
that have been replaced and renumbered to match. Bore is lightly frosted. This gun was not taken apart to check if 
interior numbers were matching. The checkered walnut grips are well worn. Nazi eagle appears on the barrel and 
a Nazi “Waa 66” proof appears on the right side of the receiver. The receiver is drilled for a sear safety. Wood 
bottom magazine is unnumbered. (4-33162 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 800 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
30.        1917 DWM Artillery Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 995k. Overall condition shows the frame and receiver to be 
about 85% original blue, the straw parts restrawed to 99% and the barrel appears to have been replaced, reblued 
and renumbered. Bore is sharp and shiny. Fine tuned rear adjustable sight. Unit marked “R 96.2.MG.31” (machine 
gun company unit mark). The gun appears to be a unit marked 1917 DWM military that has been converted to 
artillery with the addition of a recent 8” artillery barrel. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers 
were matching. The checkered walnut grips appear not to match each other and the wood bottom magazine is 
original but not matching. (4-33202 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1400 - 1800. VIEW PHOTO
 
31.        Erfurt 1918 Military Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 2201n. Overall condition is restored to 99% overall finish. Bore 
is sharp and shiny. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. Some parts have 
been replaced and renumbered. British proofs appear on many parts. Checkered walnut grips, one is worn and 
loose and the other appears replaced and re-checkered. The wood bottom magazine has been renumbered to 
match the gun. (4-33106 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
32.        Krieghoff 1936 Reworked Military Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 9352. Overall condition is about 98% arsenal 
finish with replacement parts and replacement grips that have been re-checkered and are well worn. Bore is worn 
and frosted. The unmarked black plastic bottom FXO style magazine is new, excellent and original. This gun was 
not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. (4-33211 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1400 - 1800.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
33.        DWM 1920-1921 Reworked Simson Police Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 5995a. Overall condition is about 95% 
arsenal finish with some small parts arsenal renumbered to match. This gun was not taken apart to check if 
interior numbers were matching. Bore is bright with light wear. Has a sear safety, a deactivated magazine safety, 
an “S” in a circle on the left side of the receiver, and an eagle “6” on the barrel. The magazine has been 
renumbered to match the gun. (4-33172 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1200 - 1600. VIEW PHOTO  
 
34.        DWM 1917 Artillery Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 3133e. Overall condition is restored to 97% with some 
renumbered small parts. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. Bore is worn 
with light pitting. Fine tuned rear adjustable sight. The left checkered walnut grip is well worn and the right grip 
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appears to be replaced. Magazine has been renumbered to match the gun. (4-33194 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1400 
- 1800.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
35.        Erfurt 1914 Artillery Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 5941i. Overall condition is restored to 99% with some parts 
replaced and unnumbered or renumbered to match. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers 
were matching. Bore is sharp with light pitting. Checkered walnut grips are in very good condition. Adjustable rear 
sight and fine tuned front sight. “3.MGK35 30a” unit marks on front strap do not appear original. Wood bottom 
magazine is unnumbered. (4-33199 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1400 - 1800. VIEW PHOTO
 
36.        Mauser G Date S-42 Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 9650b. Overall condition is restored to 97%. Bore is worn with 
light pitting. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. Visible parts appear original 
and matching. Checkered walnut grips are very good. Magazine has been renumbered to match the gun. (4-
33008 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1400 - 1800. VIEW PHOTO
 
37.        DWM 1915 Military Luger Rig. Cal. 9mm. S# 7126f. Overall condition is restored to 95% with some parts 
that have been renumbered to match. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. 
Bore is sharp with light pitting. The left checkered walnut grip appears very good. The right grip has been re-
checkered and appears to be an arsenal replacement. “3.K. / N.13.” on the front strap. “1,360” on the back of the 
frame. Magazine has been renumbered to match the gun. Accompanied by a good brown leather holster, crown 
“M” proofed take-down tool and extra magazine that is crown “M” proofed with concentric rings that is not 
matching, numbered to the gun. (4-33116 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1400 - 1800. VIEW PHOTO
 
38.        Mauser 1940 42 Code Luger Rig. Cal. 9mm. S# 4169z.  Overall condition is restored to about 98%. Bore 
is worn with light pitting. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. Some parts 
have been renumbered to match the gun and some proof marks have been added. Grips are worn. Magazine has 
been renumbered to match. Accompanied by a good black leather holster. (4-33079 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1200 - 
1600. VIEW PHOTO
 
39.        Mauser 1940 42 Code Luger. Cal. 9mm. S#7011e. Overall condition is about 95% chrome finish that is 
not factory but appears to be of the period. Bore is sharp and bright. Original black Bakelite grips appear to be 
original and are in near excellent condition. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were 
matching. Black bottom FXO magazine is in near excellent original condition. (4-33144 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 
1400 - 1800. VIEW PHOTO
 
40.        DWM Blank Toggle Police Sneak Luger Rig. Cal. 9mm. S# 120. Overall condition is 95% arsenal 
refinished. Bore is bright and sharp. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. 
Visible numbers appear to be matching. The checkered walnut grips are moderately worn. The gun has a sear 
safety and a deactivated magazine safety. Accompanied by three magazines that have been renumbered to 
match the gun and a very good black leather “Robert Larsen Berlin 1935” marked police holster. (4-33173/07-
4357 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1500 - 2000. VIEW PHOTO
 
41.        DWM 1917 Military Luger Rig. Cal. 9mm. S# 1207b. Overall condition is restored to 98% overall. Bore is 
bright and sharp. The grips appear to be replaced. The left grip is broken under the safety lever. This gun was not 
taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. The magazine is renumbered to match the gun. 
Accompanied by a very good brown leather 1916 dated holster. Also has a beautiful, near excellent, 1900 Luger 
magazine. (4-33083/07-4358 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1400 - 1800. VIEW PHOTO
 
42.        DWM 1921 Police Luger Rig. Cal. 9mm. S# 4200l. Overall condition is restored to 98% with some parts 
renumbered to match and some markings added recently. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior 
numbers were matching. Bore is sharp with light pitting. The walnut checkered grips have moderate wear and do 
not appear to match each other. It has a sear safety. Accompanied by a very good black leather “A Ricke / 
Cassel / 1916” police style holster that is police unit marked “L.P.Th.Nr.1511”. Also has two magazines that have 
been renumbered to match the gun. (4-33082/07-4359 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1400 - 1800. VIEW PHOTO
     
43.        Mauser BYF Code Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 14t. Overall condition is restored to 97% with some parts 
renumbered to match and some recent marking added. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers 
were matching. Bore is bright and sharp. The left checkered walnut grip has been re-checkered and the right 
appears to have been replaced. Magazine has been renumbered to match the gun. Accompanied by a good black 
leather unmarked holster. (4-33085/07-4360 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1100 - 1500. VIEW PHOTO
 
44.        DWM 1921-1916 Reworked Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 18.  Overall condition is restored to 98% with many 
parts renumbered to match the gun. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. 
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Bore is bright and sharp. The checkered walnut grips are worn almost smooth. Accompanied by a very good 1916 
dated black leather holster and two magazines that are numbered to match the gun. (4-33081/07-4361 / BS / JC) 
Curio. Est. $ 1200 - 1600. VIEW PHOTO
 
45.        DWM 1920 Reworked Navy Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 7002b. Overall condition is restored to 98% with some 
parts renumbered to match. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. The Navy 
rear toggle is of modern manufacture. Bore is sharp with light pitting. Checkered walnut grips are worn and have 
moderate wear. The wood bottom magazine has concentric rings. “N / 2196” back strap mark appears original. 
Accompanied by a very good black leather “Lederwarenwerk / Curt Vogel / Cottbus / 1938” marked holster with an 
eagle “M” marking that appears to have been added recently. (4-3314207-4362 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1400 - 
1800. VIEW PHOTO
 
46.        Mauser 1937 S-42 Luger Rig. Cal. 9mm. S# 6560v. Overall condition is 95% restored finish. Bore is 
worn and pitted. Very good brown Bakelite grips. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were 
matching. Visible numbers appear to be matching. Commercial proofs. Two magazines have been renumbered to 
match the gun. Accompanied by a good brown 1916 dated holster that is punched at the front through both sides. 
(4-33123/07-4363 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1400 - 1800.  VIEW PHOTO
 
47.        DWM 1911 Reworked Police Luger Rig. Cal. 9mm. S# 8427. Overall condition is restored to 95% 
condition with some parts that have been renumbered to match the gun and some markings that have been added 
recently. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. Bore is worn and lightly pitted. 
The checkered walnut grips are in very good condition. One of the two wood bottom magazines has been 
renumbered to match the gun. The other is unnumbered and marked “Germany”. Accompanied by a police take-
down tool and a very good brown leather holster that was made for a Reich’s revolver and converted for the Luger. 
(4-33006/07-4364 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1500 - 2000. VIEW PHOTO
 
48.        DWM 1917 Reworked Death’s Head Luger Rig. Cal. 9mm. S# 9769g. Overall condition is 95% arsenal 
refinish. Bore is bright with light pitting. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. 
Visible numbers appear matching. The Death’s Head marking on the chamber appears to have been added 
recently. The checkered walnut grips are worn almost smooth. Two magazines have been renumbered to match 
the gun. Accompanied by a good 1938 black leather holster with Death’s Head stamps that appear to have been 
added recently. (4-33086/07-4365 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1400 - 1800. VIEW PHOTO
 
49.        Mauser BYF 41 Luger Rig. Cal. 9mm. S# 9847y. Overall condition retains about 45% finish with 
scattered pitting. Bore is bright and sharp. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were 
matching. Visible numbers appear original and matching. The checkered walnut grips are in good condition. In the 
gun is a very good black plastic bottom FXO magazine. Accompanied by a very good black leather “Genschow & 
Co. A.G. Berlin 1936” holster with a near excellent original eagle “63” take-down tool and a near excellent 
aluminum bottom eagle “63” magazine that is not numbered to the gun. (4-33020/07-4366 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 
1400 - 1800. VIEW PHOTO
 
50.        Mauser 1940 42 Code Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 111e. Overall condition is restored to 98% condition. Bore is 
bright and sharp. Brown Bakelite grips are in near excellent condition. This gun was not taken apart to check if 
interior numbers were matching. Magazine renumbered to match the gun. Accompanied by a shoulder holster that 
has been modified to fit a Luger and has an extra Luger magazine. (4-33118/07-4367 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1000 
- 1500. VIEW PHOTO
 
51.        DWM 1906 American Eagle Luger. Cal. 30. S# 36012. Overall condition is restored to 98% condition. 
Bore is worn and lightly frosted. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. Visible 
numbers appear original and matching. Checkered walnut grips are well worn. Wood bottom magazine is good. (4-
33113/07-4339 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1200 - 1600. VIEW PHOTO  
 
52.        Simson & Co. Suhl 1920 Date Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 7506. Overall condition is restored to 98% with 
some renumbered parts. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. Bore is sharp 
and shiny. Checkered walnut grips are good. Magazine has been renumbered to match the gun. (4-33145/07-
4341 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1200 - 1600. VIEW PHOTO
 
53.        DWM 1921 Police Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 1494b. Overall condition is near excellent, restored condition. 
Bore is bright with light frosting. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. Exterior 
numbers appear original and matching. Front strap is police marked “S.W.I. 892”. It has a sear safety and “1921” 
on chamber. The grips are in very good condition. The left grip has been cut for a magazine safety that has been 
deactivated. (04-33068/07-4304 / BS / JC) Curio.  Est. $ 800 - 1100. 
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VIEW PHOTO
 
54.        1920-1914 Erfurt Reworked Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 7454a. Overall condition is restored to 99% bright 
finish. Bore is worn and lightly pitted. Checkered walnut grips are lightly worn. This gun was not taken apart to 
check if interior numbers were matching. Visible numbers appear original and matching. Original wood bottom 
magazine does not match. (4-33064/07-4336 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 800 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
55.        1921-1914 DWM Reworked Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 7883. Overall condition is restored to 98% with parts 
that have been replaced and renumbered to match the gun. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior 
numbers were matching. Bore is worn and lightly pitted. Checkered walnut grips are well worn. Aluminum bottom 
magazine has been renumbered to match the gun. (4-33156/07-4337 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 1000. VIEW 
PHOTO
     
56.        DWM 1920 Commercial Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 150s. Overall condition is poor with light pitting and some 
parts that have been replaced and renumbered. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were 
matching. Bore is worn and lightly pitted. The “SAderNSDAP / GRUPPE NORDSEE” marking on the front grip 
strap appears to be added recently as do the Nazi eagles on the barrel and the right side of the receiver. The 
checkered walnut grips are well worn and loose. The wood bottom magazine is very good. (4-33204/07-4338 / 
BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 900.  VIEW PHOTO
 
57.        Erfurt 1920-1918 Reworked Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 3339h. Overall condition is restored to 98% with some 
parts replaced and renumbered. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. Bore is 
worn and frosty. Walnut grips appear to have been re-checkered and sharp. Front grip strap has “U.PI.S.13.” 
which appears to be a Weimart era military mark. The original wood bottom magazine is very good but not 
matching. (4-33063/07-4340 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
58.        DWM 1920-1911 Reworked Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 8063d. Overall condition is very good with about 80% 
original blue and about 60% straw. Bore is worn with light pitting. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior 
numbers were matching. Visible numbers appear matching with some having been renumbered at the arsenal. 
Checkered walnut grips are well worn. Magazine has been renumbered to match the gun. (4-33147/07-4342 / BS / 
JC) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
59.        Erfurt 1918 Military Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 3403s. Overall condition is restored to near excellent. Bore is 
sharp with frosting. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. Visible numbers 
appear original and matching. Grips are moderately worn. The magazine is original and very good but not 
matching to the gun. (4-33062/07-4343 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
60.        DWM 1916 Military Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 9643c. Overall condition is restored to 90%. Bore is worn and 
frosty. Front strap has “10.R.M.G.44.” which appears to be an original WWI German machine gun company unit 
mark. Wood bottom magazine is very good and unnumbered. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior 
numbers were matching. (4-33203/07-4344 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 800 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
61.        DWM 1923 Commercial Luger. Cal. 30. S# 81690. Overall condition shows a factory quality restoration 
to near mint condition. Bore is sharp with light pitting. The checkered beech grips are very nice. This gun was not 
taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. The magazine bottom has concentric rings. (4-33075/07-
4345 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 1000.
VIEW PHOTO
 
62.        DWM 1920-1917 Reworked Police Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 1646n. Overall condition is restored to near 
excellent condition. Bore is bright and sharp. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were 
matching. Visible numbers appear to be matching. Grips are well worn. Sear safety. Police unit mark on front strap 
has been X-ed out. Magazine has been arsenal numbered to the gun. (4-33205/07-4346 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 
700 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
63.        DWM 1918 Military Luger. Cal. 9mm.  S# 9488. Overall condition is restored to 98% with some parts 
renumbered to match. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. Bore is bright and 
sharp. Checkered walnut grips are worn almost smooth. Barrel is not numbered and has Nazi era commercial 
proofs. Wood bottom magazine has been renumbered to match the gun. (4-33127/07-4349 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 
700 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
64.        Simson & Co. Suhl Luger. Cal. 30. S# 6276n. Overrall condition is restored to 95%. Bore sharp with light 
frosting. This is a reproduction made by changing the toggle marking on a DWM 1920 Commercial. This gun was 
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not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. Visible numbers appear original and matching. The 
grips appear re-checkered and worn. The magazine is a 1929 Swiss in near excellent, original condition. (4-
3310707-4350 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 800 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
65.        DWM 1911 Military Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 7409e. Overall condition is restored to about 97% condition. 
Bore is worn with light frosting. Checkered walnut grips are worn almost smooth. This gun was not taken apart to 
check if interior numbers were matching. Visible numbers appear matching. Wood bottom magazine has been 
renumbered to match the gun. (4-33163/07-4368 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 800 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
66.        Krieghoff 1937 Military Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 7542. Overall condition is restored to 98% finish with some 
parts replaced and renumbered to match the gun. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were 
matching. Bore is sharp with frosting. Very good brown Bakelite grips. Magazine has been renumbered to match 
the gun. (4-33148/07-4369 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1400 - 1800.  VIEW PHOTO
 
67.        Erfurt Reworked WWI Military Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 7919. Overall condition is restored to 97% 
condition. Bore is worn and pitted. Chamber date has recently been changed to 1925. This gun was not taken 
apart to check if interior numbers were matching. Visible numbers appear matching. Checkered walnut grips are 
worn almost smooth. Magazine has been renumbered to match the gun. Many small parts have eagle “6” proofs 
indicating a rework by Simson. (4-33174/07-4370 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
68.        Mauser 1937 S-42 Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 458. Overall condition is restored to 95% condition with some 
parts that have been renumbered and some markings have been recently added. This gun was not taken apart to 
check if interior numbers were matching. Bore is worn and lightly pitted. The grips have been re-checkered. The 
magazine has been renumbered to match the gun. (4-33157/07-4371 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 800 - 1200. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
69.        DWM Blank Toggle Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 6232m. Overall condition is restored to 97% finish with many 
parts that have been replaced and renumbered. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were 
matching. Bore is worn and pitted. Some markings have been recently added or removed. The grips are well worn. 
The magazine has been renumbered to match the gun. (4-33146/07-4372 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 1000. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
70.        DWM 1920-1920 Reworked Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 4984r. Overall condition is restored to about 95% 
finish with some parts renumbered to match the gun and some markings added recently. This gun was not taken 
apart to check if interior numbers were matching. Bore is sharp with light frosting. The checkered walnut grips are 
well worn. The magazine has been renumbered to match the gun. (4-33171/07-4373 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 
1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
71.        Mauser 1936 S-42 Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 2078m. Overall condition is a factory quality restoration to 98% 
finish. Bore is worn and pitted. The checkered walnut grips are lightly worn. This gun was not taken apart to check 
if interior numbers were matching. The magazine has been renumbered to match the gun. (4-3301207-4374 / BS / 
JC) Curio. Est. $ 1200 - 1600. VIEW PHOTO 
 
72.        DWM 1908 Military 1st Issue Luger. Cal. 9mm. S# 1336a. Overall condition is restored to about 97% 
condition. Bore is worn and lightly pitted. The checkered walnut grips are in good condition. This gun was not 
taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. Visible numbers appear to be matching. Illegible unit mark 
appears on the front strap. Wood bottom magazine has been renumbered to match the gun. (4-33111/07-4375 / 
BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
73.        DWM 1920 Commercial Luger. Cal. 30. S# 6611o. Overall condition is restored to 98% condition. Bore is 
bright and shiny. The initials “DJR” and a Swastika have been added since manufacture. The wood bottom 
magazine is good. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. (4-33183/07-4376 / 
BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO  
 
73A.     Unknown P.08 Luger Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 14. Overall condition is very good. Bore is fair. 
Appears to be a Nazi re-work. The 4” barrel shows obvious polishing over pitting with no numbering. Barrel 
extension numbered 14 on it’s bottom lug. No other markings on that portion. The ejector, etc. are blued rather 
than straw. Toggle assembly has the rear and mid portion numbered 14. Breech block is unnumbered but marked 
with what appears to be a Simson proof with a “6” under it. The extractor is unmarked. The firing pin has only a “J” 
on it and the pin portion has been filed down so that the pistol is in operable. Note, filed down, not broken. The 
side plate is marked within the rectangular trough on the reverse. The wide trigger and takedown lever are blued 
with no number. Front of frame and the very good wooden grips are numbered 14. There are no other numbers or 
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marks on the frame except for the flat surface of the left side has, on 3 lines, “William F. Barnes, Suhl - Germany, 
1945”. The word “Gesichert” is filled in with white paint. Has stock lug and stainless aluminum bottom magazine 
with no number. The area where then name is bright polished. All other surfaces are dull finish. Has a very silver 
appearance that is believed to be stenciled. Has hold open device. Filed firing pin and name significance and are 
unknown. (07-4384/4-33190 / NW / JC) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
74.        Engraved DWM 1920 Commercial Luger. Cal. 30. S# 5001. Overall condition shows period engraving 
covering about 95% of the gun with some original finish remaining in the areas that have not been engraved. The 
engraving is good quality but does not appear to be factory. Bore is worn and lightly pitted. The checkered walnut 
grips are well worn. This gun was not taken apart to check if interior numbers were matching. The wood bottom 
magazine has been renumbered to match the gun. (4-33222/07-4377 / BS / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1200 - 1600. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
75.        DWM Model 1914 Military (Artillery) Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm Luger. S# 6099b. Overall condition is 
fair to good. Bore is near excellent. Entire receiver assembly and frame are all matching numbers. Non-matching 
barrel which has been cut back to 7” with a band installed and a new blade which is more like that on a 98 Mauser, 
not a pistol. Barrel is #2687a and the artillery rear sight assembly is #57. Right side of barrel below sight is marked 
“Germany” indicating an import. An older mark, likely right after WWII. Chamber is dated 1913. Frame has a unit 
marking of “143.3.K.17.“ preceded by a “J.R.” that was stamped at a different time as it’s depth is different. Grips 
are very worn but solid and are numbered 99. Magazine is a standard magazine that is nickel plated with some 
oxidation and cleaned spots visible. Bottom of magazine is numbered “4869a”. It has some slight dimension 
issues and does not fit easily. Pistol shows very little finish remaining and barrel appears refinished. Fine 
mechanical condition but hold open device does not function. (07-1012 / NW / GP) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 1000. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
76.        DWM Model 1906 Royal Portuguese Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 30 Luger. S# 1666. Overall condition is 
very good. Bore is very good. 4 3/4” Barrel. Chamber has crown M with an Arabic 2 intertwined within the M. 
Receiver is proof marked with a circle Delta as is the wood boot of the magazine. Barrel has same proof, is 
numbered to the gun. 2 Digit number on the bottom of the receiver. Grip safety rear link, mid link, trigger, side 
plate and takedown lever are all numbered to the gun. Grips not numbered. Grips show wear, especially near the 
magazine release and at the very bottom as well as the right side in line with the trigger has considerable wear 
and the grip has 3 or 4 cracks running about 1 1/2” long parallel to the frame. Slight straw color on trigger, 
takedown lever and ejector. Thumb safety polished under the fire position. There is very little evidence of straw 
color on the thumb safety. ( 07-1013 / GP) Modern. Est. $ 2000 - 2500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
77.        Weatherby Athena O/U Shotgun. Cal. 20 Ga. Mag. S# FA00038. Overall condition is near excellent. 
Bore is near excellent. 28” vent rib barrel with screw in chokes (no spares). Includes 2 quality snap caps. Appears 
new in every respect. A South Gate, CA model made in Japan. A Grade 5 Classic Field Model. (07-4195 / NW / 
JT) Modern. Est. $ 1500 - 2000. VIEW PHOTO
 
78.        Browning Model 12 Pump Action Shotgun. Cal. 20 Ga. S# 00906PN932. Overall condition is near 
excellent. Bore is near excellent. Made in 1988, there were 4000 made. This is a Limited Edition Grade V. with a 
26” vent ribbed barrel, modified choke, and very nicely figured wood.  Appears new in every respect. (07-4196 / 
NW / JT) Modern. Est. $ 800 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
79.        Remington Model 11-87 Semi-Auto Shotgun. Cal. 12 Ga. Mag.  S# PC771750. VIEW PHOTO Overall 
condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. National Wild Turkey Federation 30th Anniversary Tribute 
Model. Has gold plated receiver, trigger, operating handle and magazine cap. Butt stock is laser engraved with the 
NWTF symbol.  Receiver is engraved with game scenes, marked “Premier”. It has a 28” vent rib barrel with screw 
in choke. It is #212 out of 300. (07-4181 / NW / JT) Modern. Est. $ 500 - 750.
 
80.        Ithaca Model 37 Pump Action Shotgun. Cal. 12 Ga. Mag. S# M370023721. Overall condition is near 
excellent. Bore is near excellent. Pennsylvania limited edition, 1 of 100. Has laser engraved receiver with gold 
accents. Left side of butt stock has a medallion with the seal of Pennsylvania. Gold plated takedown screw, forend 
cap, trigger and safety. Has 30” vent rib barrel with screw in choke. Includes a total of 3 chokes. Appears new in 
every respect. (07-4197 / NW / JT) Modern. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
81.        Browning Auto 5 Semi-Auto Shotgun. Cal. 12 Ga. Mag. S# WT15100168. Overall condition is near 
excellent. Bore is near excellent. Appears new in every respect. Nation Wild Turkey Federation Model with # 
00168 on the 24”, vent rib barrel. Barrel has screw in chokes but no extra chokes. Metal surfaces have the matte 
blur finish. Has detachable sling studs and high quality nylon camouflage sling. Dull finish stocks with checkering 
and round knob grip. Ventilated recoil pad. (07-4202 / NW / JT) Modern. Est. $ 500 - 800. VIEW PHOTO 
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82.        Winchester Model 94AE Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 30-30. S# 6448042. Overall condition is near 
excellent. Bore is near excellent. A Texas trophy hunter’s tribute by American Remembers that is #12 of 250. 20” 
carbine with gold plated receiver and trim. Receiver and stocks are laser engraved. (07-4201 / NW / JT) Modern. 
Est. $ 400 - 750. VIEW PHOTO
 
83.        Browning BAR Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 30-06. S# 311MZ20823.  Overall condition is near excellent. Bore 
is near excellent. Manufactured 2001. Appears new in every respect. Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation tribute by 
America Remembers. Has gold plated receiver and is #018 of 300. has gold sling studs, trigger and sight hood. 
RMEF symbol laser engraved on the butt stock. (07-4192 / NW / JT) Modern. Est. $ 500 - 750. VIEW PHOTO
 
84.        Browning Model 1885 Single Shot Rifle. Cal. 45-70. S# 01053NW247. Overall condition is near 
excellent. Bore is near excellent. Made in 1994. 1 of 100 Deer Hunter Commemorative. Engraved receiver, 28” 
octagon barrel, including a deer within a circle. Stainless appearing finish.  By the American Historical Society and 
includes a glass topped, walnut display case suitable for wall hanging without original box. (07-4187 / NW / JT) 
Modern. Est. $ 1200 - 1700. VIEW PHOTO 
 
85.        Winchester Model 94AE Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 30-30. S# 6386770. Overall condition is new. Bore is 
new. Limited Edition 50 State Commemorative by the American Historical Foundation. 1 of 100 per state, 
numbered PA005. Gold trim, laser engraved receiver, seal of Pennsylvania in the butt stock.  Comes in a glass 
topped, velvet lined case. (07-4185 / NW / JT) Modern. Est. $ 700 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
86.        Winchester Model 1895 Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 30-06. S# NFH3047. Overall condition is new. Bore is 
new. Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation 15th Anniversary Edition. Laser engraved receiver and lever with gold 
embellishments and game scenes. Includes original box. (07-4189 / NW / JT) Modern. Est. $ 1000 - 1500. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
87.        Browning Model 81 BLR Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 308. S# 07144NW227. Overall condition is new. Bore 
is new. North American Big Game Five Limited Edition. Sides of receiver are gold bordered. Marked 1 of 250, this 
is #NA056. Has 5 different gold plated heads of North American game. “James A. Twaite” engraved in gold on the 
bottom of the lever. By the American Historical Society and includes a glass topped, walnut display case suitable 
for wall hanging and original box. (07-4186 / NW / JT) Modern. Est. $ 700 - 1100. VIEW PHOTO 
 
88.        Browning Model 1885 Single Shot Rifle. Cal. 45-70. S# 01029NW247.  Overall condition is new. Bore is 
new. Has silver engraved receiver. 1 of 100 edition, this one is #69. By the American Historical Society and 
includes a glass topped, walnut display case suitable for wall hanging. (07-4188 / NW / JT) Modern. Est. $ 1000 - 
1600. VIEW PHOTO
 
89.        Browning BAR Deer Trophy Edition Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 30-06. S# 107NX23755.  Overall condition is 
new. Bore is new. Has Trophy Edition #056. Made in Belgium, assembled in Portugal. Has stainless appearing 
receiver with laser engraving and gold wash on the right side.  Includes sling and glass topped walnut display case 
that allows wall hanging. Issued by the American Historical Society. (07-4193 / NW / JT) Modern. Est. $ 700 - 
1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
90.        Winchester Model 94AE Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 30-30. S# 6495865. Overall condition is new. Bore is 
new. Second Amendment Limited Edition. Has gold trim, laser engraved receiver, and is number A009 of the 
limited edition. Includes original box but no paperwork. (07-4184 / NW / JT) Modern. Est. $ 500 - 800. VIEW 
PHOTOS
 
91.        Winchester Model 94 Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 30-30. S# CN06215. Overall condition is new. Bore is 
new. 1894-1994 Centennial Rifle with a 26” half round, half octagon barrel. Grade I with laser engrave receiver, 
blued finish, pistol grip, crescent butt, checkered stocks, half magazine. Comes with original box. (07-4183 / NW / 
JT) Modern. Est. $ 500 - 800. VIEW PHOTOS 
 
92.        Ruger No. 1B Single Shot Rifle. Cal. 338 Win. Mag. S# 133-81734. Overall condition is new. Bore is 
new. 20th Anniversary Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation Edition with gold embellished receiver and marked in gold 
#37 of 75. Includes original box, etc. (07-4191 / NW / JT) Modern. Est. $ 800 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO 
 
93.        Winchester Model 94 Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 30-30. S# 11699. Overall condition is near excellent. Bore 
is near excellent. 1966 issue Centennial carbine. Appears new with no box. (07-3421 / NW / IH) Modern. Est. $ 
300 - 500.
VIEW PHOTO 1  VIEW PHOTO 2  
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94.        Winchester Model 94 Lever Action Carbine. Cal. 30-30. S# 1502. Overall condition is near excellent. 
Bore is near excellent. 1966 issue Centennial carbine. Appears new with no box. (07-3420 / NW / IH) Modern. Est. 
$ 300 - 500.  
VIEW PHOTO 1  VIEW PHOTO 2
 
95.        Savage Model 99 Leer Action Rifle. Cal. 300 Savage. S# RM0037. Overall condition is near excellent. 
Bore is near excellent. Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation 1998 Commemorative rifle. Numbered 37 of 60. Has 
engraved receiver with a gold elk on the left and a prone shooter on the right, both in gold. Gold plated trigger and 
sling studs. Receiver and magazine bottom both engraved. Magazine bottom has in gold the RMEF logo and the 
serial number. Checkered stock with good butt stock figure. (07-4190 / NW / JT) Modern. Est. $ 500 - 800. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
95A.     Winchester Model 94 Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 30-30. S# LL15047.  Overall condition is very good plus 
to excellent. Bore is near excellent. Legendary Lawmen Commemorative. Has silver plated receiver and trim 
which is lightly tarnished and needs silver polish. Includes original box and papers. (07-3341 / NW / RK) Modern. 
Est. $ 400 - 650. VIEW PHOTO 1   VIEW PHOTO 2 
 
95B.     Winchester Model 1895 Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 405 Win. S# 00846TEX95. Overall condition is near 
excellent. Bore is near excellent. Has a 24” round barrel with checkered stock, case colored receiver. Has a 
Lyman elevated sight. Missing elevator for barrel sight. Appears new in box with paperwork. A nice facsimile of a 
Teddy Roosevelt 95. (07-3442 / NW / RK) Modern. Est. $ 800 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
95C.     Taylor & Company/Uberti 73 Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 32-20. S# 98247. Overall condition is near 
excellent.  Bore is near excellent. Case colored frame and lever, 20” octagon barrel, full magazine, rifle forend. 
Has a leather covered butt over the crescent butt plate. Also has a partial leather wrap on the lever. The rear sight 
has had the buckhorn portion eliminated and filed flat for fast acquisition. The front sight is an old Lyman 
replacement that is a beech style with screw adjustment for windage - a valuable sight. Includes original box. A 
perfect cowboy action rifle with very low recoil. Also includes a tang target micrometer sight and windage 
adjustable globe front sight. Missing one tang mounting screw. Tang of the rifle is void of plug screws. (07-3440 / 
NW /RK) Modern. Est. $ 500 - 800. 
VIEW PHOTO 
 
96.        Colt King Cobra Legacy Edition Revolver. Cal. 357 Mag. S# EK8010. Overall condition is new. Bore is 
new. Bore shows some cleanable residue likely from the plating process. Partial scrubbing removed most of it. 6” 
barrel. Except for sights, entire firearm is gold plated. Has highly figured uncheckered, finger groove grips with Colt 
Legacy medallion. Marked 1 of 1000. Tag indicates #8. Includes box and papers. (07-4171 / NW / JT) Modern. 
Est. $ 1300 - 1800. VIEW PHOTO 
 
97.        Colt Python Revolver. Cal. 357 Mag. S# PN01899.  Overall condition is new. Bore is new. Has 8” barrel. 
Engraved and gold plated. Has silver finished cylinder, trigger, hammer, front and rear sight blades. Has smooth 
finger groove grips with Colt 20th Century medallion. Marked 1 of 1000. Tag indicates #56. includes glass topped 
walnut presentation case, factory box and papers. (07-4173 / NW / JT) Modern. Est. $ 1800 - 2400. VIEW PHOTO
 
98.        Colt Anaconda Legacy Edition Revolver. Cal. 44 Mag. S# MM82556. Overall condition is new. Bore is 
new. 8” barrel. Has pewter color finish, gold plated cylinder release, trigger and hammer with gold accents on the 
left side of the barrel. Tag indicates this is #255. smooth walnut finger groove grips and Colt Legacy medallion. 
Includes box and papers. (07-4172 / NW / JT) Modern. Est. $ 1000 - 1500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
99.        Colt Single Action Army Revolver. Cal. 45 Colt. S# S08312A. Overall condition is new. Bore is new.  4 
3/4” barrel. Blued with gold inlay and engraving, including a raised gold rampant colt on the left side of the recoil 
shield and a raised gold colt dome on the loading gate. Has ivory grips, backstrap gold lettered “One of 25”. The 
bottom of the grip strap is marked “No. 15”. Comes in a glass topped walnut presentation case with a plaque 
stating that it was issued by the American Historical Foundation. Includes original Colt box and all paperwork, etc. 
(07-4182 / NW / JT) Modern. Est. $ 2000 - 3000. VIEW PHOTO
 
100.      Colt Model 1908 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 25 ACP. S# 71645. Overall condition is new. Bore is new. 
Special edition that is silver and engraved. Has ivory grips with special Colt medallion. Comes in a glass topped, 
walnut display case with photo of Samuel Colt. Designed so it can be wall mounted. #22 of the limited series. (07-
4175 / NW / JT) Modern. Est. $ 900 - 1500. VIEW PHOTO
 
101.      Browning Model High Power Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 40 S&W. S# 
2W5NV57937.                                        VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is new. Bore is new. Second Amendment 
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Commemorative with laser engraved slide with smooth walnut grips and Second Amendment medallion. Nickel 
plated with gold ambidextrous safety, hammer, trigger, slide stop and magazine release. Comes in a glass topped, 
walnut display case. #SA133 of the special edition. Marked “Made in Belgium Assembled in Portugal”. Includes 
original box, instructions and extra clip. (07-4180 / NW / JT) Modern. Est. $ 1100 - 1500.
 
102.      Colt Model 1903 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32 ACP. S# 
87244.                                                                          VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is new. Bore is new. Limited 
edition 1 of 100, this one is # M009. Nicely engraved, nickel plated, smooth ebony grips. Includes a 2003 
American Eagle silver dollar, serial numbered M009 as is the gun. Also included is a glass topped, walnut 
presentation case. (07-4178 / NW / JT) Modern. Est. $ 900 - 1500.
 
103.      Colt 1911-A1 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 45 ACP. S# 
CV21888.                                                                          VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is new. Bore is new. 1 of 
1000 Rattlesnake Legacy Edition, this one numbered RS0094. Has a pewter looking finish with gold safety, 
trigger, hammer, slide stop, magazine release, grip screws, barrel bushing and plug. Grips have the Colt Legacy 
medallion and are covered with rattlesnake skin (hard rubber grips included). Right side of slide engraved “Dr. 
James A. Twaite”. Also included is a glass topped, walnut presentation case, original box, and paperwork. Also 
includes an autographed copy of the book titled “Children of Divorce” written by Dr. Twaite, nationally known 
author. (07-4177 / NW / JT) Modern. Est. $ 900 - 1500.
 
104.      Colt 1911-A1 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 45 ACP. S# 2805934.                                                                          
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is new. Bore is new. Special 911 Edition issued by America Remembers. Has 
gold accented slide indicating #101 of 911 and marked “God Bless America, USA” and “We will punish the guilty 
and those who harbor them”.  Diamond checkered walnut grips with gold medallion, screws, slide stock and rear 
sight. Has glass topped, walnut presentation case, original box and paperwork. (07-4176 / NW / JT) Modern. Est. 
$ 800 -1300.
 
105.      Colt Model 1911-A1 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 45 ACP. S# 
2811209.                                                                 VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is new. Bore is new. NRA 
tribute model with diamond checkered grips, laser engraved gold plated slide, gold accents yet blued trigger and 
plug. #168 of 300, issued by America Remembers. Also included is a glass topped, walnut presentation case, 
original box, and paperwork. (07-4179 / NW / JT) Modern. Est. $ 900 - 1500.
 
106.      Winchester Model 1873 Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 38-40. S# 
217338B.                                                            VIEW PHOTO
Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is good to very good. Manufactured in 1886. A 3rd model with 24 1/4” 
octagon barrel that has been cut and re-crowned likely from 26”. Has full magazine and has been expertly 
refinished with very nice bluing. Very legible or recut marking on the brass lifter, very good barrel legend. Excellent 
case colors on lever and hammer. Has single set trigger. Stocks are plain grain, nicely refinished. Butt stock 
shows a professional repair in the wrist area. Overall a very nice looking 73. (07-4194 / NW / JT) Antique. Est. $ 
1400 - 2000.
 
107.      Browning Model 71 Leer Action Rifle. Cal. 348 Win. S# 
00475PR1C7.                                                         VIEW PHOTO
Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Appears new in every respect.  Carbine version made in 
1977. (07-4199 / NW / JT) Modern. Est. $ 600 - 900.
 
108.      Browning Model 53 Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 32-20. S# 
00906NM3F7.                                                           VIEW  PHOTO
Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Made in 1990. Appears new in every respect, no box or 
paper. All standard configuration. (07-4198 / NW / JT) Modern. Est. $ 600 - 900.
 
109.      Browning Model 1895 Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 30-06. S# 
05901PW187.                                                        VIEW PHOTO
Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Grade 1, manufactured in 1984 only. (07-4200/ NW / 
JT) Modern. 
Est. $ 500 - 750.
 
110.      Winchester Model 1895 Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 405 Win. S# 
46975.                                                            VIEW PHOTO
Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is very good plus. Manufactured in 1904. Has Winchester eye swivels on 
barrel and butt stock, a dove tailed blank in barrel, a period style long lever receiver sight, a plugged D&T hole 
added over the chamber area and on the right side of the receiver opposite the location for the holding lever of the 
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receiver sight. Someone made the hole on the wrong side of the receiver before installing it correctly.  Consignor 
states that it has replacement stocks although the butt stock looks exactly like Winchester with correct butt plate. 
Forend is possibly somewhat fuller than factory. Overall appearance of this firearm and caliber was intended to 
duplicate what Teddy Roosevelt used. (07-4205 / NW / BL) Curio. Est. $ 1500 - 2200.
 
111.      Winchester Model 94 Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 30-30. S# 
96252.                                                                    VIEW PHOTO
Overall condition is good to very good. Bore is good plus. Manufactured 1897. Has 26” octagon barrel. It is a 
takedown model with all correct features. Takedown fit is very good but obviously not as tight as new. Exterior of 
barrel shows significant cleaned oxidation for the last 8”. There is also a ring in the bore of the barrel directly under 
the front sight. Butt stock is in good plus condition but dirty. Same for the forend. (01-1010 / NW / DP) Antique. 
Est. $ 800 - 1200. 
 
112.      Winchester 1886 Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 45-90. S# 
48374.                                                                          VIEW PHOTO
Overall condition is good plus. Bore is fair to good. Manufactured 1890. Has 26” octagon barrel. Exterior finish 
shows an even patina. Slot blank is in rear dovetail. Shows wear of elevator on barrel. Receiver shows very light 
color patina with some slight oxidation. Full length magazine. Forend has a repaired crack along the entire length 
of the bottom. Has had extra finish applied. Pistol grip buttstock has extra finish. Significant chip missing out of 
each side of the top front of the stock near the receiver. The center of the left side of the stock shows a wood flaw 
repair, possibly factory. Grip area has a filler other than the black ebony and the bottom of the stock has four “kill 
notches”. Mechanics are fine. Has an M.S.A. Company tang sight marked “W4” on it’s bottom and retained by only 
the front screw. (01-1400 / NW / GM) Antique. Est. $ 1000 - 1600.
 
112A.    Winchester Model 1894 Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 25-35. S# 
548813.                                                              VIEW PHOTO
Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is very good. Manufactured in 1910. Desirable saddle ring carbine retaining 
most of the finish on the barrel. Receiver and barrel bands show almost no finish from handling. Rear sight is 3 
leaf express with middle leaf broken. Stocks are gumwood with no finish to speak of. Butt stock has numerous 
cracks through the wrist area, a couple of handling marks. The forend has numerous handling marks and deeply 
carved “KC Co”, not professionally done. Mechanically fine but has a hair trigger. Includes a leather scabbard with 
a notch cut in the top and missing straps. Some tooling on the leather around it’s border and marked near the top 
with an “O” over the word “Royal”. Leather is still quite pliable. (08-0013 / NW / CO1176  4-31766) Curio. Est. $ 
700 - 1200.
 
113.      Winchester 1894 Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 32 Spl. S# 
397851.                                                                        VIEW PHOTO 
Overall condition is good plus. Bore is very good plus. Manufactured 1907. Has a 26” half round, half octagon 
barrel, button magazine, standard front sight, flattened buckhorn rear sight, tang sight, hard rubber butt plate. 
Stocks have no finish to speak of and numerous minor handling marks. Butt stock has 2 small cracks near the 
receiver. (07-1094-5 / NW / JW) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 1000.
 
113A.    Early Oak Take Down Rifle Box.  Overall condition is good. Brass screws, escutcheons, locks and 
medallion on top. Two cracks on opposite corners of top lid and a few minor dings. No insides. (SP / JK) Est. $ 
1500 – 2000.
 
114.      Savage Model 99EG Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 308 Win. S# 
937772.                                                              VIEW  PHOTO
Overall condition is very good to excellent. Bore is near excellent. Manufactured between 1958-60. Has 22” barrel 
with slot blank at rear sight, Lyman white bead, and factory D&T with Weaver mounts and Weaver 2.5x post 
crosshair scope. Tang area is missing plug screws. Bluing shows only the slightest wear from handling. Case 
colors on lever are faded but highly visible on interior sections. Forend shows some minor handling marks and the 
tops of a few diamonds damaged. The butt stock is in better condition with a 3/4” weather crack on the bottom 
right front section and also a very small chip is missing on the right side where the retaining pin for the safety is 
located. (07-4396 / NW / KF) Modern. Est. $ 450 - 650.
 
115.      Winchester Model 94AE Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 307 Win. S# 5417200.                       VIEW PHOTO 
1    VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Made 1983-98, referred to as the 
Big Bore model with the rear reinforced receiver. Butt stock has one light scratch on the left side, standard 
uncheckered oiled stocks with Winchester red butt pad. Magazine tube has a couple of spots of minute pinprick 
oxidation. This lever action rifle in this caliber approximates the power of the 308 Winchester. (07-4400 / NW / KF) 
Modern. Est. $ 300 - 450.
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116.      Winchester Model 94 Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 30-30. S# 2119340. 
                                                              VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is near excellent. 
Made in 1955. Standard carbine, includes sight hood, has some minor handling marks on stocks and some minor 
bits of pinprick oxidation around the receiver. Very slight wear on the bottom of receiver. (07-4401 / NW / KF) 
Curio. Est. $ 300 - 450.
 
117.      Winchester Model 92 Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 32 WCF. S# 22705. 
                                                               VIEW PHOTO
Overall condition is very good. Bore is good plus. Manufactured 1903. Has a 24” octagon barrel, standard rear 
sight with 1901 dated elevator, beech folding front sight. Has been reblued. Markings are well preserved. (07-
4402 / NW / KF) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 750.
 
118.      Winchester 94 Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 30 WCF. S# 881002.                                                                     
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good. Bore is near excellent. Manufactured 1921. Has 20” barrel, carbine 
front sight and ladder rear sight. No saddle ring, 2/3 magazine, long wood forearm. All metal surfaces have been 
refinished with just a little wear showing at the bottom of receiver. Stocks refinished and has a Pachmayr pad. Has 
a Williams scope mount that utilizes the takedown screw  and receiver sight locations with no extra D&T. Has a 
Redfield wide field duplex 2-7x scope in near excellent condition. (07-4403 / NW / KF) Curio. 
Est. $ 300 - 500.
 
119.      Winchester Model 94 Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 30-30. S# 1630000.                                                             
 VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good to excellent. Bore is near excellent. Made in 1950 with a nice even 
serial number. Standard carbine including sight hood, slight blue wear on high points of receiver due to cradling, 
long wood forearm. Butt stock shows a very even finish wear on the rear portion and is somewhat duller in 
appearance. (07-4404 / NW / KF) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500.
 
120.      Winchester Model 07 Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 351. S# 14737. 
                                                                         VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good to very good. Bore is very 
good to excellent. Made in 1909. Very early model with standard features. Bluing shows average wear. Butt stock 
is very good with some light handling marks. The forend is cracked. Crack is on the right side for about 6”, 1/2” 
from the top. (07-4407 / NW / KF) Curio. Est. $ 300 - 500.
 
121.      Remington Model 81 Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 35 Rem. S# 
15578.                                                                   VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good. Bore is near 
excellent. Codes June 1941. Metal surfaces approaching excellent with some blue wear on high points of receiver 
and some very small spots of pinprick oxidation. Numerous handling marks on stocks. A most desirable caliber in 
this model. (07-4208 / NW / BL) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500.
 
122.      Beretta 686 Silver Pigeon O/U Shotgun. Cal. 12 Ga. S# 
E48754B.                                                                VIEW PHOTO
Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Has 26 3/8” barrels marked IC and M. Has engraved 
coin finish receiver, vent rib barrels, checkered stock, and single selective trigger with ejectors. (07-4387 / NW / 
KF) Modern. Est. $ 1000 - 1500. 
 
123.      Winchester Model 101 O/U Shotgun. Cal. 12 Ga. S# 
K533674E.                                                                   VIEW PHOTO
Overall condition is near excellent.  Bore is near excellent. 28” barrels marked modified and full. It is a Supergrade 
Lightweight field gun with original box which is somewhat tattered and taped. (07-4388 / NW / KF) Modern. Est. $ 
1000 - 1400.
 
124.      Browning Citori O/U Shotgun. Cal. 28 Ga. S# 
12284PZ173.                                                                          VIEW PHOTO
Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Manufactured 1981. 26” barrels choked modified and 
full. This model was discontinued in this gauge in 1994. Hunting grade I. (07-4391 / NW / KF) Modern. Est. $ 700 - 
1000
 
125.      Winchester Model 1400 Semi-Auto Shotgun. Cal. 12 Ga. S# 
199812.                                                       VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good to excellent. Bore is near 
excellent. Made 1965-73, it is a trap grade with select grade Monte Carlo trap butt stock, impressed checkering, 
standard forend, Raybar style front sight. 3/8 trap type ventilated rib with receiver extension. Barrel marked full 
choke. (07-4389 / NW / KF) Modern. Est. $ 250 - 400.
 
126.      Stoeger Uplander SxS Shotgun. Cal. 410 Mag. S# 296822.                                                                        
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VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Standard model with 26” barrels, 
European hard wood, checkered, pistol grip, beaver tail stock set. Appears new in every respect. (07-4386 / NW / 
KF) Modern. Est. $ 200 - 300.
 
127.      J & W Tolley SxS Double Rifle. Cal. .577-500#2. S# 
3377.                                                                            VIEW PHOTO
Overall condition is very good. Bores are very good. Has 26 1/4” barrels that are marked “Henry’s Patent, Steel” 
and are foreign proofed. The rib has a two leaf express sight marked 100 and 200 with German silver line guides 
and German silver front bead. Rib of barrel says “J & W Tolley Makers St. Mary’s Square Birmingham”. The action 
is a double lug under lever. The side of the receiver is marked “Charge 5 Drams” which is the amount of black 
powder used in the cartridge. Note, a typical 12 gauge shotgun shell is 3 1/4 drams. Forend is a splinter type, 
checkered and retained with a wedge. Butt stock has metal grip cap and butt plate is checkered and much lighter 
in color than the forend. There is a swivel eye midway between the grip and butt and on the barrel midway 
between the forend tip and muzzle. Firearm has been reblued. Barrels retain nearly all of this finish. Receiver 
including locks have an appearance of a cold blue over what was likely case hardening. The action is just a slight 
bit loose, barely noticeable. Because of this and that the caliber stated was from the consignor, have this checked 
by a gunsmith before using. (07-4415 / NW / BL) Modern. Est. $ 1200 - 1800.
 
128.      Fox Model Sterlingworth SxS Rifle/Shotgun. Cal. 12 Ga./45-70. S# 
70345.                                                  VIEW PHOTO
Overall condition is very good. Bores are near excellent. 28” barrels, full choke on the shotgun barrel. Has a brass 
bead manufactured for the front of the rib for the rifle barrel and a simple rear sight on the rib as well. A European 
style sling stud is on the lower rib forward of the forend and on the butt stock. The butt stock is sound, fits well, has 
worn checkering and a chip repair at the toe. The splinter forend shows very little finish and even more worn 
checkering. Receiver is matte colored with only a hint of case colors in protected areas. The barrels have about 75-
80% original finish. The action is very tight. A nice Cape gun in very useable calibers. (07-4215 / NW / BL) Curio. 
Est. $ 500 - 1000.
 
129.      LeBeau-Courally SxS Shotgun. Cal. 12 Ga. S# 35996.                                                                              
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good plus. Bores are near excellent. A finely made European shotgun with 
27 5/8” barrels measuring improved modified and modified. Greener box lock style action that is tight and features 
auto ejectors. Has double triggers, very sparse engraving. Has front release splinter forend with wrap around 
checkering. Butt stock has round knob pistol grip, fine checkering, and initial oval on stock with the initials “DLV”. 
Has a serrated horn butt plate. Nice European field gun. (07-1083 / NW / DB) Modern. Est. $ 700 - 1000.
 
130.      Parker VH SxS Shotgun. Cal. 16 Ga. S# 203186.                                                                                       
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good. Bore is very good to excellent. Manufactured in 1923. Has 26” 
barrels. Muzzles measure .657” and .655”. The bottom of the barrel and buttstock have added a European 7/8” 
swivel set. 11 ¾” from the muzzle on the rib is a plugged D&T hole with a plug screw whose slot is aligned with the 
access to the bore and is engraved. Receiver is silver colored with case colors under the lever. Action is tight. 
Stocks are very good with a repaired chip at the toe. Measures 13 ¾” LOP to front trigger. Has ivory front and mid 
beads. An excellent Parker to take afield. (07-1094-2 / NW / VC) Est. $ 700 - 1100.
 
131.      Parker Model VH S/S Shotgun. Cal. 12 Ga. S# 147165.                                                                              
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good. Bore is near excellent. Has 30” barrels measuring full and full. 
Manufactured in 1908. very nice case hardening in protected areas and at the bottom of the receiver and around 
the opening lever. Has ivory front and mid-bead. Shows average wear from field use. Barrels retain appx 85-90% 
of their blue. Exhibits some wear on the high points of the rib, minor scratches on the barrels, a small bit of 
pinprick oxidation around the fences. (07-4204 / NW / JT) Curio. Est. $ 900 - 1400.
 
132.      Karl Hauptmann Side by Side Shotgun. Cal. 12 gauge. 
NSN.                                                                     VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good. Bore is near 
excellent. Mfg. by one of Austria’s master gun makers. Has 27 11/16” barrels. Underside of forearm is marked with 
a black marker as they are both “.715 Bore .042” Has a scallop box lock action with side clips. Very finely 
engraved with a duck on the bottom of receiver and trigger guards - three game birds on the right and two hares 
on the right. Has a splinter forend pistol grip buttstock with European style shadow line cheek piece, a horn 
starburst pistol grip cap, and serrated plastic buttplate, European style 7/8” swivels, double trigger extractor gun 
auto safety when opened. Checkering of stocks shows wear from handling and a few very minor marks on the 
buttstock. There is a small, slight, perceptible movement in the action when the forend is removed. Underside of 
barrels are marked “Phadscot” who was likely the importer. A nice quality Austrian double. (07-3424 / NW / WK) 
Antique.  Est. $ 600 - 1,000.
 
133.      Trail  Guns Armory Kodiak SxS Double Rifle. Cal. 50. S# 2722K.                                                         
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      VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bores are near excellent. Standard Pedersoli manufactured 
double rifle complete with Kodiak marked sling. Barrels retain nearly all original blue finish. Lockwork and 
hammers are engraved and appear “in the white” and have a couple of faint rust spots. It appears that they would 
clean easily. (01-1420 / NW / BL) Antique. Est. $ 700 - 1000.
 
134.      Parker Model VHE Double Barrel Shotgun. 12 Ga. S# 211335. 
                                                                  VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good. Bore is near excellent. 
Manufactured in 1925. Has 30” Barrels, choked, Full FF. Has bright mirror bores. Exterior of barrels show most all 
the original blue. Has 2 Ivory beads. Receiver in very nice condition. Locks up tight. Has a trace of case colors on 
the sides of the action and other protected areas. Buttstock has extra varnish and it appears that the sides behind 
the action were sanded somewhat. Has a Mershon white lined ventilated recoil pad with LOP of 14” to front trigger. 
Right barrel does not lift an unfired cartridge as well as the left barrel, but the ejector aspect works fine. (07-776 / 
RT) Modern. Est. 1300 - 1800.
 
135.      Dixie Gun Works SxS Percussion Shotgun. Cal. 10 Ga. S# 16573.                                                         
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bores are near excellent. Nicely browned barrels. Lockwork etc. 
appears in the white. Smooth metal butt plate, straight checkered stock with European style cheek piece. Has 30” 
barrels. (01-1425 / NW / BL) Antique. Est. $ 200 - 400.
 
136.      W.H. Hamilton SxS Shotgun. Cal. 12 Ga. S# 6989.                                                                                  
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good to very good. Bores are near excellent. A foreign proofed damascus 
barreled shotgun with 30” modified barrels. Sidelock hammer gun with barrels marked “Twist Belgium”. Good case 
colors on the sides of receiver.  Doll’s head locking action is tight. Checkered splinter forend in very good plus 
condition. Round knob pistol grip butt stock, checkered with checkered metal butt plate which is proud of the 
wood. Butt stock shows numerous handling marks and some extra finish. Still fits the receiver very well. 
Damascus pattern on barrels is very vivid. (07-4416 / NW / BL) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500.
 
137.      Robinson SxS Shotgun. Cal. 10 Ga. NSN.                                                                                                
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair. Bores are poor to fair. Exposed hammer gun with engraved trim and 
sidelocks with game scenes made in Philadelphia. 30 1/2” barrels. Some damascus pattern remaining. All metal 
surfaces cleaned to in the white. Has two gold inlaid bands at the rear of the barrel rib. Rib is 3/4” wide. Has a 
straight grip checkered stock with numerous cracks and extra applied varnish. Includes brass tipped wooden 
ramrod. (01-1011 / NW / DP) Antique. Est. $ 200 - 500.
 
138.      Iver Johnson “Knox-All” SxS Shotgun. Cal. 16 Ga. S# 278787.                                   VIEW PHOTO 1  
VIEW PHOTO 2  Overall condition is fair. Bores are good.  30” barrels. Entire piece has been non-professionally 
refinished. Splinter forend, pistol grip butt stock with numerous break repairs. Not safe to shoot in present 
condition. (07-1094-6 / NW / JW) Curio. Est. $ 100 - 200.
 
138A.    Rawson S X S Percussion Shotgun. Cal. 11 Ga. NSN.                                                                              
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good. Bores are fair to good. Has 28” barrels. Front locks, hammers, and 
trigger guard are nicely engraved. Barrels marked laminated steel. Straight gripped European style checkered 
stock. Very nice condition with handling marks towards the butt. Has an initial shield behind the upper tang. 
Includes ramrod. (01-1441 / NW / KF) Antique. Est. $ 350 - 500.
 
138B.    American Gun Co. SxS Shotgun. Cal. 12 Ga. S# 239782.                                            VIEW PHOTO 1  
VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is fair to good. Bores are very good to excellent. Turn of the century American 
shotgun with 28” barrels choked full and full. Right barrel near excellent, left has a repaired dent about 6” from the 
muzzle. Action is tight. It is a side lock hammer gun with good traces of case color and some pinprick oxidation 
especially on the bottom of the receiver. Butt stock and forend have been refinished and are checkered.  There is 
a lengthy hairline crack behind each sidelock plus multiple hairline cracks. (07-4413 / NW / KF) Curio. 
Est. $ 200 - 350.
 
139.      Sharps Model 1859 Cartridge Conversion Falling Block Rifle. Cal. 50-70. S# 
C9708.                                 VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good to very good. Bore is very good to excellent. 
Has the carbine ladder rear sight, saddle ring on loop, 22” barrel. Has been relined with 3 groove bore. Missing 
lever retainer at the bottom. Butt stock has a significant crack on the right side and numerous small cracks on the 
left side all forward of the comb. (01-1401 / NW / PS) Antique. Est. $ 1000 - 1500.
 
140.      Sharps Model 1859 Cartridge Conversion Falling Block Rifle. Cal. 50-70. S# C10751. 
                               VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good to very good. Bore is very good to excellent. Has the 
carbine ladder rear sight, missing saddle ring on loop, 22” barrel. Has been relined with 3 groove bore. 
Replacement brass front sight blade. Butt stock has a very light carving of the outline of a deer on the left side 
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along with a name. It is in an area that should easily refinish out. Otherwise stocks are sound and in good to very 
good condition. (01-1402 / NW / CW) Antique. Est. $ 1400 - 1900.
 
141.      Shiloh Rifle Mfg. Co. Old Reliable Falling Block Single Shot Rifle. Cal. 50-3 1/4 (50-140). S# 5969. 
         VIEW PHOTO  Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. A Sharp’s reproduction fitted with a 
crosswire globe front sight and tang rear sight. Filled dovetail and barrel. All standard features including double set 
triggers. (01-1424 / NW / BL) Antique. Est. $ 1400 - 2000.
 
142.      Shiloh Sharps Falling Block Rifle. Cal. 45-70. S# 4162.                                                                            
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Has a 26” round barrel with ladder style 
sight at rear and a globe sight on the front which appears to be from an older firearm. Top tang also has a tang 
sight that also appears old and does not give the appearance of a modern reproduction. Has a plain stock set that 
is almost mahogany in color, case colored action that is missing both lower tang screws. Crescent butt is covered 
with a leather recoil pad marked “Action” and Velcro secured. Often referred to as a business rifle. (07-3444 / NW / 
RK) Modern. Est. $ 1000 - 1500.
 
143.      Sharps Model Borchardt Model 1878 Falling Block Rifle. Cal. Unknown. S# 
18867.                                  VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is near excellent. 34” tapered round 
barrel measuring 13/16” at muzzle. Hs a globe mounted front sight. 7 1/2” from the muzzle are two D&T holes on 
the barrel at 7/8” spacing. 3 1/2” from the breech are 2 D&T holes at 1 7/8” spacing. Barrel is nicely blued. 
Receiver is original antique condition with overall patina finish. There is a Creedmore style elevation adjustable 
tang sight with graduations from 0-300. It is also micrometer windage adjustable. Forend is checkered with ebony 
tip, retained with a wedge. Missing wood on each side of the front and shows a crack on the left rear. The butt 
stock is a pistol grip Schuetzen style that is carved, pre-inletted for some butt plate. Presently has a crudely fitted 
3/4” thick red recoil pad material. Obviously a work in progress. (NW / RK1) Antique. Est. $ 1000 - 1500.  
 
144.      Unknown Percussion Fowling Piece. Cal. 6 Ga. NSN.                                                                             
    VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good plus. Bore is good. Has part round, part octagon, 39” barrel that 
measures 1 3/32” across the muzzle. Has a robust stock retained with a wedge. Has a perch belly configuration, 
metal butt plate, metal trim at the forend tip, around the wedge and opposite the side lock. Stock is dirty and 
shows some handling marks, yet nothing significant. Wooden ramrod with metal tip. Good mechanics. (01-1419 / 
NW / BL) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 800.
 
145.      Unknown Flintlock Fowling Piece. Cal. Approx. 16 Ga. S# N30.                                                                
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is good. Has a 38 3/8” part round, part octagon barrel with 
gold trim at the change. Also has a gold fox at the rear of the barrel along with numerous proofs plus a crown over 
“SAN” over “TOS”. The stock has a cheek piece, is carved with many designs, and has a carved wooden trigger 
guard with metal overlay reinforcement. Lockwork and hammer are lightly engraved. Stock shows numerous 
handling marks but no damage. Full stocked with a carrying loop midway of the forend and in front of the trigger 
guard. Consignor states this is a Yeager style fowling piece. (01-1418 / NW / BL) Antique. Est. $ 1000 - 1500. 
 
146.      Remington Rolling Block Rifle. Cal. 45-70. NSN.                                                                                         
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good to very good. Bore is near excellent. Has 28” heavy octagon barrel (1 1/8” 
across the flats), marked “45 Cal. 70 GRS”. Consignor states a re-barrel. The near perfect bore reinforces this. 
Walnut stock set in very good condition. Nicely finished although somewhat porous. Crescent butt plate. Forend 
retained with wedge. Underside of barrel has ferrules, rib and wooden cleaning rod. Metal surfaces have been 
browned so that it all appears to have a very even brown patina finish to look very aged. (01-1423 / NW / BL) 
Antique. Est. $ 400 - 700.
 
147.      Unknown Combination O/U Percussion Gun. Cal. 33/24 Ga. 
NSN.                                                              VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bores fair to good. Has 27” 
barrels. Rifle barrel is octagon with rifle sights. Lower barrel goes from octagon to round. Wooden ramrods on 
each side of barrels. Overall patina finish. Considerable evidence of the barrels being soldered together and the 
ferrules and end ramrod holders as well. Straight grip uncheckered stock has been refinished, patch box on right 
side, metal butt plate. Stock is sound and refinished over many minor handling marks. (01-1427 / NW / BL) 
Antique. Est. $ 700 - 1200.
 
148.      Liddle & Keading Break Action Rifle. Cal. 44-77 Sharps. S# 6779.                                                            
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is good. Has a 28” part round, part octagon barrel marked with 
maker’s name and “San Francisco”. All metal surfaces show even patina. Receiver and trigger guard were bright 
metal that now shows light oxidation. Right side lever action opening, percussion style hammer on right side, 
double set triggers, semi-Schuetzen style butt plate with oval inlay on left side of stock, checkered butt stock which 
is flat on the bottom, forend with sculpted brass nose, plain barrel sights, and very good mechanics. Caliber stated 
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by consignor, have a gunsmith check for sure. Butt stock is sound with numerous handling marks. Forend shows a 
2” x 1/4” walnut replacement repair on the upper left rear portion. Butt stock shows a few significant handling 
marks. Checkered area is fine except for one mark. (01-1430 / NW / BL) Antique.  Est. $ 500 - 1000.
 
149.      Unknown Maker Percussion Single Shot Rifle. Cal. 8 bore. 
NSN.                                                           VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is fair. Has a 28” 
octagon barrel measuring 1 1/8” across the flats at the muzzle. Near the muzzle and the breech end are silver 
accents in the barrel. Under the barrel is a robust metal ramrod. Straight grip stock with sculpted trigger guard to 
help give pistol grip feel. Half stocked retained with a wedge. Front area of the stock has 3 walnut inlet repairs, one 
by the nipple, a repaired crack from the trigger guard to the ramrod inlet, checkered stock at the grip area only, flat 
on the bottom. A very large stock as would be expected for this caliber. Fitted with a metal buttplate and another 
stock repair at the toe. (01-1426 / NW / BL) Antique. 
Est. $ 400 - 700.
 
150.      Unknown Maker Camel Rifle. Cal. 45 Perc. NSN.                                                  VIEW PHOTO 1   
VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is fair. Bore is fair. Very unusual looking rifle with a 33” octagon barrel that flares 
at the muzzle. Has a 2 leaf express rear sight. Most unusual feature is shape of the butt stock giving a “pistol grip” 
hold. Side lock and hammer are engraved. Metal surfaces have moderate even oxidation. Two large sling swivel 
loops in front of its trigger guard. Appears Middle Eastern origin. (01-1428 / NW / BL) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500.
 
151.      IAB Marcheno Sharps Percussion Falling Block Rifle. Cal. 54. 
NSN.                                                         VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. 
Has 29” round barrel, standard front sight, filled dovetail on the barrel, tang sight with multi aperture disks.  Left 
side of stock has a barely noticeable weather crack. Nice case colors. Consignor states Dixie Gun Works but it is 
not marked at all. (01-1429 / NW / BL) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 800.
 
152.      Pedersoli Rolling Block Model Percussion Rifle. Cal. 50. S# 72583.                                                     
     VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Has a 28” octagon barrel, atop which 
is a Weaver mount system and Swift 1.5-4.5x scope. Laser engraved, blued action. Trigger guard and pin retainer 
are brass. Has slight tarnish on the trigger guard assembly, uncheckered walnut stocks with Schnabel forend. (01-
1433 / NW / BL) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500.
 
153.      Winchester Model 1887 Lever Action Shotgun. Cal. 10 Ga. S# 
27888.                                                         VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good plus. Bore is poor to fair. Made 
in 1890. Has 30” barrel. Stocks show light sanding and an old refinish. Metal surfaces show old refinish over light 
pitting with most of the finish worn away. Bore is pitted from black powder cartridge use. (01-1434 / NW / BL) 
Antique. Est. $ 500 - 800.
 
154.      Mordani Falling Block. Cal. 45. S# 13825.                                                                                                  
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair. Bore is fair. 18” Barrel carbine. Has a replacement butt pad. Likely from 
South America. Has a well used patina finish. (01-1012 / NW / BL) Antique.  Est. $ 100 - 200.
 
155.      Unknown Underhammer Percussion Rifle. Cal. 48. NSN.                                    VIEW PHOTO 1   VIEW 
PHOTO 2   Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is fair to good. Has a 37 5/8” octagon barrel with very simple 
rudimentary sights, a thin checkered stock with flat bottom with a perch belly configuration and a brass semi-
Schuetzen style butt plate. Metal surfaces show even medium patina. Mechanics are fine. Metal diamond inlay on 
each side of the stock by the hammer, likely to connect the two sides to keep them from separating. Consignor 
states this is called a bench target gun. Sight radius is 27”! (01-1421 / NW / BL) Antique. Est. $ 150 - 300.
 
156.      JW Tolley Percussion Fowler. Cal. 12 Ga. NSN.                                                                                      
VIEW PHOTO  Overall condition is good. Bore is good. Part round, part octagon barrel. Silver bands on breech 
plug, possible older refinish, wooden ramrod, straight grip checkered stock, retained with a barrel wedge. Initial 
shield is in the bottom of the stock, metal butt plate, silver trim around the wedge and stock end. Light engraving 
on hammer, top tang, trigger guard and side plate. All of action exhibits even patina. Stock is sound, checkering 
worn, possible refinish. (01-1422 / NW / BL) Antique. Est. $ 200 - 350.
 
157.      Navy Arms Revolving Rifle. Cal. 44. S# 2170.                                                                                             
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Styled after a Remington 1875 black 
powder revolver, this has a 20” octagon barrel and butt stock giving 14” LOP. Has an ornate brass trigger guard 
and finger rest assembly, blued finish and walnut stock with brass semi-Schuetzen style crescent butt. (01-1432 / 
NW / BL) Antique. Est. $ 250 - 400.
 
158.      Shiloh Rifle Company Old Reliable Sharps Falling Block Rifle. Cal. 45-70. S# 
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203.                                  VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is near excellent. This rifle is in a state of 
production. The blued 30” octagon barrel is missing the rear sight assembly. The front sight is a windage 
adjustable spirit level globe sight. The rear sight is a windage and elevation adjustable target tang sight, 
Creedmore style. Has standard double set triggers. The receiver, lever, hammer and lower tang are case colored. 
The right lock plate is in the white and has electro engraving that is casually done stating “Catawba Master 3-
9-??”. The right side of the receiver has similarly engraved “Master Catawba Forearm”. The forearm is the 
standard model that is unfinished and needs final shaping and sanding to complete. Fits well. The butt stock is 
also unfinished and needs further finishing and does not fit the sidelock and tang areas as well as company 
produced rifles. The butt plate is a pre-64 Model 70 steel checkered butt plate that is incorrectly fit at the widow’s 
peak, caliber is unmarked, have a gunsmith verify before using. (07-3439 / NW / RK) Modern. Est. $ 400 - 700.
 
159.      Rigby Single Shot Rook Rifle. Cal. 38. S# 110.                                                                                           
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is good. Has a 24” octagon barrel with folding 2 leaf express sight, 
small checkered Schnobel forend. Has a dark checkered pistol grip walnut stock with metal butt plate. Bluing on 
barrel fading to patina. Receiver is a silver color with border outline, side lever release. Butt stock shows wear and 
is very dark colored, especially in the grip area. Area forward of the chamber shows a frosted appearance. 
Remainder of the bore is very good. Caliber unknown although 357 Magnum chambers perfectly. Definitely not 
recommended. Has an inoperable, broken extractor. (07-3445 / NW / RK) Modern. Est. $ 300 - 500.
 
160.      Mauser C-96 Broomhandle Pistol w/ Stock. Cal. 30. S# 264284. 
                                                                VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good as restored. Bore is slightly 
frosty. This war time production pistol shows better than 90% of restored finish. W/ 32 groove grips showing good 
and unit marking on front straps. Repro stock shows good w/ clip intact & wartime holster also shows good. (04-
33141/07-4267 / BK / JC) Curio.  $1000 - 1400.
 
161.      Mauser C-96 Broomhandle Pistol w/ Stock. Cal. 30. S# 
357227.                                                                 VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good w/ a slightly frosty bore. 
Pistol shows 85-90% of original blue w/ the nitride blue parts showing good. 32 groove grips show good having 
been re-varnished. Original non matching stock shows good w/ some info written on side. (04-33178/07-4268 / 
BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 1500 - 2200. 
 
162.      Mauser C-96 1920 Rework of a Red 9 Broomhandle. Cal. 9MM. S# 136810. 
                                             VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. Metal shows approx. 80% of 
the arsenal finish w/ some wear & light scratching present. 32 line Red 9 grips show good w/ no significant 
scuffing. Pistol also has a unit number & lightning bolts stamped into the front straps. (4-33039/07-4269 / BK / JC) 
Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 1500.
 
163.      Walther Model P 38 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 2780C.                                                                     
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good in original Walther box. Bore is bright & shiny. This matching AC 45 
shows better than 98% of original finish w/ mixed blue and phosphate parts. It is accompanied by a spare 
magazine, cleaning rod, & a small Walther marked tin that contains cotton & a take down tool. (4-33135/07-4217/ 
BK / JC) Curio.  Est. $1000 - 1500. 
 
164.      Saur Model 38-H Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 510620.                                                                              
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good as modified. Bore is bright & shiny. This highly engraved Saur shows in 
the white w/approx. 97% engraving coverage overall w/ significant pitting underneath. Plastic grips show 
monogram on each w/ an AA (A lightning bolt?). Pistol is accompanied by a well made felt lined wooden display 
box numbered to gun and has a ring w/ matching monogram on grips & an original box of German ammo w/ 19 
rounds, a modern cleaning rod & a key to the box. Also has a PHOTOCOPY of capture papers stating this as a 
German Storm Trooper engraved pistol. (04-33136/07-4219 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 1200.
 
165.      Polish Radom Model 1935 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 9MM. S# 
U9465.                                                              VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly frosty. This 
3rd model Radom shows good overall w/ approx. 90% original finish. Waffenampt proof show good as do black 
plastic grips. (4-33049/07-4252 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 800. 
 
166.      Mauser Model 1934 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 
511902.                                                                         VIEW PHOTO  Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly 
frosty. Pistol shows approx. 80% original finish w/ some holster & front wear present. Inscription reads D.R.P.u.A.
P.   NSDAP. SA Marinesturm. Grips show good plus w/ some flattening of the checkering. (4-33213/07-4264 / BK / 
JC) Curio. Est. $ 750 - 900. 
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167.      Mauser Model 1910 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 502996.                                                                         
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is bright. Retains better than 98% of original finish. Navy 
markings on frame. Grips show good. Comes w/ holster. (04-33099/07-4289 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 750 - 950. 
 
168.      CZ Model 24 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 380. S# 162580.                                                                                   
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly frosty. Retains 85% of original finish w/ light holster wear 
& mild corrosion on slide. Straw shows good. Plastic shows good. Comes w/ original holster & spare mag. (04-
33029/07-4290 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700. 
 
169.      Femaru Model 37 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32 ACP. S# 61886. 
                                                                       VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near 
excellent. Nazi marked “jhv43”. The entire firearm is engraved and appears in the white except for the area above 
the left grip where the serial number is. That area is still blued. Original magazine shows some scattered oxidation. 
The slide has a waffenamt incorporated into the engraving. German style engraving that was possibly done WWII 
for a German officer. Estimate is enhanced by the engraving. (07-4379 / NW / 4-33223) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 1000.
 
170.      Walther Model PP Nazi Marked Pistol. Cal. 22. S# 168282P.                                                                      
VIEW PHOTO 3-1/2" bbl with a bright and shiny bore. This Nazi marked pistol is equipped with the rare wrap 
around magazine extension that not only encompasses your small finger but the palm of your hand as well. 
Overall condition of this Eagle/N pistol shows better than 95% of the orig. blue w/ just a slight thinning of the grip 
straps. Black plastic grips show near new overall as does the matching black magazine extension. (33042/07-
4380 / BK) Curio. Est. $ 1,000 - 1,500. 
 
171.      Walther Model PPK Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32 ACP. S# 
866526.                                                                 VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is near 
excellent. Appears to be a pre-war model in that it has Crown “N” proof on slide and barrel. Has the Walther 
bannered brown plastic grip in near excellent condition with the corresponding finger groove bottom magazine. 
Only blue wear is from holstering in the black military style flap holster that is included. There is also in the 
magazine pouch, an extra Walther marked magazine of a later style with the black finger extension. The front of 
the grip strap has a symbol with “THIEL” incorporated in to and adjacent to the symbol is the number 20. This is 
filled with white paint. Holster is in near excellent condition. (07-4381 / NW / 4-33236) Curio. Est. $ 800 - 1100. 
 
172.      Beretta Model 1934 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 380 ACP. S# 
780318.                                                                VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good to very good. Bore is very 
good plus. Fully engraved with oak lead and acorn motif. Only blued portion is the barrel and magazine. Behind 
the grip near the hammer on the right side is a crown with “?AG” over “39”. On the opposite side is a crown over 
“RE”. (07-4378 / NW / 4-33224) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 1000.
 
173.      Walther Model PP Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 183439.                                                                           
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is bright & shiny. Blue show 85 to 90% w/ some holster wear 
present & wear on grip straps. Pistol is Eagle “N” proofed & NSKK over Eagle marked. Grips show good w/ no 
chipping or cracking (4-33036/07-4235 / BK / JC) Curio. 
Est. $1400 - 1800. 
 
174.      Walther PP Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 178278.                                                                                      
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good. Bore bright & shiny. Pistol shows better than 95% of original finish 
w/ some thinning of straps & accompanied by an original box (S# on box does not match pistol S#), w/ manual, 
spare mag & a Walther tin. Box slightly tattered w/ corners broken. (04-33114/07-4286 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 500 
- 600.
 
175.      Walther PP Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 2060557.                                                     VIEW PHOTO 1     
VIEW PHOTO 2  Overall condition is very good. Bore bright & shiny. Pistol shows better than 95% of original finish 
w/ some thinning of straps & accompanied by an original box (S# on box does not match pistol S#), original box of 
ammo, a spare mag & cleaning rod. Box slightly tattered w/ corners broken. (04-33134/07-4285 / BK / JC) Curio. 
Est. $ 500 - 600. 
 
176.      Walther Model PPK Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 191927.                                                                        
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good as reworked. Bore is bright & shiny. This crown “N” PPK shows chrome 
plating overall including magazine. Grips show good. (4-33013/07-4231 / BK / JC) Curio. Est.  $ 350 - 450.
 
177.      Walther Model PP Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 22. S# 261438. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is bright 
& shiny. This Eagle “N” PP shows about 75 to 80% of original blue w/ thinning on grip straps and holster wear & 
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light scuffing on slide. Slide has added inscription HJ-Stuttgart added to the right side. Grips show good as does 
the magazine. (4-33165/07-4232 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO
 
178.      Walther Model PP Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 7527421.                                  VIEW PHOTO 1    VIEW 
PHOTO 2  Overall condition is good as reworked. Bore is slightly frosty. Pistol shows about 98% of added finish w/ 
the single lightning bolt as well as initials H J 2 on front grip strap. This Eagle “N” pistol has a 90 degree safety. 
Grips show good. (4-33044/07-4238 / BK / JC) Curio. Est.  $ 350 - 450.
 
179.      Walther Model PPK Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 
233686K.                                                                        VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good as restored. Bore 
is bright w/ a little scattered corrosion present. Pistol shows approx. 98% of a restored finish. Grips show good w/ 
a slight gouge in the left side. (4-33047/07-4239 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500.
 
180.      Walther Model PPK Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 356520K.                                                                      
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is bright & shiny. Pistol shows about 85% of original blue w/ 
the Eagle “N” proof mark & SD over 3 added to the front grip strap & 2 lightning bolts below magazine release. 
Right side of grips is cracked. (4-33043/07-4241 / BK / JC) Curio.  Est. $ 350 - 450. 
 
181.      Walther Model PP Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 373118.                                                                           
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. This AC marked Eagle “N” PP shows 90% of original finish 
w/ some light holster wear & thinning of grip straps. Grips show good. (4-33041/07-4246 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 
450 - 550. 
 
182.      Walther PPK Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 9MM. S# 5276H.                                                VIEW PHOTO 1   
VIEW PHOTO 2  Overall condition is near excellent as modified. Bore is bright. Pistol shows a high polish bare 
metal finish w/ approx. 80% coverage engraving with the take down lever, slide stop, trigger & magazine release 
being done in nitride blue. Grips show new as wooden replacements. (04-3322107-4265 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 
350 - 550.
 
183.      Walther Model PPK Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 380. S# 865060.                                                                       
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good as restored. Bore is bright & shiny. Pistol retains approx. 95% of a 
restored finish w/ grips showing good. Comes w/ a pebble grain holster. (04-33109/07-4270 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. 
$ 300 - 400.
 
184.      Walther PP Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 113678.                                                                                       
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is bright & shiny. Shows approx. 90% of original finish w/ some high 
edge wear & initials RJ in front strap. Grips show good. Comes w/ post war holster & spare mag. (04-33140/07-
4283 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 300 - 400.
 
185.      Walther PPK Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 907541.                                                                                                       
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is bright & shiny. Pistol retains approx. 80% original blue finish w/ 
holster wear on slide. D.R.P. on frame & holster. Holster shows good. (04-33097/07-4295 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 
500 - 700. 
 
186.      Walther PP Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 975504.                                                                                                        
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. Retains better than 90% of original blue with inscription R.
F.V.10497W. Grips show good. Comes w/ holster & spare mag. (04-33030/07-4296 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 550 - 
700. 
 
187.      Walther PPK Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 389587.                                                                 VIEW PHOTO 1   
VIEW PHOTO 2  Overall condition is good as re-plated. Bore is slightly frosty. Pistol retains approx 90% of added 
chrome finish. Grips show good. Comes w/ holster & spare mag. (04-33096/07-4297 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 250 - 
350.
 
188.      Walther PPK Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32 ACP. S# 
425182K.                                                                          VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is 
near excellent. Comes with a military style flap holster that is in very good plus condition. The pouch retains the 
original magazine numbered to the gun. Blue wear on the magazine is average for the period but the finger 
extension magazine in the gun looks much newer. It appears that this is refinished but professionally done with all 
markings preserved. The grip is broken on the left near the magazine release. It has been rounded and smoothed 
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so that the break is less obvious. Barrel and slide are eagle “N” proofed. Slide is vividly engraved with the following 
on the left side on the curve from the muzzle to the hammer: “10.”, two lightning bolts, “Frundsberg” and “S.
R.” (the “S” raised above the “R” and in Old English script) (07-4298 / NW / 4-33139) Curio. 
Est. $ 700 - 1000.
 
189.      Browning Model P 35 / Hi Power Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 9MM. S# 
58192.                                                  VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly frosty. This 
Tangent sight Browning shows approx. 95% of original finish being extensively Nazi proofed. Magazine is original 
and shows good. Grips show good w/ sharp checkering & no scuffing. (4-33169/07-4226 / BK / JC) Curio.  Est. $ 
750 - 1000. 
 
190.      Star Model B Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 9MM. S# 248600.                                                                               
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is bright & shiny. Pistol retains approx. 85% of original finish w/ Nazi 
inspection marks present. Pistol has a shoulder holster & second magazine. (04-33026/07-4271 / BK / JC) Curio. 
Est. $ 500 - 800.
 
191.      CYQ (Spreewerk) Model P 38 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 9MM. S# 
5957K.                                                       VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is bright & shiny. Pistol 
retains approx. 80% of original finish. Thinning on the grip straps w/ some touchups on the slide. Comes w/ a 
shoulder holster & 2 spare magazines. (04-33023/07-4274 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700.
 
192.      Browning Hi Power Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 9MM. S# 48551T. 
                                                                     VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. This pistol w/ 
slotted back strap retains 95% of original war time finish w/ checkered plastic mags showing good. Has an original 
German holster w/ spare mag & original belt & buckle. (04-33000/07-4280 / BK / JC) Curio. 
Est. $ 850 - 1200. 
 
193.      Astra Model 600 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 9420.                                                                              
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is bright, showing 1 patch of pitting near muzzle. This Nazi marked 
pistol shows approx. 95% of original finish w/ some slight holster ware & thinning of the grip straps. (4-33166/07-
4218 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 500. 
 
194.      Astra Model 300 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 380. S#  585483.                                              VIEW PHOTO 1    
VIEW PHOTO 2  Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright & shiny. This Nazi marked Astra shows better than 
97% original blue w/ a couple of very slight scuffs on front of slide. Grips show good plus w/ one very small nick in 
right one. (4-33016/07-4223 / BK / JC) Curio. 
Est. $ 500 - 650. 
 
195.      Saur Model 1913 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 200329.                                                                              
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. This European variation 1913 show about 80% of original 
finish w/ S.D.V. 13 and SS markings on front grip straps. (4-33015/07-4224 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700.
 
196.      Radom Model 35 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 9MM. S# K9070.                                                                           
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair. Bore is bright. This 4th model Radom shows approx. 70% of original 
phosphate finish w/ some scattered corrosion present and no Nazi proofs visible. Last ditch grips show good 
overall. (4-33170/07-4227 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 600.
 
197.      Mauser Model 1914 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 
148109.                                                                          VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is bright & 
shiny. This pistol shows overall 90% original blue w/ the police # SDVI w/ SS 120 following stamp on right side of 
receiver. Grips show good overall w/ substantial wear to the checkering. (4-33187/07-4225 / BK / JC) Curio. 
Est. $ 450 - 650.
 
198.      Belgian / Bergmann Model 1910 / 21 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 9MM Bergmann. S# 
4419.                              VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. This Belgian Bergmann shows 
approx. 90% of original finish w/ light holster wear present. Grips show good plus overall w/ slight handling marks. 
(4-33175/07-4228 / BK / JC) Curio.  Est. $ 450 - 650. 
 
199.      Walther Model PP Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 389361.                                                                          
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is bright & shiny. This AC marked pistol shows approx. 95% of 
original finish w/ no proof marks present. Grips show good. (04-33209/07-4255 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 550. 
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200.      Walther Model PP Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 333274.                                                                          
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is bright & shiny. This Eagle “N” pistol shows 85% of original finish 
w/ slight corrosion on slide w/ an added inscription that reads “JN Treuer Kameradschaft” w/ an engraved 
signature below it reading J Buger. Plastic grips show good. (4-32998/07-4253 / BK /JC) Curio.  Est. $ 350 - 450.
 
201.      Husqvarna Lahti Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 9MM. S# 18939.                                                VIEW PHOTO 1 
   VIEW PHOTO 2  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright & shiny. Pistol retains approx. 95% original finish. 
Grips showing good and a lanyard present. (4-33212/07-4249 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 500.
 
202.      Walther Model # 8 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 396271.                                              VIEW PHOTO 1   
 VIEW PHOTO 2  Overall condition is good. Bore is frosty. This Eagle “K” pistol shows about 95% of original finish 
w/ some holster wear on slide. Grips show good. (04-33176/07-4250 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450.
 
203.      CZ Model 27 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. NSN.                                                                 VIEW PHOTO 1    
VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is good w/ bright & shiny bore. This Nazi manufactured pistol shows approx. 
90% of original finish w/ inscription U 2593 electric penciled in on slide & frame. Grips show good. (04-33053/07-
4266 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600. 
 
204.      CZ Model 38 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 9MM. S# 278028.                                                 VIEW PHOTO 1    
VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly frosty. Pistol shows approx. 90% of original finish & is 
accompanied by a Radom Holster. (04-33024/07-4272 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500. 
 
205.      Japanese Nambu Type 14 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 8MM. S# 77703.                                VIEW PHOTO 1 
   VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is good. Bore is frosty. This pistol made in April of 1940 Nambu is a transition 
w/ a large trigger guard & straw parts. Retains better than 90% of original blue w/ grips & matching magazine 
showing good. (04-33168/07-4278 / BK / JC) Curio.
Est. $ 400 - 500. 
 
206.      Nambu Type 14 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 8MM. S# 31691.                                                VIEW PHOTO 1    
VIEW PHOTO 2  Overall condition is good w/ slightly frosty bore. This pistol made in March of 1935 has 75 to 80% 
of original finish w/ scattered corrosion present. Grips show good as does the non-matching magazine. (04-
32999/07-4277 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 500. 
 
207.      Steyr Model 1911 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 9MM. S# 30425.                                            VIEW PHOTO 1    
VIEW PHOTO 2  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. Has approx. 85% of original finish w/ a little bit of holster 
wear & surface corrosion present. Has original holster in good condition. (04-33028 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 
650. 
 
208.      Japanese Type 94 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 8MM. S# 59590.                                             VIEW PHOTO 1 
   VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is good. Bore is bright & shiny. Retains approx. 90% of original finish. Grips 
show good. Comes w/ holster, cleaning rod, 2 non matching clips, & lanyard. (04-33100 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 
300 - 500. 
 
209.      Browning Hi Power Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 9MM. S# 5730A.                                       VIEW PHOTO 1    
VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is good as restored. Retains 95% of a restored finish w/ German inspection 
marks present. Grips show good as replacements. Has an original holster & a postwar spare magazine. (04-
33101/07-4279 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 600. 
 
210.      Walther Model 7 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 491275.                                               VIEW PHOTO 1    
VIEW PHOTO 2  Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly frosty. Pistol retains 80% of original finish w/ some 
scattered holster ware. Grips show good. Has police markings Kbh.PolNr921. Comes w/ holster. (04-33033/07-
4281 / BK / JC) Est. $ 350 - 450. Curio. 
 
211.      Mauser Model 1910 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 305622.                                           VIEW PHOTO 1    
VIEW PHOTO 2  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright & shiny. Retains about 90% of original finish w/ slight 
holster ware. Has the initials S.D.12.  Grips show good w/ an X branded just below safety. Pistol accompanied by 
a holster w/ skull. (04-33037/07-4282 / BK / JC) Curio. 
Est. $ 350 - 450. 
 
212.      Mauser Model 1910 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal.  7.65mm. S# 273199.                                   VIEW PHOTO 
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1    VIEW PHOTO 2  Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly frosty. Pistol retains approx. 80% of original finish. 
Has the inscription "Schupo.Danzig.675" on front strap. Grip show good w/ moderate wear. Comes w/ holster & 
spare mag. (04-33032/07-4284 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600.
 
213.      CZ Model 27 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 31552.                                                          VIEW PHOTO 
1    VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is slightly frosty. This Nazi produce pistol retains 
approx 98% of original finish w/ better than 90% of the original straw. Grips show good. Hammer spring is weak. 
Comes w/ original holster & spare mag. (04-33027/07-4300 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 550. 
 
214.      Mauser Model 1934 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 566271.                                            VIEW PHOTO 1 
   VIEW PHOTO 2  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright & shiny. This pistol retains about 90% of original finish 
w/ holster wear on slide. Navy marking on right side of frame. Grips show good. Comes w/ holster. (04-33095 / 
BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 600.
 
215.      SACM Model 1935-A Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 7.65. S# 7776A.                                       VIEW PHOTO 1    
VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is near excellent w/ a bright & shiny bore. This French sidearm shows 98% of 
original finish w/ Nazi markings. Grips show very good w/ no wear or nicks. (4-33017/ BK / JC) Curio.  Est. $ 350 - 
450. 
 
216.      Farquharson Falling Block Rifle. Cal. 219 Donaldson Wasp. 
NSN.                                                             VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is near 
excellent. Fine English falling block that was the inspiration for the Ruger #1. Made into a custom varmint rifle of 
the late 40’s, early 50’s. Has a 26” heavy rapid taper barrel measuring 3/4” at the muzzle. No barrel sights, has 
target blocks at 7/2” spacing with a Unertl 10x fine crosshair 18 1/2” scope. 1 1/2” adjustable objective, 7/8” tube, 
recoil spring, lens caps. Optics are near excellent with one small spec on the crosswire. Remount is the dehorned 
varmint type. Stock is a highly figured birds eye maple with rosewood tip and grip cap, Pachmayr but pad and a 
large varmint style rollover cheek piece. (07-3433 / NW / RK) Modern. Est. $ 1000 - 1500.
 
217.      Winchester Model 1892 Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 32-20. S# 
866640.                                                              VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good. Bore is near 
excellent. Manufactured 1918. Has a 24” octagon barrel with button magazine, missing front sight. Rear sight has 
a filed flat top. Barrel retains 95% original blue. Receiver, bolt, forend cap, and buttplate show flaking blue wear 
mixed with some patina. Finger lever retains most of its blue with just a little bit of patina. There is a Lyman tang 
sight adjustable for windage and elevation missing the upper portion of the stem for aperture. Forend is good plus 
with numerous minor handling marks. Butt stock is similar with a couple of the marks being just slightly deeper. A 
very nice example with a near mint bore. (07-3431 / NW / RK) Curio. Est. $ 1700 - 2500.
 
218.      Stevens Model 414 (Armory Model) Falling Block Rifle. Cal. 22S. S# 
65337.                                             VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good plus. The bore is very good to 
excellent. Manufactured in 1912 - 32. Standard configuration with the addition of a beech style front sight. Very 
nice case colors on the receiver. The stocks are in very nice condition as well showing a couple of dings on the 
forend and some minor marks on the rear of the buttstock. (08-0004 / NW / VB) Curio. Est. $ 900 - 1400.
 
219.      Winchester Model 1894 Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 30 - 30.S# 848673. 
                                                           VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. The bore is near excellent. 
Manufactured in 1919 just after WW1. Standard saddle ring carbine configuration and it appears the front blade 
has been replaced. The receiver is marked US and includes the flaming bomb stamp. Very unusual with this 
marking. The receiver shows almost no finish due to handling. The barrel shows some blue wear in the forward 
half again likely from handling. Carbine buttplate has almost no finish. Even with this lack of finish there is hardly a 
hint of oxidation. The stocks are in very good condition for the year. The stock band shows a D & T hole in the 
bottom likely for some sort of lanyard ring. The buttstock has no modifications. A few minor handling marks on the 
buttstock and some light marks on the forend. A very rare US ordinance marked Winchester. (08-0003 / NW / VB) 
Curio. Est. $ 3000 - 3800.
 
220.      Winchester Model 53 Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 44 - 40. S# 584. 
                                                                   VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good. The bore is near 
excellent. Manufactured in 1924. Has standard configuration. Lyman front bead. Flat top rear sight. Stocks are in 
very good condition with misc. handling marks, non objectionable. Left side of butt stock has a silver plate inletted 
into the stock running parallel to the lower surface. The plate measures 3 3/8” by ¾” wide. Engraved at each end 
and shows a scene of a deer running through a field with pine forest behind. Significance not known. With a 
replaced buttstock significant collector interest with the low number. Receiver shows a medium amount of flaking 
turned to patina. (08-0001 / NW / VB) Curio. 
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Est. $ 1800 - 2500 
 
221.      Winchester Model 53 Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 32 - 20. S# 
974374.                                                               VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good to excellent. Bore is 
near excellent. Manufactured in 1927. Standard configuration. Has Winchester swivel eyes on forend cap and 
buttstock. There is evidence on the buttstock around the swivel eye of some sanding. Some damage might have 
occurred when the eye was installed and the sanding was someone’s way of correcting it. Otherwise the stocks 
are very nice with only minor handling marks. The receiver stock shows some thinning blue from cradling. The 
right side of the receiver shows a trace of cleaned oxidation. There is also a Lyman number 56 receiver sight 
installed. The rear sight on the barrel has a double pointed slot blank. This rifle is serial numbered in the Model 92 
range as many later 53s were. (08-0002 NW / VB) Curio. Est. $ 1800 - 2500.
 
222.      Winchester Model 1895 Lever Action Rifle.  Cal. 30 - 03. S# 
74401.                                                             VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good to very good. Bore is good 
plus. Manufactured in 1915. This caliber is identical to the 30 - 06 except that it is loaded differently with a lighter 
charge and heavier bullet. Corresponding to the military 1903 Springfield’s. The barrel on the firearm is marked .30 
U.S. MOD. 1903. Has a Marbles front bead. Bluing shows average wear mostly on the receiver from handling and 
operation. Front portion of the barrel shows some traces of old oxidation and thinning blue wear. Stocks appear 
original, thinning varnish and numerous average handling marks. (08-0007 / NW / VB) Curio. Est. $ 1700 - 2300.
 
223.      Winchester Model 1885 Falling Block Rifle. Cal. 25 Krag. S# 
1246.                                                            VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. The bore is very 
good. Custom target rifle with a 28” barrel that has a Lyman # 17 Globe front sight. No provision for any rear sight. 
The heavy tapered barrel is marked W.A.SUKALLE-GUNMAKER-PHOENIX.ARIZ. Has an 8 ¾” rib with a serrated 
top and Unertl style notches. On the base is a Lyman Jr. target spot with near excellent exterior finish includes 
lens caps. Very good optics showing only a hint of cleaning needed on the crosswires. The lever has been 
reshaped to conform to the pistol grip stock. Very nicely blued with markings preserved. The barrel has a slight 
purple hue likely due to a higher nickel content of the steel. The buttstock has a grip cap and steel checkered 
model 70’s style buttplate. The forend is about 14 ¼” long, well shaped and checkered. It is retained by a 
European style 7/8” style swivel incorporated into a barrel band. Matching buttstock swivel. The left side of the 
receiver has some very light fine scratches perpendicular to the bore that look as if the bolt handle of a rifle 
adjacent to this caused the scratches. Very light and minor. (01-1455 / NW / VB) Antique. Est. $ 2500 - 3200.
 
224.      Mass Arms Co. Model 1865 Percussion Sporting Rifle. Cal. 35. S# 
3918.                                                   VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good. The bore near excellent. Last 
patent date is Dec. 6, 1859. The barrel has a slight patina finish. The receiver shows evidence of a lighter patina 
finish. The condition of the bore is astounding. Has standard barrel sights plus a tang sight. Stocks shows many 
light handling marks. Possibly some extra older applied finish but no evidence whatsoever of dimension changes. 
Has an elliptical grain crack behind the tang. (01-1454 / NW / VB) Antique. Est. $ 1800 - 2500.
 
225.      Frank Wesson Model 1870 Single Shot Rifle. Cal. 38 Rimfire. S# 2745.                                                   
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is fair to good. Has 24 ½” octagon barrel. Sliding extractor on the 
right. Standard configuration sights plus a tang mounted receiver sight. Nickel plating shows some flaking but 
overall still good condition. Barrel pivot screw shows some improper screwdriver use. The others are fine. Walnut 
buttstock shows some very old plug repairs on each side done many, many years ago. (01-1450 /NW / VB) 
 Antique. Est. $ 400 - 700.
 
225A.    Stevens Model 44 Single Shot Rifle. Cal. 22 LR. S# 44284.                                                                      
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good. Bore is very good plus. Has a 24” heavy half round, half octagon 
barrel, beech front sight, a period correct tang sight that is micrometer marked adjustable for windage and 
elevation. Has a two leaf sight on the barrel, one straight with a white triangle, the other a Rocky Mountain V. Has 
a schnabel forend and a crescent butt. Frame has some scattered pinprick oxidation and fading case colors with 
1/3 still visible. Made 1894-32. (07-4213 / NW / BL) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 700.
 
225B.    Winchester 1885 Low Wall Falling Block Rifle. Cal. 22 Short. NSN.                                                       
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good. Bore is near excellent. Has a 28” musket barrel and still retains U.S. 
flaming bomb proof behind the hammer. Front sight is missing, base is present. Has a pair of target scope blocks 
on the barrel with a 17” long, ¾” tube, and target scope in Unertl target mounts. Scope is a Lyman 438 field model 
with good optics, some light pinprick oxidation on the tube and patina on each of the end rings. Metal surfaces 
have been refinished, all markings very well preserved. Receiver shows numerous extra D&T holes with plug 
screws. Reshaped finger lever, very professionally done. Has a hardwood stock with very pronounced Schnabel 
forend and a perch belly shape to the forend. Pistol grip butt stock with pronounced cheek piece and a Schuetzen 
style butt plate, rosewood grip cap, deep relief carving for pistol grip checkering area and carving at the tip of the 
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forend. (07-3438 / NW / RK11) Antique. 
Est. $ 500 - 1000.
 
226.      Shiloh Rifle Mfg. Co. Old Reliable Falling Block Single Shot Rifle. Cal. 45-2 4/10 (45-110). S# 
6811.        VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Has a 34” octagon barrel, 
uncheckered stock with Sharp’s butt plate, pistol grip, and European style shadow line cheek piece. Has crosshair/
spirit level front sight and tang rear sight. No provision in barrel for rear sight. Very nice case colors, standard 
double set triggers. Often called the long range express rifle. (01-1431 / NW / BL) Antique. 
Est. $ 1700 - 2500.
 
227.      Uberti 1860 Henry Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 44-40. S# 
06095.                                                                        VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near 
excellent. Military style in that has a swing swivel on left side of butt stock and a Winchester eye type swivel on the 
left of the barrel. Includes a leather sling. Bluing near excellent. Stock shows very minor marks at the comb. Brass 
shows some very light tarnish. (07-4414 / NW / BL) Modern. Est. $ 500 - 750.
 
228.      Winchester Model 52-C Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 22LR. S# 83863C. 
                                                               VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. 
Made in 1956. Has a 28” heavy target barrel, scope blocks on barrel, sight block at muzzle, receiver sight base at 
rear, aluminum hand stop, swivels, standard butt plate and stock, single shot loading platform. Excellent target rifle 
needed sights or scopes. (07-3414 / NW / IH) Modern. Est. $ 800 - 1200.
 
229.      Weatherby MK V Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 7mm Wby. Mag. S# P29930. 
                                                        VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. This 
is a left handed Mark V. This is a desirable model, made in West Germany by J.P. Sauer. Has a 24” barrel and a 
Leupold Vari-X III 3.5-10x duplex reticule scope in Buehler bases and rings. (07-4392 / NW / KF) Modern. Est. $ 
1700 - 2200.
 
230.      Weatherby MK V Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 270 Wby. Mag. S# 
H132623.                                                           VIEW PHOTO 
Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. This is a left handed Mark V. Made in Japan model with 
a 24” barrel. Has a Baush & Lomb Elite 3000 3-9x duplex scope in a Redfield mount system. (07-4393 / NW / KF) 
Modern. Est. $ 1000 - 1500.
 
230A.    Anschutz Model 54 Match Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 22 LR. S# 60204.                               VIEW PHOTO 1 
  VIEW PHOTO 2   Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Referenced as Model 1413. Besides 
the hook buttplate, it includes a regular buttplate. Palm rest is a round ball style. It comes with a toolbox and all 
accessories including a cleaning kit, holder, sight inserts and the original trigger assembly. The current is a very 
fine adjustable trigger that is about 2 oz.. It appears to be the hair match trigger #41404-U8 as seen in the 
instruction booklet. The only thing that appears missing are the sights themselves. Included with the rifle is a 1 ½” 
Unertl 10x target scope in 10x with adjustable objective, recoil ring, extra eyepiece with 2 caps and two leather 
shooter’s mitts. Scope has caps and an overall length of 25 ½”. Scope has a Lee dot and is in near excellent 
condition. Also included is a brochure from Unertl in excellent condition from the 60s, the instruction booklet for the 
rifle with the latest date seen of 1960. Accessories come in a metal toolbox. The rifle and scope are in a fitted 
match shooter’s plywood box. (08-0014 / NW) Modern. Est. $ 800 - 1200.
 
231.      Weatherby MK V Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 300 Whby. Mag. S# 20039. 
                                                          VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Has 
24” barrel, a Pachmayr ventilated recoil pad with a 12 3/4” LOP, checkered bolt handle. Front sight on barrel with 
ramp. No provision for rear sight on barrel. Has Buehler scope mount system and an earlier style Weatherby 
scope with both adjustments (W & E) on top of scope.  Power is 2 1/2-10 crosshair reticule. (07-1094-3 / NW / VC) 
Modern. Est. $ 1100 - 1500.
 
232.      Ruger Mini 14 Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 223. S# 183-70302.                                                                             
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. A very nice stainless Mini 14 showing 
minimal use. (07-3349 / NW / WS) Modern. Est. $ 350 - 450.
 
233.      Ruger No. 3 Falling Block Rifle. Cal. 375 Win. S# 130-72303.                                                                     
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good. Bore is near excellent. Made 1972-87, this one after ‘78 as it has 
warning marks on the barrel. Has detachable sling studs in butt stock and on barrel. Left side of receiver D&T for 
receiver sight (not factory). Has sour dough front sight, Ruger scope mount system with Weaver Marksman Dual-X 
4x. Stock set is very nicely checkered in a manner and pattern consistent with Ruger although not factory done. 
Very nice Maine woods rifle. (07-3446 / NW / RK) Modern. Est. $ 500 - 750.
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234.      Ruger No. 1-H Falling Block Rifle. Cal. 375 H&H Mag. S# 132-
03190.                                                          VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near 
excellent. Standard configuration tropical rifle with sights, Alex Henry forend and a Weaver K4 El Paso scope with 
crosshair reticule. Earlier gun with red pad but made after 78 as there are warning marks on the barrel. (07-3435 / 
NW / RK) Modern. Est. $ 550 - 800.
 
235.      Westley Richards Cal. 303 British. S# 22131.                                                                                             
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is good. London made British sporting rifle with a 27 1/2” barrel. 
Solder area remains on the barrel front, rear and bottom where the front and rear sights and sling attachment were 
removed. Falling block has a Farquharson style release lever. Forend is a slim period correct piece retained with a 
wedge. Has a horn forend tip. There is a small weather crack on the left side near the top and near the receiver. 
The butt stock is pistol grip checkered of a much more modern style by Fajen. Has a deeply scalloped cheek 
piece, high gloss finish that is cracked and peeling in some areas. Cracked near the receiver on both sides, right 
side shows a glued repair. Barrel surface retains a patina finish. Action exhibits a hot blue redo. Barrel marked 
“4WR303 Special Cartridge Nitro Proof”. Bore has strong rifling but shows an overall frosted appearance. (07-
3432 / NW / RK) Modern. Est. $ 600 - 1000.
 
236.      Marlin Ballard Falling Block Rifle. Cal. 22 RF. S# 33384.                                                                          
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good plus. Bore is near excellent. A custom target rifle in the works. Has a 
heavy 30 1/2” fluted barrel measuring 1” at the muzzle. Has a target block for front sight, target blocks on the 
barrel with a Unertl 6x 3/4” tube small game scope that has a recoil spring, 18 1/4” overall, non-adjustable 
objective. The action is mechanically fine but overall patina finish. Has a Marbles tang sight held with one screw 
with a windage adjustable top. Finger lever has been reshaped, has two D&T holes. The butt stock is Schuetzen 
style, large cheek piece still being shaped. Pistol grip semi-inletted for a tang. Numerous butt swivel holes. Shows 
a 2” hairline crack on the right near the receiver. The forend has a palm rest rail, forend stop rail and appears it 
was the forearm of a bolt action 22 target rifle. Very nice rifle if completed properly. (07-3434 / NW / RK) Antique. 
Est. $ 500 - 800.
 
237.      Ruger No. 3 Falling Block Rifle. Cal. 375 Win. S# 130-
57667.                                                                      VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good. Bore is near 
excellent. Has a 26” round, heavy tapered barrel measuring 7/8” at muzzle. Has a detachable sling stud on a base 
at the bottom of the barrel as well as one at the butt stock. There is a Remington sight ramp installed. Near the 
receiver is a set of D&T holes with 7/8” spacing. 7 1/4” forward on center is a pair of D&T holes 9/16” spacing. 
Barrel marked with maker’s name “R. Hoch”. Has the standard butt stock but the forend is an Alex Henry forend 
that has had its checkering removed and refinished. Left side of receiver is D&T for a receiver sight. (07-3443 / 
NW / RK) Modern. Est. $ 300 - 500.
 
237A.    Ruger Single Shot Rifle. Cal. 35 Whelen. S# 134-
17226.                                                                             VIEW PHOTO Overall condition appears new. Bore 
appears new. Stainless steel rifle with walnut stock. Appears new in original box with factory scope rings. (07-
3396 / NW / LS) Modern. Est. $ 700 - 1000.
 
237B.    29 1/2” Sharps Old Reliable Barrel.                                                                                                           
VIEW PHOTO Bridgeport, Conn. S# 159304. Cal. 45. Near excellent bore. Part round, part octagon. 7/8” at 
muzzle. Dull blue, does not appear refinished. One rust spot on the left side mid-way of the round portion, dime 
sized. (NW / RK21) Est. $ 300 - 500. 
 
238.      K. R. Bresien Underhammer Percussion Target Rifle. Cal 50. S# 
HBA94.                                                    VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is near excellent. 
40” octagon barrel dated 1979 Measures 1.77s across the flats. Fitted with a false muzzle. Redfield Olympic target 
sights w/ Merit adjustable aperture. Unertl target block at rear of barrel plus 2 more D & T holes 5 ½” from muzzle. 
Fitted w/ an aluminum bench support 8’ from muzzle. Pistol grip buttstock w/ large target cheek piece & Pachmayr 
old English pad. Barrel has Warsaw NY. 40+- lbs. (01-1445 / VB6 / 01-1445) Antique. Est.  $1800 - 2200.
 
239.      Ashmore New England Cap Lock Musket. Cal. 55. NSN.                                            VIEW PHOTO 1    
VIEW PHOTO 2  Overall condition is fair to good. The bore is fair. Has a 40+” octagon barrel, 1” muzzle. Has 
simple sights. Full stock with brass trim, including patch box. Overall patina finish. Stock appears original with very 
minor handling marks. (01-1453 / NW / VB) Antique. 
Est. $ 200 - 400.
 
240.      Colt Model US 1863 Musket. Cal. 58. NSN.                                                                                                  
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good to very good. Bore is good to very good. Standard configuration. Both 
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barrel and lock dated 1863. All markings excellent. Metal surfaces show dried oil. Sidelock shows a hint of 
background oxidation. Metal surfaces are in remarkable condition for the year. A very fine example of an 1863 
musket. (01-1446 / NW / VB)  Antique. Est. $ 1500 - 2300.
 
240A.    Henry Travis Full Stock Kentucky Rifle. Cal. 36. NSN. 
                                                                               VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good. Bore is fair. Has 
40 ¾” octagon barrel measuring .960” at the muzzle. Thin style butt stock with cheek piece, eagle, and owner’s 
name on a shield. Stock is tiger striped maple with all brass trim, some of which has a silver appearance. Front 
wedge is missing. The right side of the stock shows that the lock does not fit well. There is some cracking on the 
rear portion and some wood missing as well. Ramrod is cracked significantly at its mid portion. The lock has an 
oval with the word “Warranted” at the bottom and the upper portion of the oval has the name “H. Elwell”. (NW) 
Antique. Est. $ 2500 - 3500. 
 
240B.    1861 Percussion Rifle. Cal. 69. NSN.                                                                                                          
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good plus. Bore is fair. All metal surfaces have been cleaned to “in the white”. 
Has a 30” barrel. No bayonet provision. Barrel appears to have been shortened as the forend cap does not fit 
properly, perhaps a modified Navy model of assembled using parts. Has an Enfield style rear sight but the barrel 
shows where the 1861 Navy sight was installed. Breech is dated 1864. The tang has number “8414” showing it 
was mated to a bayonet at one time. Again, likely shortened. Barrel is marked “FCW”. Stock is cartouched “JGW”. 
Has ramrod. Top of butt plate shows a repair of some alteration as a copper color is showing. Has a new nipple 
and excellent mechanical condition. The front barrel band is missing its retaining pin and shows copper on it as 
well. There is a square on top showing where the sight has been removed or a bayonet attaching block. (01-1404 / 
NW) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 1000.
 
240C.    U.S. Model 1861 Percussion Rifle. Cal. 58. NSN.                                                                                        
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair. Bore is poor. Manufactured by Alfred Jenks & Son. Marked “Bridesburg”. 
Has standard 40” barrel, all standard configuration. Shows heavy oxidation on all metal. Stock is sound, very dark 
and shows countless handling marks. A true Civil War relic. Lock is dated 1863. Includes ramrod. Mechanically 
functions fine. (01-403 / NW / GK) Antique. Est. $ 400 - 800.
 
240D.    Springfield Model 1884 Cadet Rifle. Single-Shot Trapdoor. Cal. 45-70 S# 319379.                                 
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good plus. Bore is fair to good. 1893 Cartouche stock. Missing ramrod and rear 
mounting screw on the Buffington rear sight. Second type with a one piece 1888 type trigger guard. (01-1435 / 
NW / KF) Antique. Est. $ 400 - 700.
 
241.      Byrnes & Benjamin Percussion Breechloader. Cal. 69. 
NSN.                                                                      VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near 
excellent. Front lock percussion dated 1865. Breech block marked London. 33 ½” barrel. Full stock w/ ramrod. 
Good case colors on trigger guard & sidelock. Astounding colors on breechblock and hammer. Stock is sound, no 
significant handling marks. Possible refinish as buttplate is proud of the stock. Bluing on the barrel is very good 
plus. Includes ramrod. A very fine London rifle. (01-1451 / NW / VB) Antique. Est. $ 1500 - 2200.
 
242.      Tower Model 1847 Calvary Musket. Cal. 66. NSN.                                                                                      
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. The bore is fair. Standard Tower musket sidelock with crown. 26 ¾ “ 
barrel. Stock is also dated 1847/ Left side of stock opposite sideplate has a number 7, likely a rack number. Has 
bayonet with sheath. All in good condition. Bayonet is marked S. Hill. Includes ramrod and a 1 ¼” military sling. 
Stock is sound with numerous handling marks. (01-1452 / NW / VB) Antique. 
Est. $ 1900 - 2600.
 
243.      Percussion Rifle by C. Hickwime. Cal. 50. NSN.                                                                                         
VIEW PHOTO Overall good condition. Bore is good. 42” Barrel. Stock in good condition with a small break under 
the hammer, numerous silver inlays and brass furniture with brass patchbox. Lock converted to percussion and 
marked “London Warranted”. Made around 1800 - 1810. (01-795 / CM) Antique. Est. $ 800 - 1200. 
 
244.      Danzig Percussion Carbine. Cal. 70. S# 644. 
                                                                                           VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is 
poor. Dated 1827 and 1841, likely rebuilt ‘41 as the lock is dated 1827. Brass trigger guard and trim. Overall patina 
finish, weather cracked stock has 19” barrel. Ram rod is #684. Has rear sight as part of the top tang. Front sight is 
missing. Gun is likely cut down from a rifle. (01-1013 / NW / RS) Antique. Est. $ 100 - 300.
 
244A.    Pair of French Percussion Dueling Pistols. Cal. 45. S# 1 & 
2.                                                                    VIEW PHOTO  Overall condition is good.  Bores are fair to good. 10” 
octagon barrels marked “fni p. Gauvain a Paris”. Each pistol has a walnut stock retained by screws and wedge. 
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Handles are grooved longitudinally to the handle. The tip of the forend is relief carved.  The side lock also retains 
the maker’s name. The metal grip cap, trigger guard assembly, breech plug, tang, side lock and hammer are all 
engraved. The breech plug and tang of each has a gold inlaid serial numbers, 1 & 2.  Pistols come in a walnut 
presentation case with brass hardware and inlay on the cover. Measures approx. 18” x 10” x 3”. Includes 2 
compartments, 2 walnut containers - 1 for lead ball and one for caps, a small metal flask, walnut handled screw 
driver, a walnut ball starter, bullet mold, 2 brass tipped walnut rods and a spiral screw for one to be used as a bal 
extractor as well as a cleaning jag. The case is dark blue velvet lined and is in very good condition, just missing 
the lock key. (01-1443 / NW / DW) Antique. Est. $ 3000 - 4000.   
 
244B.    Unknown Maker Flintlock Pistol. Cal. 70. NSN.                                                                                          
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is fair. Early flintlock pistol with a 5 ¼” barrel. Has decorative inlays 
on the rear half of the octagon barrel. The walnut stock has brass trim that is also engraved plus an inlay on the 
bottom of the trigger guard. The butt area which is brass trim with a silver colored cap shows some damage and 
some missing brass. It appears to be in good mechanical condition. The sideplate is marked “PITOT”. The first 
letter is not clear (P), and is difficult to read. This includes a ramrod. Missing a flint. (01-1447 / NW / VB13) 
Antique. Est. $ 800 - 1200. 
 
244C. Early Bronze Percussion Signal Cannon. Barrel is marked on underside Basset & Co Paris. 
Overall condition is very good. Barrel has a nice mellow patina w/ some corrosion on nipple. One wheel 
appears to be a replacement. One chip in wood frame at end. Also missing one coder pin & chain that 
holds it. $2500 - 3500  VIEW PHOTO.
 
244D.  Muzzle Loading Signal Cannon. Overall condition is very good w/ some oxidation on cast iron 
barrel. Frame overall is good w/ a crack where the metal is screwed to the frame. $1200 - 1800. VIEW 
PHOTO.
 
244E. Small Bronze Muzzle Loading Signal Cannon. Overall condition is good w/ some minor dings 
on barrel. Wood frame is good w/ one wheel pin missing. VIEW PHOTO.
 
245.      Colt Model 1873 Revolver. Cal. 44-40. S# 129882.                                                                                       
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is poor to fair. Manufactured in 1889. 4 3/4” barrel, Frontier 
model and so marked. Has smooth surfaces on all leading edges. Overall patina finish and shows evidence of old 
cleaned oxidation. Timing is fairly good but the hammer notches need attention. Hard rubber grips are extremely 
hand worn and have a couple of very small chips on the inner edge of right grip. Approx. 20% of 1873s 
manufactured in this caliber. (01-1442 / NW / MB) Antique. Est. $ 1500 - 2200.
 
246.      Colt Model 1873 SAA Revolver. Cal. 44 Special. S# 
352711.                                                                        VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good. Bore is near 
excellent. Manufactured 1929. Only 506 produced in this caliber. Barrel marked Russian and S & W Special. Has 
the 7 ½” barrel. The cylinder is numbered on the face 1306 and also a U. The rear of the cylinder is marked with 
an 11 which corresponds with the last two digits of the firearm. The frame & hammer show only a hint of case 
colors remaining. The screws on the grip strap show good blue color. The action screws show faded blue. The 
ejector rod screw shows good color. All other metal surfaces appear “in the white”. Barrel markings are nicely clear 
and legible. Serial number and frame markings very clear. The base pin fits very snug and appears to be a 
replacement. The timing of the revolver and the lockup is near perfect. The rampant Colt hard rubber grips are in 
very good plus condition showing only a couple light scratches. Overall it appears all original except for the base 
pin and possibly a replacement cylinder. Excellent shooter or ready to be professionally restored. (01-1449 / NW / 
VB) Antique. 
Est. $ 3500 - 4200.
 
247.      Smith & Wesson Model No. 1 Revolver. Cal 22S. S# 
1552.                                                                       VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is fair. This 
is a third type with barrel fastening improvement. Has a 3 ¼” barrel. Nickel plated receiver shows numerous small 
dings with some flaking evident. Barrel assembly shows an even patina finish. Logo very readable. Mechanics 
need attention as cylinder doesn’t rotate every time. The grips are in very good condition showing original finish. 
Manufactured 1857 - 60. (01-1448 / NW VB) Antique. Est. $ 2000 - 3000 
 
248.      Colt Model 1895 Revolver. Cal. 38 Long Colt. S# 146114.                                                                          
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good. Bore is near excellent. Manufactured in 1900. Good mechanical 
condition. Hard rubber grips are very good plus. Muzzle area shows some pinprick oxidation. Fading blue on 
trigger guard and back strap area as well as other high points of the firearm. (08-0005 / NW / VB) Curio. Est. $ 400 
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- 700.
 
249.      Smith & Wesson 44 Hand Ejector Revolver. Cal. 44 Special. S# 891. 
                                                        VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good to very good. Bore is near excellent. 
Manufactured in 1908 - 17. Note the extremely low serial number. Has the first type non monogrammed S & W 
grips. That are numbered to the gun. They are in very good plus condition with only some very minor light 
scratches on the bottom. It has a 6 ½” barrel. Near excellent timing. This is a first model which is referred to by 
collectors as a triple lock or new century model. The basic frame shows very good blue with wear and thinning 
where it was hand held. The last 2 “ of the barrel shows holster wear and some flaking blue, especially the left side 
which also shows a hint of oxidation. The cylinder shows thinning blue with better bluing in the flutes. Hammer and 
trigger show good case colors. More vivid on the left than the right. Screw heads do not show any signs of abuse. 
A very nice triple lock with its value is greatly influenced by the low serial number. (08-0006 / NW / VB) Curio. 
Est. $ 3000 - 3600.
 
250.      Colt Model 1860 Revolver. Cal. 44. S# 109540.                                                                                          
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is poor to fair. Bore is poor. Has 8” round barrel, earlier type. All matching 
numbers, even patina finish. Grips rate good plus. Action needs attention, at least broken or missing hammer 
spring. Made 1863. Army model as evidenced by the shoulder stock cut in the butt, yet it is a 3 screw frame. No 
evidence of martial markings. (01-1409 / NW / CC) Antique. Est. $ 900 - 1400.
 
250A.    Colt Dragoon Third Model Revolver. Cal. 44. S# 12112.                                                                            
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair. Bore is very good plus. Manufactured 1853. Has 7 ½” barrel. All matching 
numbers including cylinder. Has New York address. U.S. marked. Brass frame. Action needs attention in that 
timing is okay but hammer notches need attention. Shows a cleaned (some wire brushing) patina finish. Grips are 
in very good condition with a partial cartouche visible on the lower right grip. Comes in a fitted walnut case with 
brass trim. The lock shroud around the key is missing. Includes a brass powder flask by A.M. Flask & Cap Co. with 
dram markings from 2 to 2 ¾ that appears of the period. The box appears to be of the period with a lid that is very 
slightly warped. Box includes seven cast bullets and some caps. (01-1456 / NW / EK) Antique. Est. $ 1,500 - 2,500.
 
250B.    Colt Model 1860 Army Revolver. Cal. 44. S# 
76567.                                                                                   VIEW PHOTO  Overall condition is good. Bore is good 
plus. Manufactured 1862. Barrel has New York address. Has a 3 screw frame. Butt cut for shoulder stock. It has a 
mechanical issue in that it will not cock.  The hammer moves back about ¼” and then there is resistance. Cause 
unknown. A very unusual revolver in that it appears very possibly factory engraved as it has a steel backstrap and 
a brass triggerguard. Genuine ivory grips showing expected age. Very little cracking for the age. Comes in a fitted 
walnut case which may possibly be Colt. This case has an ivory inlay around the key opening and even includes 
the original key. In the case are 10 cast bullets and a brass powder flask that appears to be of the period. 
Expected tarnishing from its age. Also included is an extra cylinder in good plus condition with 4 loaded chambers. 
(01-1466 / NW / EK) Antique. Est. $ 2,500 - 4,000.
 
250C.    Colt Model 1860 Army Revolver. Cal. 44. S# 4311.                                                                                    
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair. Bore is poor to fair. Manufactured 1861. Has New York barrel address. Has 
8” barrel. This is the fluted variation with engraving in front of each cylinder notch. Has a steel backstrap and a 
back trigger guard. Has the 4 screw frame with the stock screws missing. All matching numbers. Mechanics need 
attention. It appears hand spring needs replacement. Hammer notches are fine. Missing the screw on the barrel by 
the wedge. Grips are in fair to good condition showing some normal battering at the lower edges. Very small chip 
missing on each side of the lower front. (01-1462 / NW / EK) Antique. Est. $ 1,500 - 2,500.
 
250D.    Smith & Wesson New Model No. 3 Frontier Revolver. Cal. 44-40. S# 1472.                                             
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good. Bore is good plus. Manufactured in 1895. Nickel plated with a 6 ½” 
barrel. There are some minor spots of flaking on the cylinder and near the muzzle. Very faded case colors on the 
hammer and trigger guard. Some very light, minor scratches on the surface as might be expected for a firearm of 
this age. The bore shows very strong, sharp rifling with some pitting, especially near the muzzle. All screw heads 
are near excellent. The cylinder number matches. Examination of the recoil shield and the mechanics show it to be 
likely unfired. Hard rubber grips are near excellent. It comes with a two page research letter from S&W giving its 
history. A very fine example of this very limited production revolver. (01-1467 / NW / 4-31765) Antique. Est. $ 2500 
- 3500.
 
250E.    Whitney (Eagle Co.) First Model Third Type Revolver. Cal. 36. 
NSN.                                                         VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair. Bore is poor. Has standard 
configuration with a dark patina finish. Walnut grips have 6 significant “kill notches” on the outer surface of the 
grips. Grips also stamped twice on each side “H. Noble”. Significance of this name unknown. (01-1461 / NW / EK) 
Antique. Est. $ 500 - 800. 
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250F.    Whitney (Eagle Co.) First Model Third Type Revolver. Cal. 36. NSN. 
                                                        VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair. Bore is poor. Has standard 
configuration with a dark patina finish. Walnut grips have 5 small “kill notches” on the bottom skirting of the grips. 
Front sight on barrel is dove-tail installed. Likely a replacement. Barrel shows marks to indicate amateur removal 
and replacement. (01-1463 / NW / EK) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 800. 
 
250G.   Colt Model 1862 Police Revolver. Cal. 36. S# 350.                                                                                     
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is good. Mfg. 1861. Has an overall cleaned patina finish. Fluted 
cylinder. Hartford barrel address. Grips are in good condition. Loading lever latch sticky, likely dried lubricant. 
Likely first month production firearm. No evidence of silver on the iron grip straps. (01-1465 / NW / EK) Antique. 
Est. $ 600 - 1,000.
 
250H.    Colt Model 1849 Revolver. Cal. 31. S# 153669.                                                                                           
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair. Bore is poor. Mfg. 1859. Has a 4” barrel with New York address. Right side 
of firearm has heavy rust in blotches. Mechanically very good. Grips are in good condition with a small chip out of 
the lower front right corner. Steel grip straps. (2nd type). (01-1459 / NW / EK) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500.
 
250I.     Harrington Breech-Loading Volley Gun. Cal. 25. NSN.                                                VIEW PHOTO 1    
VIEW PHOTO 2  Overall condition is very good. Bores are good. Has a 2 ½” barrel assembly of 4 barrels 
combined. Is brass framed with double 4 shot percussion breech block. Half of the breech block assembly is fired 
giving four 25 cal. shots simultaneously. Breech block is then released, reversed, and then 4 more shots are 
available. The nickel plated brass frame is in very good condition. Metal surfaces show an even patina. The trigger 
return spring is either broken of missing. The bird’s head walnut grips are in good condition showing nice original 
finish but there is a crack at the bottom of each grip. Patented 1837. Mfg. in Southbridge, MA. (01-1464 / NW / EK) 
Antique. 
Est. $ 2,500 - 4,000.
 
250J.    Sharps Model 3 Pepperbox Derringer. Cal. 32 RF. S# 11948.                                       VIEW PHOTO 1    
VIEW PHOTO 2  Overall condition is good. Bores are fair. Has a cleaned patina finish with some active oxidation 
on the right side of the barrels and on the grip retaining screw and plate. Mechanically fine. Comes in a walnut 
case that is red velvet lined. Has a wooden ejector dowel and one cartridge. (01-1458 / NW / EK) Antique.  Est. $ 
500 - 800.
 
251.      Smith & Wesson Revolver. Cal. 22RF. S# K301181.                                                      VIEW PHOTO 1   
VIEW PHOTO 2  Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. An early 4 screw with pinned an 
recessed features, 6” barrel, partridge sight, standard trigger, target hammer, and a pair of wrap around Roper 
style checkered grips likely made by Herrett's. Only a hint of a dragline on the cylinder. Referred to a the K22 
Masterpiece in that there is no model designation on the firearm. Made prior to 1958. (07-3404 / NW / CC) 
Modern. Est. $ 300 - 450.  
 
252.      Stevens New Model Pocket Rifle No. 40 Rifle/Pistol. Cal. 22 LR. S# 
23599.                                                VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good. Bore is fair to good. Has a 9 
13/16” barrel with very simple sights, possibly replacements from an earlier Stevens. The barrel may be shortened 
as it does not correspond to the standard links offered. Mechanics are near excellent, including the fit of the 
shoulder stock. The part round/part octagon barrel shows some marks along the bottom and top almost as if the 
barrel was held on its side in a vice. Slight oxidation is more pronounced on the rear section of the barrel. The 
nickel plated iron frame is in very good condition with a hint of oxidation and flaking nickel on the left side forward 
and top of the pivot screw. The rear two thirds of the stock shows some pronounced flaking. All screws (except 
pivot screw) are near excellent. The grips are very good plus showing minor handling marks. Careful examination 
of the muzzle area leads one to believe it has been cut because it is not perfectly square or crowned as Stevens 
would have done it. (07-1089 / NW / DP) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 700.
 
253.      Colt Frontier Revolver. Cal. 22LR. S# 51389P.                                                       VIEW PHOTO 1   
VIEW  PHOTO 2  Overall condition is very good. Bore is near excellent. Made in 1968. 68,000 Of this version 
made from 1962-70 with the P suffix. Often referred to as the Frontier Scout ‘62. Has stag like grips with Colt 
emblem. Blued aluminum frame show some finish wear at the tip of the left side of recoil shield, the loading gate 
shows some slight flaking. Outer corners of frame in front of trigger guard and on the trigger guard show a little bit 
of wear as does the ejector rod head. 4 3/4” Barrel shows a little bit of holster wear on left side and top of front 
side. Includes a dark brown hunter holster. (07-1002 / CM) Modern. Est. 250 - 400.
 
253A.    Colt Diamondback Revolver. Cal. 22 LR. S# R57276.                                                 VIEW PHOTO 1   
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VIEW  PHOTO 2 Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent.  Appears new with original box and 
papers. 6” barrel. Manufactured after 1978 and discontinued in 1986. (08-0010 / NW / CK) Modern. Est. $ 750 - 
1000.
 
253B.    Colt Diamondback Revolver. Cal. 22 LR. S# P01231.                                                    VIEW PHOTO 1   
VIEW  PHOTO 2 Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent.  Appears new with original box and 
papers. 4” barrel. Manufactured 1978. Front sight has a layer of red paint. Writing on left of barrel is gold filled, 
likely Bonanza Gold. (08-0009 / NW / CK) Modern. Est. $ 650 - 850.
 
253C.    Colt Model Diamondback Revolver. Cal. 22 LR. S# 
R51530.                                                                     VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. The bore is 
near excellent. Made after 1978, discontinued 1986. Has the rare 6” barrel. Includes the original box and 
paperwork. Has been fitted with the Elliason rear sight. This is the same match sight used on gold cups. These 
revolvers usually had the Accro rear sight. (08-0008 / NW / BB) Modern. Est. $ 700 - 1000.
 
253D.    Colt Python Revolver. Cal. 357. S# E69582.                                                                   VIEW PHOTO 1   
VIEW  PHOTO 2  Condition is very good. Bore is bright & shiny. This 1974 Python shows approx. 97% finish with 
some light scratching on cylinder that barely penetrates the finish. Has an Ace style trigger show installed. Timing 
is off on a couple of chambers. Grips show very good plus. (07-4221/4-33034 / BK / JC) Modern. Est. $ 700 - 
1000. 
 
254.      Smith & Wesson Model 18 - 3 Revolver. Cal. 22 LR. S# 5K70418. 
                                                               VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good w/a bright & shiny bore. 
Shows better than 97% of original finish w/ a very slight drag line. Case hardening on target trigger & target 
hammer show near excellent. (4-33035/07-4220 / BK / JC) Modern.  Est. $ 350 - $ 450.
 
255.      Nagant Model 1895 Revolver. Cal. 7.62MM. S# AN999 
(Cyrillic).                                                          VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good w/ slightly frosty bore. This 
1940 manufactured Nagant shows about 75% of original finish (thinning) w/ some light scattered corrosion. (4-
33056/07-4240 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 100 - 150.
 
256.      Colt Reproduction Walker 150th Anniversary Revolver. Cal. 44. S# 879.                      VIEW PHOTO 
1   VIEW  PHOTO 2  Overall condition is new. Bore is new. In original box. Includes Colt black powder accessory 
pack. (01-1398 / NW / JT) Antique. 
Est. $ 500 - 800.
 
257.      Colt Reproduction 1849 Pocket Revolver. Cal. 31. S# 
342852.                                                                   VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is new. Bore is new. Includes 
Colt accessory kit. (01-1392 / NW / JT) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500.
 
258.      Colt Reproduction 1860 Army Revolver. Cal. 44. S# 224045.                                       VIEW PHOTO 1   
VIEW  PHOTO 2 Overall condition is new. Bore is new. Brass front sight shows oxidation. Includes Colt accessory 
kit. (01-1397 / NW / JT) Antique. 
Est. $ 400 - 600.
 
259.      Colt Reproduction Model 1860 Army Gold U.S. Cavalry Revolver. Cal. 44. S# 
222911.                                VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is new. Bore is new. Slight oxidation on brass front 
sight. Includes Colt accessory pack. (01-1395 / NW / JT) Antique. Est. $ 500 - 800.
 
260.      Colt Reproduction 1851 Navy Revolver. Cal. 36. S# 34461.                                            VIEW PHOTO 
1   VIEW  PHOTO 2  Overall condition is new. Bore is new. Includes Colt accessory kit. (01-1394 / NW / JT) 
Antique. Est. $ 350 - 500.
 
261.      Colt Reproduction 1862 Trapper-Pocket Police Revolver. Cal. 36. S# 59849.                VIEW PHOTO 
1   VIEW  PHOTO 2 Overall condition is new. Bore is new. Includes accessory kit. (01-1393 / NW / JT) Antique. 
Est. $ 350 - 550.
 
262.      Colt Reproduction 1861 Navy Revolver. Cal. 36. S# 45722.                                         VIEW PHOTO 1   
VIEW  PHOTO 2 Overall condition is new. Bore is new. Slight corrosion on brass front sight. Includes flask only. 
(01-1396 / NW / JT) Antique. 
Est. $ 350 - 550.
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263.      Colt Third Model Dragoon Revolver. Cal. 44. S# 36727.                                                VIEW PHOTO 1   
VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is new. Bore is new. Tarnished brass front sight.  Includes Colt accessory kit. 
(01-1399 / NW / JT) Antique. 
Est. $ 400 - 600.
 
264.      F. LLI PIETTA (Cabela’s) Model 1858 New Model Army Revolver. Cal. 44. S# R274501. VIEW PHOTO 
1  VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is new. Bore is new. Stainless with brass trigger guard. Includes box, etc. (01-
1391 / NW / JT) Antique. 
Est. $ 150 - 250.
 
265.      Ruger Old Army Model Revolver. Cal. 44. S# 145-02048.                                                                       
     VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Stainless steel. Made February 1977. 
Very nicely engraved with almost full coverage. Has genuine stag grips with Ruger Silver Eagle medallions. Under 
the grip panel the engraving is initialed GR (possibly CR). Also dated 1-77. Factory records indicate it was shipped 
in February but there is no indication of being engraved in January of 77. The style of the engraving is parallel to 
Ruger in that it is not overly ornate and is quality work. (NW / LS16) Antique. Est. $ 800 - 1200.
 
265A.    Ruger Old Army Model Revolver. Cal. 44. S# 140-29825.                                             VIEW PHOTO 1   
VIEW  PHOTO 2 Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Blued finish that is pre-warning and 
Bicentennial. Manufactured 1976. Includes an 18” x 11” x 4” Ruger embellished case with red velvet lining and 
presentation plaque (not numbered to gun). (NW / LS48) Antique. 
Est. $ 350 - 500.
 
266.      Ruger Old Army Model Revolver. Cal. 44. S# 145-63458.                                             VIEW PHOTO 1   
  VIEW PHOTO 2  Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. High polished stainless steel with a 
partridge style front sight blade. (NW / LS6) Antique. Est. $ 250 - 400.
 
267.      Ruger Old Army Model Revolver. Cal. 44. S# 140-02304.                                                                           
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Blued finish that is pre-warning. Very low 
serial number. Shows a hint of purple hue on loading assembly and cylinder. Includes Ruger flap holster by 
Bianchi. Shipped August 1972. (NW / LS17) Antique. 
Est. $ 300 - 450.
 
268.      Ruger Old Army Model Revolver. Cal. 44. S# 5638.                                                    VIEW PHOTO 1   
VIEW PHOTO 2   Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Stainless steel Bicentennial model 
made in 1976. Scarce in that very few were made that year without the prefix in the serial number. Includes 
original box, papers and shipping sleeve. Has some very light handling marks on the frame forward of the left side. 
(NW / LS8) Antique. Est. $ 400 - 650.
 
269.      Ruger Bisley Revolver. Cal. 44 Mag. S# 86-11963.                                                       VIEW PHOTO 1   
 VIEW PHOTO 2   Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Has a nice fitting, full sized walnut 
grip set plus the original grips. The front sight has been modified to have distinctive grooves and an inlay of 
German silver which allows very vivid aiming. (07-4216 / NW / BL) Curio. Est. $ 275 - 400.
 
270.      Colt Model 1917 Revolver. Cal. 45 ACP. S# 
259801.                                                                                     VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is 
good. Made in 1919. Butt marked “Army 1917 106095”. Has all standard features, shows overall pinprick 
oxidation. Mechanically near excellent. (07-3380 / NW / LS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 750.
 
271.      Ruger Blackhawk Revolver. Cal. 44 Mag. S# 520-06597.                                              VIEW PHOTO 1   
 VIEW PHOTO 2  Overall condition is new. Bore is new. Manufactured in 2006. 50th Anniversary of the Flat-Top 
44 with 6 1/2” barrel. Includes red anniversary marked case and paperwork. (07-3379 / NW / LS)  Modern. Est. $ 
400 - 550.
 
272.      Ruger Blackhawk Revolver. Cal. 357 Mag. S# 520-09184.                                            VIEW PHOTO 1   
 VIEW PHOTO 2  Overall condition is new. Bore is new. Manufactured in 2005. 50th Anniversary of the Flat-Top 
357 with 4 5/8” barrel. Includes red anniversary marked case and paperwork. (07-3377/ NW / LS) Modern. Est. $ 
300 - 500.
 
273.      Ruger Blackhawk Revolver. Cal. 44 Mag. S# 89-01587.                                                                           
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VIEW PHOTOS Overall condition is new. Bore is new. Manufactured in 2006. 50th Anniversary of the Flat-Top 44 
with 6 1/2” barrel. Includes red anniversary marked case and paperwork. (07-3378 / NW / LS) Modern. Est. $ 400 - 
550.
 
274.      Ruger Blackhawk Revolver. Cal. 44 Mag. S# 89-02210.                                                  VIEW PHOTO 1 
  VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is new. Bore is new. Manufactured in 2006. 50th Anniversary of the Flat-Top 
44 with 6 1/2” barrel. Includes red anniversary marked case and paperwork. (07-3376 / NW / LS) Modern. Est. $ 
400 - 550.
 
275.      Ruger Blackhawk Revolver. Cal. 44 Mag. S# 89-01247.                                                  VIEW PHOTO 1  
 VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is new. Bore is new. Manufactured in 2006. 50th Anniversary of the Flat-Top 44 
with 6 1/2” barrel. Includes red anniversary marked case and paperwork. (07-3375 / NW / LS) Modern. Est. $ 400 - 
550.
 
276.      Smith & Wesson 38 Double Action 3rd Model Revolver. Cal. 38 S&W. S# 284804.        VIEW PHOTO 
1   VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is good. Bore is very good plus. Manufactured 1884-1895. 3 1/4” barrel, 
nickel plated with many spots of peeling and/or oxidation. Bottom left grip chipped at locating spin. Mechanics are 
excellent. Possibly unfired. (07-3382 / NW / LS) Antique.
Est. $ 150 - 250.
 
277.      Harrington & Richardson Model 929 Revolver. Cal. 22 RF. S# T46183.                           VIEW PHOTO 
1   VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Also called the Side Kick, made 
1956-85.  Includes a Hunter brand holster. (07-3418 / NW / IH) Modern. Est. $ 100 - 150.
 
278.      Ruger New Model Single Six Revolver. Cal. 22/22 Mag. S# 63-50663.                           VIEW PHOTO 1 
  VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is near excellent. Made in 1973-77. Has 5 1/2” barrel, 
pre-warning. Both cylinders show slight holster wear. (07-3355 / NW / WS) Modern. Est. $ 200 - 300.
 
279.      Colt Trooper MK III Revolver. Cal. 357 Mag. S# J68473.                                                 VIEW PHOTO 1 
  VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is very good to excellent. Shows slight holster wear. 
Left side of target grip has been relieved for thumb rest and speed loader. Has side kick holster, 4” barrel. Made in 
1971. (07-3352 / NW / WS) Modern. Est. $ 250 - 350.
 
280.      Ruger Bisley Revolver. Cal. 357 Mag. S# 36-82235.                                                        VIEW PHOTO 1 
  VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Has 7 1/2” barrel.  In original box. (07-
3354 / NW / WS) Modern. 
Est. $ 300 - 400.
 
281.      Colt Camp Perry Revolver. Cal. 22 LR. S# 361.                                                                                          
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Made in 1927. Has original box in poor 
condition that has the top cover lid but is missing two sides of it and is detached. Some very minute marks near 
muzzle on sides of barrel. Stocks are near excellent. Right side of frame shows a spot of oxidation.  Shows a 
couple other minor spots of oxidation on the firearm. (07-3351 / NW / WS) Curio. 
Est. $ 1000 - 1500.
 
282.      German Blank Revolver. Cal 4mm. NSN.                                                                       VIEW PHOTO 1   
VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is fair. Older blank gun, octagonal barrel (plugged), vented forward in the top of 
its octagon barrel. Firing mechanism needs attention. (07-308 / JR) Modern. Est. $ 25 - 50.
 
283.      Auto Ordinance Model 45 Auto Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 45 ACP. S# AOC81243.              VIEW PHOTO 
1   VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Standard model with plastic case 
and paperwork. Shows very little use. (07-3365 / NW / LS) Modern. Est. $ 350 - 500.
 
284.      Colt Gold Cup Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 45 ACP. S# 
FR05192.                                                                        VIEW PHOTO Overall condition appears new. Bore 
appears new. 80 series Gold Cup National Match with hard case and paperwork and accessories. Appears 
unfired. (07-3364 / NW / LS) Modern. Est. $ 800 - 1100.
 
285.      Colt Model Light Weight Combat Commander Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 38 Super. S# 36536-
LW.                  VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good plus. Bore is very good plus. Shows wear on grips. Slide 
shows slight pinprick oxidation, wear on high spots and two 3/8” round spots of oxidation on left side of slide. (07-
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3363 / NW / LS) Curio. Est. $ 750 - 1000.
 
286.      Colt Woodsman Match Target Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 22 LR. S# 104025-S.                    VIEW PHOTO 
1   VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is good. Bore is near excellent. Made in 1952. Second series (push button 
magazine release) and includes two Colt marked magazines. Finish appears to be baked on lacquer over minor 
pitting. Grips are very good. (07-3366 / NW / LS) Curio. 
Est. $ 350 - 500.
 
286A.    Colt Woodsman Match Target Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 22 LR. S# 
088175S.                                                  VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. 
Appears new and includes original box and papers. Manufactured 1975. 6” barrel. Elliason rear target sight. (08-
0011 / NW / CK) Modern. Est. $ 800 - 1100.
 
286B.    High Standard Victor Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 22 LR. S# 
2313710.                                                               VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near 
excellent. 4 ½” barrel with ventilated steel rib and includes barrel weight. Has original box with outer sleeve and 
paperwork. A Hamden gun by the Leisure Group. All aspects of the early type as this was manufactured 1971-73. 
Marked “Model 107 Military”. Rounded bottom weight and serrated ventilated steel rib. Shows evidence of firing. 
Right side of rib, directly above the extractor shows a very small, light blemish. (08-0012 / NW / CK) Modern. Est. 
$ 700 - 1100.
 
286C.    Colt Conversion Unit.                                                                                                                                  
VIEW PHOTO Changes a 1911 Government Model to 22 LR. Complete with Ace magazine with aluminum 
follower. Has cardboard box in very good condition. (NW / LS49) Est. $ 300 - 450.
 
286D.    Colt Government Model Slide Assembly. Cal. 38 Super.                                                                           
VIEW PHOTO Slide is parkerized with a good finish. Includes unmarked barrel, Colt marked magazine, recoil 
spring, bushing and spring guide. (NW / LS) Modern. Est. $ 200 - 300.
 
287.      CZ Model 52 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 7.62 Tokarev. S# C08597.                                       VIEW PHOTO 
1   VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is very good. Bore is near excellent. Imported by Century Arms. Includes 
military holster, spare magazine and cleaning rod. (07-3368 / NW / LS) Modern. Est. $ 150 - 200.
 
288.      CZ Model 52 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 7.62 Tokarev. S# N5642.                                      VIEW PHOTO 1   
VIEW PHOTO 2   Overall condition is very good. Bore is near excellent. Imported by Century Arms. Includes 
military holster, spare magazine and cleaning rod. (07-3367 / NW / LS) Modern. Est. $ 150 - 200.
 
289.      Ruger Model RST-6 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 22LR S# 13-65907.                                       VIEW PHOTO 
1   VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition appears new. Bore appears new. Made 1976. A Bicentennial model with 
original box and papers. (07-3371 / NW / LS) Modern. Est. $ 200 - 300.
 
290.      Llama Model III-A Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 380 ACP. S# 829393.                                       VIEW PHOTO 
1   VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is very good. Bore is very good plus. Includes original box not numbered to 
the gun, with paperwork. (07-3370 / NW / LS) Curio.   Est. $ 150 - 200.
 
291.      Russian Makarov PA-63 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm Makarov (9x18). S# L033618.     VIEW PHOTO 
1   VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is good. Bore is very good plus. Frame is aluminum colored. Slide has baked 
enamel finish. Includes zipper pouch and extra magazine. (07-3369 / NW / LS) Modern. Est. $ 100 - 175. 
 
292.      Commercial Colt Model 1911 Government Model Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 45 ACP. S# 
C90934.                  VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good. Bore is strong and dark. Standard government 
model with 5” barrel and unusual slide and frame markings. It has checkered diamond walnut grips and a 2 tone 
military lanyard loop magazine. It has a short safety with flat housing. Slide retains 85% strong original blue with 
muzzle edge wear and wear patterns consistent with having been carried in a Mills canvas holster. Frame retains 
about the same amount of strong bright original blue, slightly thinned on front strap with two spots of rust just 
above serial number. Safety is also slightly thinned with spring housing a grey metal color. Grips are sound 
showing moderate wear, heavier on right side with most wear at bottom edges. Magazine is about 75%. 
Mechanics are fine. (07-3429/4-31100) Curio. Est. $ 1200 - 1500.
 

                        292A.   Smith & Wesson Model 5906 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S # TFM3508. 
                                                    VIEW PHOTO 
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                        Overall condition is very good. Bore is near excellent. Made 1989-99. Has Hogue grips, a DeSantis thumb break 
holster, fixed 3 dot 
                        sights. (07-3353 / NW / WS) Modern. Est. $ 350 - 450.

 
293.      Mauser Model 1934 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 35 ACP. S# 345393.                                      VIEW PHOTO 
1   VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is very good plus. A very nice example including a 
period commercial holster in nice condition with a repair to the retaining strap. Weather crack in grip. (07-3425 / 
NW / WK) Curio. Est. $ 300 - 450.
 
294.      Smith & Wesson Model 3913 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm Luger. S# VAD9583.             VIEW PHOTO 
1   VIEW PHOTO 2  Overall condition is new. Bore is new. Made 1990-99. Appears new in original box with 
paperwork and spare magazine. (07-3417 / NW / IH) Modern. Est. $ 350 - 500.
 
295.      Hi-Point C9 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# P225349.                                                    VIEW PHOTO 1 
  VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Has compensator, 3 regular 
magazines, and a magazine with a significant finger extension and increased capacity.  Includes box, paperwork, 
etc. (07-3399 / NW / CK) Modern. Est. $ 100 - 200. 
 
296.      Browning Buck Mark Silhouette Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 22 LR. S# 655PP15875.         VIEW PHOTO 
1   VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Made 1987-99. Has all standard 
features plus an Illusion red dot sight by Laseraim. Includes polarizing lens. Works fine. (07-3416 / NW / IH) 
Modern. Est. $ 300 - 400.
 
297.      Colt Mustang Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 380 ACP. S# MU18545.                                          VIEW PHOTO 1 
  VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Made 1986-97. Includes side kick belt 
clip holster. (07-3415 / NW / IH) Modern. Est. $ 350 - 500.
 
298.      Baikal IJ-70 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm Makarov (9x18). S# A AH5245 / A023679.        VIEW PHOTO 
1   VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is near excellent. Includes Gun Gear thumb break, 
belt clip holster.  Grip has Hogue Handall grip applied. (07-3419 / NW / IH) Modern. Est. $ 125 - 175.
 
299.      CZ Model 1945 Double Action Automatic Pistol. Cal. 25 ACP. S# 19919.                       VIEW PHOTO 
1   VIEW PHOTO 2 Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is fair to good.  Manufactured 1945-52. Metal shows 
cleaned oxidation.  Appears almost “in the white”. Bakelite left grip is cracked in the top left corner. Operate dbl. 
action only. (07-3430 / NW / PK) Curio. Est. $ 100 - 200.
 
299A.    German Police Officer's Sword by Eickhorn. This is a nice example with the typical matte finish 
to the blade which rates V.G. The reverse of the blade has the 1935-41 vintage Eickhorn Squirrel logo. The 
original leather buffer is still in place under the crossguard. The scabbard retains a good portion of its black 
enamel paint and the nickel silver fittings show moderate wear. The black painted wooden handle has the 
proper police officer's eagle and wire wrap. Very interesting as there is a swastika deeply engraved into the 
pommel cap. This looks like it was done back then. Topping this fine example off is an original SS officer's 
bullion knot. Sword shows even wear and is properly tied. Overall this specimen rates very good. (BS / JC) 
Est. $ 650 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
299B.    German WWII Naval Officer's Sword. Desirable example with plain blade which is gray in spots 
and rates overall good. The blade, as well as the hilt, are Navy proofed with the distinctive Naval waffenamt 
(Eagle with swastika over the M). The hilt is also "fleet" marked O.1270 (for Ostsee). The leather scabbard 
has nice engraved brass fittings. The brass lionshead hilt has a large anchor on the front of the clamshell 
and a folding and locking mechanism on the reverse of the langet. This overall very good example has an 
original and properly tied bullion knot. (BS / JC) Est. $ 700 - 900. VIEW PHOTO 
 
299C.    Fraternal Sword. This appears to be either a Fantasy piece or some type of an unknown 
Fraternal sword. It has a very detailed pommel in the form of a skull and a crossguard with the 
configuration of a long set of cross bones. These are both constructed of brass. This has a polished steel 
double edge type blade. Intriguing piece in Very Good Condition. (BS / JC) Est. $ 75 - 150. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
300.      Rare Gold Government Official’s Dagger by Eickhorn.                                                                              
 VIEW PHOTO
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Highly desirable piece with 1935-41 Eickhorn logo on reverse of near excellent blade. The very distinctive gold 
plating throughout the hilt and scabbard are in overall very good condition. The hilt fittings show normal wear and 
minor loss of plating. The scabbard has several areas where the plating is discolored. The mother of pearl grips 
are intact and have no damage whatsoever. The pommel cap nut shows virtually no indication that this dagger has 
ever been disassembled. We are quite confident that this is a totally matching dagger. Overall very good condition. 
(BS/C34) Est. $ 4000 - 5000.
 
301.      Rare Presentation Model 36 NSKK Chain Dagger by 
Eickhorn.                                                                   VIEW PHOTO
Fine transitional piece with near excellent blade having both the Eickhorn logo and the RZM numbers present on 
the reverse of the blade. The blade is dated 1939 which makes it an excellent example of a transitional dagger. 
The obverse of the blade has the motto “All for Germany”. Overall the blade rates near excellent condition. The 
plated fittings throughout the dagger including the chain are as close to excellent as you will see. The plating is 
virtually intact throughout with only a minimal amount of lifting on the upper and lower crossguards. The chain is 
text book throughout and has no damage or wear whatsoever. This interesting piece is engraved on the obverse 
of the lower crossguard. The figurative translation is as follows: For twenty-five years faithful service with the 17th 
staff of Motorsturm 14. The scabbard paint is a solid 90%. The brown wood handle is in near excellent shape and 
fits very well with no cracks or chips. Overall near excellent. (BS/C39) Est. $ 3200 - 4000.
 
302.      Model 36 SS Chain Dagger.                                                                                                                       
VIEW PHOTO  No maker, as is the norm for this type of dagger. The blade is in overall very good condition but 
has been cleaned and buffed. The motto on the blade “My Honor is Loyal”. Has some of the dark burnishing in the 
background. The nickel fittings on the scabbard and hilt are uncleaned and rate overall very good with a normal 
amount of use. The scabbard has been repainted. The Type II chain retains the majority of the burnishing and 
rates overall near excellent. The only liability is that the belt clip is missing the spring and therefore does not 
function. The handle has the usual dings and chips but rates overall very good. The runick symbol and early nickel 
eagle are intact and without damage. The piece is complete with a collector added knot. Overall very good 
condition. (BS/C11) Est. $ 3200 - 4000.
 
303.      TENO Hewer by Eickhorn.                                                                                                                         
VIEW PHOTO The blade rates very good with some finger prints and water spots. It has the correct TENO eagle 
and Eickhorn logo on the reverse of the blade. The obverse of the blade and the throat of the scabbard have 
matching numbers (10107). The scabbard paint rates 95% and the matte fittings with a good percent of burnishing 
where it should be. Rate strong very good with only minimal amount of flaking and lifting. The celluloid handles are 
slightly discolored but have no cracks or chips. Overall near excellent condition. (BS/C14) Est. $ 1500 - 2000.
 
304.      Senior Forestry Official’s Dagger by 
Eickhorn.                                                                                            VIEW PHOTO This is a handsome deluxe 
version still retaining the original knot in its proper configuration. The triple engraved blade has the Eickhorn logo 
on the reverse of the ricasso and also has the distributor’s name on the back strap of the blade. The blade grades 
near excellent with only very minor discoloration. The black leather scabbard has the ornately engraved upper and 
lower fittings. The hilt which is made of aluminum retains the majority of the gilt on the deeply engraved fittings. 
This has handsome ivory grip plates which are intact and show nice aging. The obverse and reverse grip plates 
retain all of the acorns. Overall condition is near excellent. (BS/C5) Est. $ 1200 - 1500.
 
305.      Model 33 SS Dagger.                                                                                                                                  
VIEW PHOTO RZM vintage with blade being double marked M7/37 and RZM1031/39 SS on the reverse of the 
blade. The obverse of the blade has the SS motto “My Honor is Loyalty”. Blade overall rates near excellent with 
the typical in and out runner marks. The fittings on the handle and the scabbard are the very early, heavily plated 
nickel silver. These show only a minimum amount of wear. The black ebony grip is in near excellent condition with 
no visible damage. The fit however to the crossguards is not the best. The eagle insignia in the grip is the early 
nickel style and matches the vintage of the dagger. The SS runic button is intact and rates near excellent. The 
scabbard is anodized and the lacquer is virtually intact. We suspect this may have been redone at one time. This 
specimen is complete with the black leather vertical hanger which has the proper markings stamped into leather 
on the reverse. Overall condition is near excellent. (BS/C12) 
Est. $ 1500 - 1800.
 
306.      Subordinate Forestry Dagger by Alcosa.                                                                                                     
VIEW PHOTO This is a handsome deluxe version with the deeply engraved hunting scenes on both sides of the 
blade. It has the post 1941 Alcosa. The blade rates near excellent and is quite desirable. The aluminum hilt with 
heavily gilded fittings and acorns is in overall near excellent condition. The stag handles are intact and without 
damage. The leather scabbard has the ornate lower engraved fitting. Overall near excellent. (BS/C42) Est. $ 1000 
- 1200.
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307.      Group of 3 German Parts Daggers.                                                                                                             
VIEW PHOTO Overall these daggers are original examples which have been altered by the addition of 
reproduction parts or other components which have modified their appearance. 
1.         Model 33 SS Dagger. Exterior appearance is that of an RZM vintage dagger. The fittings are plated, the 
scabbard is painted and the black ebony grip has the aluminum eagle. All of these components are in very good 
condition and original pre-1945 manufacture. A post-war damascus blade is certainly handsome and has raised 
gold lettering on the obverse which translates to “The Comrades from Troop III/26/2”. The reverse of the blade has 
the wording “In Loyalty” in raised gold lettering. It also has the maker’s initials, “PMD”. This piece happens to have 
a very nice brown short leather strap. (BS/C6)
2.         SA Martine Dagger. This appears to be an early SA dagger that someone has modified to give the 
appearance of the elusive marine version. This has been accomplished by a gold gilding which has been applied 
over the original nickel silver fittings. The anodizing on the scabbard has also been redone at some point. The SA 
style blade with the usual motto “All for Germany” is in very good condition but the reverse has been cleaned and 
buffed and retains no maker’s information. The brown wooden handle has no visible damage and the runic button 
and eagle grip insignia is fine. (BS/C22)
3.         Early SA Dagger by Heller. This has been modified by the addition of the Roehm inscription on the 
reverse of the blade. The back of the upper scabbard fitting is engraved “Horst 18.6.1934”. The scabbard has 
been covered with a brown pebbled leather. This was done some time ago as we have observed some green 
verdigris. Nickel silver fittings are intact and sound, as is the correct early brown wood grip. Complete with early 
short leather strap. (BS/C23)
Est. $ 1000 - 1500 for lot.
 
308.      Labor Corps. Leader’s Dagger by Alcoso.                                                                                                 
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition of dagger is very sound with the blade showing moderate use and some very light 
pitting in spots. The motto “Arbeit adelt” (Work ennobles) is clear but retains no burnishing. The nickel silver fittings 
throughout are near excellent and have taken on a nice patina. This dagger has never been touched or cleaned. 
Most importantly the white celluloid handles have no cracks and only one tiny chip in the rear. Overall near 
excellent condition. (BS / C10) Est. $ 1100 -1400.
 
309.      Early SA Dagger by Eickhorn with Partial Roehm 
Inscription.                                                                    VIEW PHOTO The blade has some water spots and slight 
discoloration but the motto “All For Germany” is very sharp. The reverse of the blade retains the majority of the 
Roehm dedication with only a portion of the name being scratched out. The Eickhorn logo is in the proper location. 
The solid nickel crossguards are near excellent and the lower reverse crossguard is district marked (Ns). The 
anodizing on the scabbard is very good. Overall very good condition. (BS/C15) Est. $ 800 - 1000.
 
310.      Second Model Navy Dagger with Ivory Handle.                                                                                          
VIEW PHOTO Intriguing piece with unmarked plain blade. Our inclination is to believe that this is an updated piece 
originally issued during the Weimar period and then updated with the Third Reich pommel. The blade has some 
discoloration so will grade at good. The brass scabbard shows moderate wear and has the usual door and train 
dings but has an interesting personalization on the upper area of the reverse of the scabbard. The owner’s name 
(Lettegast) and the date 18.6.26. are deeply engraved in this area. The real ivory handle has a number of age 
cracks and has toned in the usual fashion. The appropriately tied knot shows heavy fraying and grades only fair. 
This example is complete with a nice set of Third Reich vintage fabric hangers with aluminum fittings. Overall set 
is in very good condition and worthy of consideration. (BS/C13) Est. $ 800 - 1000.
 
311.      Hard Helmet Deep Sea Diver’s Knife by Henckels.                                                                                     
VIEW PHOTO The blade is in fine condition with virtually no damage. It retains the high luster finish and is deeply 
stamped with the maker’s logo (dancing men) and the term “Nicht Rostend” (not rust free) The blade is also 
stamped “N. 905”. This is the unit marking for Nordsee. This unit mark also appears on the upper portion of the 
scabbard. This is a desirable edged weapon and does not become available to collectors very often. The steel 
scabbard and hilt retain only 30% of the overall brass finish. The scabbard also has some pitting but is still in 
sound condition. The knife itself screws into the scabbard and this function is working fine. Overall very good 
condition. (BS/C1) 
Est. $ 800 - 1000.
 
312.      Red Cross Leader’s Dagger.                                                                                                                        
VIEW PHOTO No maker mark as is the norm. The blade has some water spots but overall is in very good 
condition. The nickel silver fittings have very light lifting in some spots but overall are very good. The celluloid 
handle, which has toned from yellow to orange in spots, is in excellent condition with no damage. Overall, very 
good condition. (BS / C24) Est. $ 700 - 900.
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313.      Early Personalized DLV Flyer’s Knife by GEBR. HELLER. 
                                                                          VIEW PHOTO Blade rates very good with minor wear and 
discoloration. The leather buffer is still in place under the crossguard. The solid nickel fittings are without damage 
and have taken on a nice patina. This dagger has never been cleaned. The pebbled leather finish on scabbard 
and handle show minor scuffing but overall rate near excellent. The reverse of the upper scabbard fitting is deeply 
engraved with the owner’s initials which appear to be “GL”. The scabbard throat has both the DLV and the NSFK 
stamps. The hanger is jury rigged with the correct nickel snap but the leather is missing and has been replaced by 
a chain configuration. Overall very good. (BS/C26) Est. $ 700 - 900.
     
314.      Government Official’s Dagger by Eickhorn.                                                                                            
VIEW PHOTO This is in “as found” condition. The blade rates good, only showing considerable wear and some 
heavy cleaning. The result is that the Eickhorn logo is faded and hard to read. The scabbard is actually an Army 
scabbard that someone has attached the government official’s bands to. It has a few dents and also rates good 
only. The nickel hilt fittings show very nice detail but the pommel cap tang nut shows obvious signs that this 
dagger has been apart. The mother of pearl handles are not properly seated and are not a good fit. This example 
is equipped with a post-war knot and set of dagger hangers and leather belt loop which we also feel are 
reproductions. Overall condition is good. (BS/C3) Est. $ 750 - 900.
 
315.      First Model Luftwaffe Dagger by SMF with Collector Added Dedications.                     VIEW PHOTO 
1  VIEW PHOTO 2  Blade rates very good with minor nicks along the edge. The SMF logo which is the king on his 
throne is deeply etched on the blade. The opposite side has a unit designation stamped on the blade but we feel 
this may be collector added. The leather buffer is still present underneath the crossguard. This is a very early 
example with high quality nickel silver fittings and chain. The leather on both the handle and the scabbard has 
been treated at one time and has an unnatural look to it. The reverse of the upper scabbard fitting is engraved with 
the owner’s name, rank and unit but we feel this also may be collector done. (BS/C9) Est. $ 600 - 750.
 
316.      Second Model RLB Enlisted Man’s Dagger by Weyersburg.                                                                    
 VIEW PHOTO Scarce dagger in average condition with blade rating very good. It does have moderate 
discoloration and water spotting but the Weyersburg logo is deeply etched into the reverse of the blade. This is an 
early example with solid nickel silver fittings throughout which show light to moderate wear. The scabbard has 
been repainted. The wooden handle with the appropriate second style RLB sunburst has lost the majority of the 
dye in the wood. The plating is also missing off the starburst. This example has the original short strap hanger in 
sound shape. Overall good condition. (BS/C33) Est. $ 500 - 650.
 
317.      Lot of 2 German Daggers with Post-War Amplifications.                                                                           
 VIEW PHOTO
1.         Second Model Navy Dagger by Eickhorn. We believe the fittings and scabbard to be original and a pre-
1945 manufacture. Unfortunately the heavily ornamented blade with engraved blue panels and raised gold 
lettering with the Eickhorn logo is a reproduction. The engraving is a presentation from Admiral Doenitz 
commemorating bravery in the U-boat service. The celluloid grip has been rewrapped and the off orange 
appearance is unnatural. This piece has what we believe to be a post-war knot. (BS/C37)
2.         Army Dagger. No makers mark visible on the blade. This has an engraving on the blade which we believe 
to be in Dutch, but we also feel very strongly that this is a post-war amplification. The reverse of the crossguard 
has the Dutch wolf’s angle. Otherwise this is a sound example of a mid-war produced German Army officer’s 
dagger. This dagger is complete with a sound set of fabric hangers. (BS/C41)
Est. $ 550 - 700 for pair.
 
318.      Second Model Luftwaffe Dagger by Eickhorn.                                                                                           
VIEW PHOTO Complete with hangers and knot. Very early example with appropriate Eickhorn logo on near 
excellent blade. The hilt fittings are aluminum and show light wear. The steel scabbard has nice detailing and rates 
near excellent. The orange handle has toned in some places to a yellow color. It comes with a correct short knot 
and an excellent set of super deluxe hangers with a good percentage of gold on the fittings. Overall condition is 
near excellent. (BS/C46) Est. $ 500 - 600.
 
319.      Second Model Navy Dagger by Eickhorn with Engraved Blade.                                                               
VIEW PHOTO
Overall very nice example with engraved blade rating near excellent and having the fouled anchor motif. The 1935 
- 41 Eickhorn squirrel is on the reverse of the blade. The brass scabbard has very nice plating and is devoid of any 
dings or dents. The plated hilt retains the majority of it’s finish. The celluloid handle has an age crack that runs 
through three of the grooves on the handle. Overall very good condition. (BS/C38) Est. $ 500 - 650.
 
320.      Early DLV Dagger by Josef Munch.                                                                                                             
VIEW PHOTO The blade is near excellent with only slight discoloration and the usual runner marks. The original 
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leather is still underneath the crossguard and the throat of the scabbard is marked with the DLV logo. The 
scabbard leather has been replaced. The nickel fittings on the scabbard and hilt are near excellent with no visible 
damage. The reverse of the upper scabbard fitting has some anchor type engraving which we believe has been 
added post-war. The hanger has been jury rigged utilizing a short portion of a first model Luftwaffe dagger. Overall 
very good condition. Please note amplifications. (BS/C31) Est. $ 500 - 650.
 
321.      Early SA Dagger by Tiger with Added Dedication.                                                                                     
VIEW PHOTO  The blade rates very good with minor scratches and the usual in and out runner marks. The “All for 
Germany” motto is deeply etched in the obverse of the blade and rates near excellent. The reverse of the blade 
has the desirable Tiger logo. The blade also has an engraved dedication which translates to “For Old Loyalty! 
Hans Horn I/23”. We are unsure when this dagger was engraved and feel compelled to relate this to you. The 
anodized scabbard with solid nickel fittings is near excellent. The nickel crossguards are uncleaned and the 
reverse of the bottom crossguard is district proofed (He). The handle has some nicks up by the SA runic button but 
is otherwise in sound condition. This example is complete with the short leather strap. (BS/C21) Est. $ 500 - 650.
 
322.      Second Model RLB Officer’s Dagger in “As Found” 
Condition.                                                                  VIEW PHOTO The blade rates near excellent with nice cross 
graining and only a minimal amount of discoloration. We could not detect any maker’s marks. The fittings on the 
hilt and the scabbard are a fine nickel plate and have taken on a nice patina. The dark blue leather on the 
scabbard is in very nice condition. The handle is devoid of the leather covering and the grip insignia is also 
missing. Good restoration project. (BS/C27) Est. $ 500 - 650.
 
323.      Police Bayonet by Horster.                                                                                                                         
VIEW PHOTO  This is the long version and the unslotted variety. The blade is in near excellent condition, as are 
the nickel scabbard fittings. Cross guard and pommel show excellent detail. The police eagle is still firmly affixed 
to the stag handles. The leather scabbard has one crease but is otherwise in sound condition. This example is 
complete with marked and dated black leather frog and correct police knot. Overall, very good condition. (BS / C3) 
Est. $ 400 - 500.  
 
324.      Police Bayonet by Clemen & Jung.                                                                                                             
VIEW PHOTO Long unslotted version. Blade is near excellent condition with no lifting or bubbling. Nickel silver 
fitting are excellent and shows fine detailing to the pommel and crossguard. The leather on the scabbard has been 
treated and remains in sound condition as does the black leather frog with the correct police knot. This is unit 
marked. (BS/C17) Est. $ 400 - 500.
 
325.      Red Cross Hewer.                                                                                                                                     
VIEW PHOTO Blade with the serrated edge is in near excellent condition with no damage. Plated fittings on 
scabbard and hilt retain the matte finish and show little wear. The black leather frog is the correct type associated 
with this dagger. Scabbard paint is 95% intact. This comes with an incorrect fire police knot. Overall condition is 
near excellent. (BS/C16) Est. $ 400 - 500.
 
326.      Early SA Dagger by Klittermann & Moog with Collector Added 
Dedication.                                              VIEW PHOTO The blade rates very good with some water spots and 
slight discoloration. The motto “All For Germany” is deep and retains some burnishing. There is a dedication on 
the back of the blade which is a presentation to a member of the area administration in Dusseldorf. This is dated 
the third of February 1939. The engraving is very deep and well done but we feel that this has been added post-
war. The solid nickel silver fittings on the scabbard and hilt are uncleaned and rate very good. The anodizing is 
present but very thin. This is complete with the correct early short leather hanger. The handle is a very good fit and 
has no cracks or chips. Overall very good condition. (BS/C20) Est. $ 400 - 500.
 
327.      RZM Vintage NSKK Dagger.                                                                                                                       
VIEW PHOTO The blade is marked “M 7/11” and dated 1939. The blade is near excellent with nice factory cross 
graining and deep motto. The plated fittings on the scabbard and hilt are near excellent with no lifting. The handle 
shows virtually no damage but has some discolorations. This is complete with the appropriate short leather 
hanger. (BS/C25) Est. $ 400 - 500.
 
328.      Hard Helmet Deep Sea Diver’s Knife by WKC.                                                                                            
VIEW PHOTO The blade on this example is in near excellent condition with only minor thumbprints. The WKC 
knight’s head logo is deeply engraved on the ricasso. The reverse of the ricasso has the name of the distributor. 
This is “AUG. LUNEBURG KIEL”. The scabbard and the hilt on this example are made of brass and virtually all of 
the finish is intact. The knife itself is weighted towards the top and you can actually see the lead inserts. The knife 
screws into the scabbard and this still functions properly. The top of the knife is deeply engraved with an anchor 
motif surrounded by oak leaves. We are not sure when this was done. Overall condition near excellent. (BS/C2) 
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Est. $ 400 - 500.
 
329.      Early SA Dagger by E. Packe & Son.                                                                                                          
VIEW PHOTO The obverse of the blade has some scratches but the motto “All for Germany” is very clear and 
deep. This is a fully ground Roehm where the owner took no chances whatsoever and totally ground the blade 
from the tip to the last letter of Roehm’s name. This gives the blade a very dramatic appearance. The solid nickel 
fittings on the scabbard and the crossguards are in very good condition with little visible damage. The handle has 
some discoloration and a few scratches. The reverse of the lower crossguard is unit marked. This has a later 
vintage short leather strap hanger. Overall condition is very good. (BS/C21-2) Est. $ 400 - 500.
 
330.      Miniature Second Model Luftwaffe Dagger by SMF.                                                                                  
VIEW PHOTO The blade has the SMF logo and D.R.G.M. deeply engraved in the reverse and the obverse has the 
name of a newspaper in Hanover. The aluminum hilt fittings are very good and handle is intact with no damage. 
Scabbard has nice detailing and slight wear. Overall length of the dagger is 9 ½”. Overall very good condition. (BS/
C30) Est. $ 350 - 450.
 
331.      Labor Corps Hewer by Alcoso Complete with Leather 
Hanger.                                                                  VIEW PHOTO The blade rates very good with the motto “Arbeit 
adelt” (Work ennobles) nicely etched into the obverse of the blade. Blade has some water spots and discoloration. 
Overall the entire dagger is loose and shakes when you move it. Stag handles are intact and very good. The nickel 
fittings show light to moderate wear. The scabbard has been repainted. The correct hanger has the nickel fittings 
with brown leather flap. Overall good condition. (BS/C4) Est. $ 350 - 450.
 
332.      Hitler Youth Knife with Motto by Eickhorn.                                                                                              
VIEW PHOTO  Blade rates very good with fairly deep “Blut und Ehre!” (Blood and Honor!) motto. The reverse of 
the blade has both the appropriate RZM markings and the Eickhorn logo. This is a very nice example of a 
transitional piece and it is actually dated 38 on the ricasso. The scabbard has been repainted but the brown 
leather strap and retaining belt are still sound. The plated hilt fittings show light wear and some flaking. The 
handles and the H.J. diamond are in near excellent condition. Overall very good condition. (BS/C18) Est. $ 300 - 
400.
 
333.      Army Dagger by Emil Voos.                                                                                                                        
VIEW PHOTO Blade rates very good with minor lifting and bubbling and some discolorations. The desirable Voos 
logo is deeply engraved on the reverse of the blade. Scabbard rates near excellent with only minor wear and 
discoloration. Deep colored pumpkin orange handle is very good with no damage. Reverse of the crossguard has 
“collector added” engraving which reads “RFSS”. This example is complete with an original properly tied knot. (BS/
C47) Est. $ 300 - 400.
 
334.      Japanese Naval Dagger.                                                                                                                             
VIEW PHOTO Handsome piece with blade rating near excellent showing no damage. The handle has the original 
shark skin which is intact and has the chrysanthemum flower on the front and back of the grip. The brown leather 
scabbard has ornate fittings with deeply engraved chrysanthemums. Overall near excellent. (BS/C44) Est. $ 300 - 
400.
 
335.      Italian Fascist High Leader’s Dagger.                                                                                                         
VIEW PHOTO Plated blade is in excellent condition. Black painted scabbard retains 90% of the original paint. The 
aluminum hilt with eagle configuration has a matte finish and shows light wear. The black celluloid grip plates are 
intact and the fascist bundle is present on the obverse grip plate. The detachable chain is missing. Overall very 
good condition. (BS/C28) Est. $ 350 - 450.
 
336.      Early SA Dagger by Haenel.                                                                                                                        
VIEW PHOTO The obverse of the blade with the motto “All for Germany” has some surface scratches but is 
otherwise in near excellent condition. The reverse of the blade has been cleaned and buffed and has been 
engraved “True and True” in German. We believe this is collector done. The logo for the firm of Haenel is deeply 
engraved on the reverse of the blade. This is a very interesting company as their slogan indicates because they 
were weapons and bicycle manufacturers. The early nickel fittings are in near excellent condition with very little 
wear and minimal damage to the bottom of the boot. The handle is as fine as they come with perfect fit and no 
visible damage. The upper and lower crossguards have been engraved with a dedication to an officer by the name 
of Richard Kuhnen. This is dated 1934. Unfortunately, we also believe this has been collector done. The anodizing 
and lacquer on the scabbard are in near perfect condition. This example is complete with a proper early short 
strap hanger. The overall condition is very good with the described liabilities. (BS/C36) Est. $ 400 - 500.
 
337.      Lot of 2 Post-War German Forestry Daggers.                                                                                              
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VIEW PHOTO
1.         Subordinate Forestry Dagger by Eickhorn. Good filler piece with triple engraved blade featuring hunting 
scenes. The brass hilt is heavily engraved and has the stag grips with acorns. The green “leather” scabbard has 
plain fittings. (BS/C7)
2.         Subordinate Forestry Cutlass by FW Holler. Double engraved blade with hunting motif. Fancy brass hilt 
with heavily ornamented configuration including the Third Reich style eagle in the ferrule. This has bulbous 
oversized stag grips. The brown leather scabbard is a plain configuration. (BS/C8) Est. $ 350 - 500 for two.
 
338.      Lot of 4 Miscellaneous Daggers and Fighting Knives.                                                   VIEW PHOTO 
1    VIEW PHOTO 2
1.         WWII or Earlier Vintage Girka Ceremonial Knife with a sharp curved blade indicative of this style knife. 
Complete with 2 small skinning knives still nestled in the back of the black leather scabbard. The composition 
handle has earlier nickel silver fittings with a lion on the pommel cap. Overall very good condition. (BS/C19)
2.         WWII vintage US fighting knife made by Kinfolks. The bowie style blade has been sharpened and 
shows light to moderate use. The solid black plastic handle is held in place by three rivets. The crossguard is 
made of brass. Overall sound condition. (BS/C29)
3.         Slovak Ceremonial Dress Dagger. We were unable to identify the specific country where this was 
manufactured but we believe it is from one of the Slovak nations. The double edged blade has a very small hardly 
visible maker’s mark. Blade shows moderate use, some sharpening and discoloration. The heavy brass fittings on 
the hilt and scabbard are engraved with oak leaves and other designs. These show average wear. The scabbard 
is covered in a brown felt material. Complete with a well worn gold bullion knot. Overall good condition. (BS/C35)
4.         Chinese Ceremonial Dagger. The overall length is 11 ¾”. The blade shows heavy use and is unmarked. 
The steel scabbard has brass fittings that have the chrysanthemum motif. The brass hilt is very fancy with the 
back strap being a peacock with fancy glass eyes. The plastic handle has an off orange look to it. Overall in good 
condition. (BS/C40) 
Est. $ 350 - 475 for lot.
 
339.      German Hunting Knife with Stag Handles.                                                                                                  
VIEW PHOTO Has a double edged blade which has been buffed and cleaned. It has brass fittings on the brown 
leather covered scabbard. These are rather crudely applied and ill fitting. A German eagle has been applied to the 
upper scabbard fitting but we believe this may have been done by a collector. The brass crossguard has the name 
of an American officer by the name of “Major Weller” followed by “A.O.K.6”. Overall condition is good. (BS/C45) 
Est. $ 175 - 250. 
 
340.      Dress Bayonet by FW Holler.                                                                                                                       
VIEW PHOTO This is a short model and the blade is in very nice condition with minor scratches on the plated 
surface. The scabbard paint is 90% intact. This is a private purchase knife with the optional stag handles. These 
show moderate wear. There is an SA runic button in the center of the grip but we believe this has been collector 
added. This example is complete with a nicely marked and dated (1935) brown leather frog. (BS/C43) Est. $ 100 - 
150. 
                       
340B     Historical Presentation Sword.  Model 1860 Staff & Field Officer’s Sword by Shannon, 
                       VIEW PHOTO
Miller, & Crane, New York. Presented to William Cary Sanger who was a West Point Graduate and 
served during the Indian Wars and ultimately attained the rank of Lt. Colonel. He commanded the 203rd 
New York Regiment in the Spanish American war and then appointed as assistant Secretary of War in 
1901 by friend and comrade of the Spanish American war PRESIDENT THEODORE ROOSEVELT. This 
sword is from the late 1870’s or early 1880’s, most likely from the time when he was promoted to Major. 
Overall condition is good. Blade is shiny w/ some blemishes & oxidation on bottom 3rd. Scabbard has even 
wear the entire length. This Sword consigned by a direct descendent of William Cary Sanger. Comes with 
a large lot photocopied literature on Lt. Colonel Sanger. Including some promotion paper from National 
Archives. Discharge papers, etc.  Est. $1500 - 2500
 
341.      German Paratrooper Knife by Weyersburg.                                                                                                
VIEW PHOTO This is the non-takedown version. The blade is in near excellent shape with no sharpening. The 
spring mechanism is reasonably tight and still functions properly. The marlin spike has the waffenamt. The wood 
grips are in sound condition with the typical discolorations, scratches and normal use. Overall very good condition. 
(BS/C100) Est. $ 350 - 450.
 
341A.    Imperial French Light Cavalry Saber by Weyersberg & Co..                                                                     
VIEW PHOTO This has a very nice double engraved blade with a military motif. Based on the age of the sword, 
the condition of the blade is quite nice. The scabbard has been repainted at some time. The iron hilt with a “D” 
guard is in sound condition with light pitting. This has the black wood grip with checkered ribbing. The overall 
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condition based on it’s age is very good. (BS / PP85) Est. $ 350 – 450.
 
341B.    German WWII Belt and Buckle Lot.                                                                                                            
VIEW PHOTO
1.         SA Belt and Buckle. This is a solid brass SA buckle with the rotated swastika. The appropriate brown, 
service quality belt is unit marked and also dated ‘38. This set shows light wear to the belt but almost no wear to 
the buckle. 
2.         Political Leader's Belt and Buckle Set. The buckle with the political motif is aluminum with a gold wash. 
It's RZM marked (M4/24) on the reverse. The correct brown leather belt is marked and dated 1939 and has the 
keeper with oak leaf design. Very interesting as this has the owner's name and address in Bavaria. This set shows 
light to moderate wear. 
3.         Luftwaffe Enlisted Man's B uckle. This is a steel example and is missing all of its paint. The buckle does 
have a marked and 1941 dated leather tab. Good condition.  (BS / JC) Est. $ $ 250 - 350. 
 
342.      Political Leader’s Gorget.                                                                                                                           
VIEW PHOTO The plate is in excellent condition with good detailing to the burnishing and virtually no damage. 
The green felt backing plate is intact with a few tears. The complete 31 link chain is matched to the backing plate 
as it has the same numbers “M1/128”. Overall near excellent conditions. (BS/C101) Est. $ 600 - 750.
 
343.      Very Rare Luftwaffe Honor Goblet.                                                                       VIEW PHOTO 1      
VIEW PHOTO 2  This very desirable item is the first type. It is made of 835 silver and is marked on the bottom 
“Joh. Wagner & Sohn”, under that it marked with the silversmith’s hallmarks and the 835 silver content. This was 
awarded to “Sgt. Albert Schindler” on January 13, 1942. These prestigious goblets were awarded for “outstanding 
achievement in the air war”. This example has never been cleaned and shows a very honest patina on both the 
exterior and the interior of the goblet. There are no visible dings or dents. (BS/C103) Est. $ 3500 - 4500.
 
344.      Rare NSFK Statue.                                                                                                                                      
VIEW PHOTO This handsome piece of artwork stands 14” high and is a depiction of Icarus, the god of flight. This 
was also the symbol that was adapted by the National Socialist Flying Corps (NSFK). This is made of a base 
metal with a dark bronze antique finish. It stands on a 2 tiered base. The bottom tier, made of marble, is approx. 1 
1/8” high x 3 7/8” wide x 3 7/8” deep. The upper tier is made of the same material as the statue and is approx. 3/8” 
high x 3” square. A gold NSFK insignia is attached at the base of the feet. The bottom of the marble has a dark 
blue felt covering. The statue itself is loose from the base. Overall condition is near excellent with no visible 
damage. (BS/C104) 
Est. $ 750 - 1000.
 
345.      Eagle Desk Ornament.                                                                                                                               
VIEW PHOTO Handsome Nuremberg eagle which is approximately 4 ½” high, made of a bronze material and has 
excellent obverse and reverse detailing. This sits on a marble base approx. 1” high and 4” wide. Marble has one 
chip out of the rear. The eagle has taken on a nice antique verdigris look. Overall condition is very good. (BS/
C102) Est. $ 175 - 250.
 
346.      Lot of 3 German Plaques and Busts.                                                                               VIEW PHOTO 1   
VIEW PHOTO 2 
1.         Adolf Hitler Bust. Small example standing 6 1/2” high including a 1 7/8” marble base. This is a cast made 
of a base metal with nickel silver plating. The rear of the neck is marked “TH. LINZ”. The bust has reasonable 
good detailing and overall the piece rates near excellent with no visible damage. (BS/C105)
2.         German Soldier Bronze Bust. Stands 5 ¾” high including an 1 ¼” marble base. This is the typical 
depiction of the bare chested German soldier with WWI helmet. It is made of a base metal with a bronze finish. 
Overall condition is near excellent. (BS/C106)
3.         Small Hitler Wall Plaque. Measures approx. 5 1/2” high x 3 ¾” wide. This has the Hitler profile along with 
a quote from one of his speeches. This is maker marked on the back and has a hook for wall mounting. (BS/C107)
Est. $ 350 - 450 for three.
 
347.      Lot of 3 German Silver Plated Items.                                                                                                          
VIEW PHOTO
1.         Drinking Tankard with handle which stands 4 ¾” high by approx. 2 7/8” wide. This is made by Wellner 
and is so marked on the bottom along with “30cl” and the number 11 which is incised into the metal. This is a high 
quality silver plating that has never been cleaned. It is marked with the German national eagle. Overall near 
excellent condition. (BS/C108)
2.         Larger Version of the Previously Described Tankard. Stands nearly 5 ¾” high and approx. 3 ¼” across. 
This is marked on the bottom “Wellner 50cl.” And the number 14 is deeply incised into the metal on the bottom. 
Near excellent condition with no visible damage. (BS/C109)
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3.         Large Serving Spoon. Measures approx 10” long and made by the firm of Bruckmann. This is made of a 
base metal with a good quality plating. It has a very stylized German eagle which is raised off of the surface at the 
base of the spoon. Nice patina, never been cleaned. (BS/C110)
Est. $ 225 - 300 for lot.
 
348.      Lot of Reproduction or Altered German Silver Plated 
Items.                                                                      VIEW PHOTO
1.         Reproduction Cigar Box. Made of silver plate over a thin steel material. The top is hand hammered and 
has a Totenkopf attached. The engraving on the top says it was given to the 4th SS Totenkopf Standardte. The 
interior is set up with a cedar wood and was meant for cigars. (BS/C115)
2.         Gravy Ladle. The ladle itself is original but someone has stamped “Waffen-SS”” into the handle. (BS/C116)
3.         Reproduction Luftwaffe Presentation Silver Goblet. This is stamped “835S” on the bottom. It has the 
Luftwaffe eagle and a presentation to an officer engraved on the side, but we consider this to be post-war done. 
(BS/C117)
4.         Reproduction SS Silver Drinking Glass. This has a Totenkopf skull and a shield attached to the side 
along with some engraving. We believe this to be post-war done. (BS/C118)
5.         Lot of 5 Silver Shot Glasses. All are engraved with various dates and officer’s names. All of them appear 
to be marked on the bottom either 800 or 835. We believe that these engravings were done after 1945. (BS/C119)
Est. $ 350 - 450 for lot.
 
349.      Lot of Reproduction German Gorgets, Plaques and a Cigarette Case.                          VIEW PHOTO 1 
  VIEW PHOTO 2
1.         SS Standard Bearer’s Gorget. Reasonable representation albeit a reproduction of the highly desirable SS 
gorget for flag bearers. The nickel plated obverse has a patina that gives it some age look. The back is covered in 
black felt and all of the bosses are intact. The chain with alternating skulls and SS runes is in sound condition. (BS/
C111)
2.         First Model SA/SS Gorget. This is a reproduction of one of the more popular gorgets. It is heavier than an 
original and the chain configuration is heavier than originals we have encountered. The starburst on the obverse 
has the SS rondel. Maker marked on the reverse along with a dark blue felt covering. (BS/C112)
3.         Reproduction Cigarette Case. The case itself may be vintage as it certainly looks like others from that 
time period. It is made of a pebbled nickel server over a brass base. Someone has applied a reproduction bronze 
infantry assault badge to the front. (BS/C113)
4.         Panzer Wall Plaque. We believe the plaque itself, made of wood with a plated metal attachment on the 
front to be original. This is a depictment of an early Panzer tank on an incline. The presentation plaque attached to 
the bottom indicating it was awarded to a Panzer unit is, we believe, collector applied. (BS/C114)
Est. $ 250 - 350 for lot.
 
350.      Lot of 5 Reproduction German Badges and Medals.                                                                                  
VIEW PHOTO
1.         Combined Pilot Observer’s Badge. This badge has a presentation and date on the reverse. 
2.         Luftwaffe Pilot’s Badge with excellent detail and is maker marked but unfortunately is a reproduction. 
3.         5 Metal Bar. This has not only the SS long service award for 18 years and also 2 NSDAP long service 
awards, along with annexation awards. This also shows good detail but is still a reproduction and must be sold as 
such. 
4.         Naval High Seas Fleet Badge. This is maker marked and has nice detail but it too falls short of being 
original. 
5.         Iron Cross 1st Class. The case is original and has a vaulted top. The badge itself has a dedication on the 
back with numerous maker’s marks, etc. but is a known reproduction. 
(BS/C120) Est. $ 300 - 375 for lot.
 
351.      Large Lot of 28 German Reproduction Rings.                                                                                             
VIEW PHOTO These represent a number of organizations including the Luftwaffe, the Army, the SS, the police, 
and some have a political motif. Although many have great detail, enamel work, and some even show a degree of 
wear, a close examination by us leads us to believe that these are all of post-war manufacture. Some have 
maker’s marks and a few have stamps indicating a silver content. These are being sold as one lot. (BS/C121) Est. 
$ 450 - 550.
 
352.      NSKK Desk Ornament.                                                                                                                                
VIEW PHOTO Very unusual configuration including what appears to be a BMW motorcycle mounted on a marble 
base. The dimensions are: 5 ½” high x 9 ¼” long x 3 12” deep. The motorcycle which is made of a base metal with 
a deep bronze finish shows very nice detail. Separately mounted to the front of the plaque is a silver plated 2nd 
style NSKK eagle. This would be similar to a finial found on a car pennant. The black marble base with white 
streaks stands almost 1” high. The bottom is covered in a somewhat discolored blue felt material. First one of 
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these we’ve even encountered. (BS/C122) 
Est. $ 250 - 350. 
 
353.      Reproduction Lot of 5 Miscellaneous Items.                                                                                               
VIEW PHOTO
1.         Stainless Steel Ashtray Made by WMF. The ashtray may be vintage but the engraving is post-war.
2.         Reproduction SS Dog Tag.
3.         Reproduction SS Skull.
4.         Reproduction SS Identification Disk.
5.         Reproduction German Stickpin.
(BS/C123)  Est. $ 75 - 100.
 
354.      Lot of 2 Bronze WWII U.S. Appreciation Awards.                                                          VIEW PHOTO 1   
VIEW PHOTO 2 Presented by the Curtis Wright Airplane Division located in Buffalo, N.Y. and were given for 
outstanding production. Near excellent condition. (BS/C124) Est. $ 50 - 75.
 
355.      Lot of 2 Watches and 1 Fob.                                                                                                                        
VIEW PHOTO
1.         Italian pocket watch made by Doxa and has a porcelain face. It has what we believe is a post WWII 
engraving on the back of the case. This is a depiction from the Afrikacorps. It happens to be complete with a WWI 
vintage fob that has an Iron Cross ribbon and an actual Iron Cross configuration at the end. 
2.         Very small pocket watch with a porcelain face. This has a nicely detailed fob with the tri-color of 
Germany along with a Swastika, oak leaf, and acorn motif. 
3.         Third Reich vintage watch fob in miniature. This has a Swastika within a wreath along with a tri-color 
ribbon. 
(BS/C125) Est. $ 150 - 250 for lot.
 
356.      Walther Model PPK Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 931877.                                                                        
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good as restored. Bore is slightly frosty. Pistol approx. 98% of a restored 
finish w/ a crown “N” proof. Slide is equipped for a 90 degree safety but one in gun is not. Grips show good w/ later 
replacement magazine. (4-33045/07-4244 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450. 
 
357.      Sauer & Son Model 38H Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32 ACP. S# 
512831.                                                            VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is near 
excellent. This is a Type Five model in that it is serial numbered above 506,800. Has a thumb safety lever on the 
slide and a basic wartime finish. The slide has been polished and the left side is marked on three lines, “William F. 
Barnes, Norfolk VA, Suhl - Germany 1945” in silver appearing stenciled letters. Type Fives were finished after the 
arrival of the U.S. Army. Left grip has a small chip missing near the top edge and needs to be glued. (07-4385 / 
NW / DP) Curio. Est. $ 300 - 500.
 
358.      CZ Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 7.62mmM48. S# 
T17178.                                                                                      VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. 
Bore is near excellent. Imported by Century Arms. It is complete with cleaning rod, extra mag, and military style 
holster all in near excellent condition. References state this was a new cartridge by the Czechoslovakian as they 
were dissatisfied with the Russian cartridges. This cartridge has more power. First introduced in 1952. (07-
4382/04-43226 / NW / JJ) Curio. Est. $ 150 - 250.
 
359.      Mauser Model 1914/34 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 
235836.                                                                      VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good as reworked. 
Bore is bright & shiny. Pistol shows overall better than 95% finish w/ slide & barrel assembly having been re-blued. 
Frame has a Germanic inscription on right side w/ initials D J R w/ a swastika in a circle. Grips show good overall 
w/ slight wear and having been re-varnished. (4-33189/07-4229 / BK / JC) Curio.  Est. $ 300 - 450. 
 
360.      Unique Model 17 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 74272.                                                                                
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good w/ bore slightly frosty. Pistol shows about 90% of original blue w/ some 
holster wear & thinning on grip straps. Pistol is Nazi proofed. Grips show very good. (4-33014/07-4230 / BK / JC) 
Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500. 
 
361.      Mauser Model HSC Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 901560.                                                                          
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good as modified. Bore is bright w/ some light scattered pitting. Pistol shows 
contemporary engraving having approx. 90% coverage. Re-finish shows better than 95%. Replaced plastic grips 
show good overall. (4-33188/07-4233/ / BK / JC) Modern. 
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Est. $ 350 - 450.
 
362.      Mauser Model HSC Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 
708498.                                                                           VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. 
Pistol shows about 85% of original blue w/ some holster wear & light scattered corrosion. This Eagle “N” pistol also 
has an inscription on slide NSDAP over SA Marine Sturm. Wooden grips show good. (4-33186/07-4234 / BK / JC) 
 Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450.
 
363.      Dreyse Pocket Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 1177.                                                                                               
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair. Bore is slightly frosty. This crown “N” pistol show about 70% thinning blue. 
Grips show fair w/ some wear & slight nicking present. (4-33018/07-4236 / BK / JC) Curio. Est.  $150 - 250.
 
364.      Mauser / Banner Model P 38 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 9MM. S# 
4890.                                                           VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good as modified. Bore is slightly 
frosty. Pistol shows gun metal grey w/ little to no phosphate finish left. Nazi markings are present and as is & 
added Mauser banner legend. Black plastic grips show good w/ only minor scuffing present. (07-4237/4-33052 / 
BK /JC) Curio. Est. $ 300 - 400. 
 
365.      Beretta Model 1934 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 
575414.                                                                          VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair as reworked. Bore is 
slightly frosty. This pistol shows approx. 95% of an added phosphate finish w/ plastic grips showing good. (4-
33048/07-4242 / BK / JC) Curio. Est.  $ 250 - 350. 
 
366.      Browning Model 1922 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 
125118.                                                                       VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good as refinished. Bore is 
bright & shiny. Pistol shows about 95% of a restored finish w/ the Nazi proofs showing good. Grips show fair to 
good w/ a couple of light dings. (4-33054/07-4243 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 250 - 350. 
 
367.      Mauser Model HSC Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 
789338.                                                                           VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly 
frosty. This British proofed pistol shows better than 90% original finish w/ some thinning on grip straps. Grips show 
good w/ no dents or mars. (4-33046/07-4245 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 300 - 400.
 
368.      Star Model B Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 9MM. S# 
236888.                                                                                 VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good as reworked. 
Bore is slightly frosty. Pistol shows approx. 90% added finish w/ the following inscription added to frame: 2 
lightning bolts, panzer-Lerstoker w/Regiment Burgarisenes. Plexiglas grips show good. (4-33050/07-4247 / BK / 
JC) Curio. Est. $ 250 - 300.
 
369.      Steyr Model 1911/1919 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 9MM. S# 
99297.                                                                  VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good as restored. Bore is 
bright & shiny. Pistol retains approx. 95% of restore finish w/ both Imperial & Nazi markings present. Grips show 
very good as re-checkered. (4-33052/07-4248 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 250 - 350. 
 
370.      MAB Model D Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 
62665.                                                                                      VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good as 
refinished. Bore is bright. Pistol shows 95% of added finish with an added Waffen to the receiver. Grips show good 
as replacements. (4-33057/07-4251 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 200 - 300. 
 
371.      Beretta Model 1934 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 380. S# 
879787.                                                                        VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good as reworked. Bore is 
bright & shiny. Pistol shows approx. 90% added finish to the slide w/ original finish receiver having an added finish 
reading PER L’ONORE PER LA VITA w/ lightning bolts beneath. Grips show good. (4-33058/07-4254 / BK / JC) 
Curio. Est. $ 250 - 350.
 
372.      Frommer Model 37 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 
20937.                                                                             VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is restored to near new. 
Bore is bright & shiny. This JNV 41 marked pistol shoes 98% of restored finish. Grips show good. Comes w/ 
holster & spare mag. (04-33031/07-4288 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 250 - 350.
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373.      Mauser Model WTP Pocket Pistol. Cal. 25, S# 67987.                                                                                 
VIEW PHOTO  Overall condition is good as reworked. Bore is slightly frosty. Pistols retains approx 90% of refinish 
w/ inscription on right side of slide W.T.P.-6.35-D.R.P.  Comes w/ holster. (04-33093/07-4287 / BK / JC) Curio. 
Est. $ 200 - 400.
 
374.      Orties Pocket Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 38372.                                                                                                      
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly frosty. Retains approx. 80% of original finish. Inscription in 
top of slide “ESSAK” WERNER WOLF w/ lightning bolts. Comes w/ holster. (04-33025/07-4293 / BK / JC) Curio. 
Est. $ 200 - 300.
 
375.      Duo Pocket Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 14253.                                                                                                         
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. Pistol shows 80% original finish w/ some holster wear. 
Lightning bolts engraved on left side of slide. Holster & spare mag are present. (04-33094/07-4292 / BK / JC) 
Curio. Est. $ 200 - 300. 
 
376.      Unique Pocket Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 306145.                                                                                                    
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair. Bore is dark. Shows approx. 80% of refinish w/ phrase DAS REICH w/ 
lighting bolts inscribed in slide. Right grip is broken and missing piece. Comes w/ holster. (04-33040/07-4291 / 
BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 100 - 200.
 
377.      Beretta Model 1934 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 380. S# 
E11007.                                                                         VIEW PHOTO Overall condition good as refinished. Bore is 
slightly frosty. This 1942 produced pistol retains about 98% of refinish. Grips show good. Accompanied by postwar 
holster & spare mag. (04-33022/07-4299 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 200 - 300. 
 
378.      Mauser Model 1914 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 171692.                                                                        
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. Pistol retains approx. 85% of original finish w/ light holster 
wear. Has initials DJR w/ swastika in right side of frame. Grips show good w/ reworked. Comes w/ holster (04-
33098/07-4273 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 250 - 350. 
 
379.      Mauser Model 1934 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 
558038.                                                                         VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good as refinished. Bore 
is bright w/ some pitting. Pistol show approx. 95% of refinish w/ following inscription added CARL, 2 lightning bolts, 
252, 392 AMT with “Viking” below it. Grips show good as replaced. (04-33090/07-4263 / BK / JC) Curio.
Est. $ 200 - 300.
 
380.      Mauser Model 1910 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 
55408.                                                                             VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is bright & 
shiny. Pistol shows approx. 90% of original finish w/ holster wear present. Grips show good. (04-33089/07-4262 / 
BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 300 - 400. 
 
381.      Sauer Model 1913 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 6.35MM first sub variation. S# 
31262.                                       VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly dark. Pistol shows approx. 
90% of original finish w/ crown “N” proofs and the following inscription on slide "Wachsturmbann I" & 2 lightning 
bolts w/ capital D beneath it. (04-33087/07-4261 / BK / JC) Curio. 
Est. $ 200 - 400. 
 
382.      Walther Model 8 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 476241.                                                                            
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good as reworked. Bore is frosty. This Walther shows a full coverage 
contemporary engraving done in the original German style. Plastic grips shoe like ivory. (4-33158/07-4256 / BK / 
JC) Curio. Est. $ 200 - 400.
 
383.      Beretta Model 1919 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 631065.                                                                       
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is bright & shiny. Pistol shows 90% of original finish w/ light surface 
corrosion present. Grips show good. (04-33207/07-4260 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 200 - 300. 
 
384.      Simson Pocket Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 26001.                                                                                                 
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair. Bore is dark. Pistol shows almost no finish left and has inscription SD Otto. 
(04-33088/07-4259 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 150 - 300. 
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385.      Walther Model 9 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 562887.                                                                           
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good as refinished. Bore is bright. Pistol shows a refinish w/ a swastika within a 
circle added to left side of slide & lightning bolts within circle on right. (04-33091/07-4258 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 
150 - 300. 
 
386.      Walther Model 9 Semi Auto Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 610829.                                                                           
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good as modified. Bore is frosty & well worn. Pistol has an added inscription to 
left side of slide that reads “Jn Treue fest!” & lightning bolts on right. (04-33206/07-4257 / BK / JC) Curio. Est. $ 
200 - 400.
 
387.      Belgian Pieper Pocket Pistol. Cal. 25 ACP. S# 3565.                                                                               
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is near excellent. Marked “25.12.40 + Wolfgang +” with 
two lightning bolts on the left slide. Right rear of slide and left near trigger guard have “39”, possible year of 
production. Mother of pearl grips. Left grip is like new. Right is missing a chip behind the grip screw. Appears 
unfired. Proofs on frame, slide and barrel. (07-4383/4-33208/ SP / JC) Est. $ 250 - 450.
 
387A.    RG Industries Model RG25 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 25ACP. S# 
015619.                                                      VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is very good. 
Standard model with finish wear, good mechanics, cracked right grip. (07-3362 / NW / LS42) Modern. Est. $ 25 - 
50. 
 
388.      International Harvester M1 Garand Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 30-06. S# 
5109616.                                           VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good. Bore is near excellent. LMR 
barrel dated November ’54. Springfield parts include bolt, operating rod, trigger housing, hammer, and safety. Has 
stamped triggerguard. Metal surfaces very good plus with the bolt showing a more green toned parkerized finish. 
The walnut stock set has a good oiled finish and shows the circle P cartouche. Included is a photocopy showing 
that this is a Navy trophy rifle from the Crane Depot. Given May 11, 1990. (07-798 / M / RR) Modern. Est. $ 1000 - 
1500.
 
389.      Springfield M1 Garand Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 30-06. S# 2140157.                                                             
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good plus. Bore is very good. Springfield SA barrel dated 6-51. Has NM 
operating handle. SA bolt, later style rear sight, SA milled trigger guard assembly. Stock shows numerous light 
handling marks, no cartouche.  Rack number on bottom of pistol grip. (07-3359 / NW / LS) Modern. Est. $ 600 - 
800.
 
390.      Springfield M1 Garand Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 308. S# 319874.                                                                  
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is very good to excellent. Barrel marked 265. Has been 
modified to tanker configuration. Has a Garand gas mechanism but the receiver has been modified to accept M14 
magazines. Garand trigger guard assembly also accommodates the M14 magazines and includes a 10 round 
magazine. Has a walnut stock set with dark finish and typical handling marks. (07-3360 / NW / LS) Modern. 
Est. $ 800 - 1100.
 
391.      No Lot.
 
392.      Springfield M1 Garand Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 30-06. S# 5799067.                                                             
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good. Bore is near excellent. Springfield operating rod, bolt, trigger 
assembly, and 2-55 dated barrel. Has later style windage adjustment rear sight. Metal surfaces except butt plate 
are very good plus. Includes period web sling. Trigger guard fits very tight. Walnut stock shows light handling 
marks, circle P is very clear.  Includes a 1943 dated snap pocket cartridge belt with clips and Lake City 69 ammo. 
The web cartridge belt has 5 snap pouches on each side. (07-3436 / NW / RK) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 1000.

                                               
393.      Springfield Armory Model 1898 Bolt Action Rifle. S# 212056.                                                                   
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is good. Stock has been refinished and a coat of shellac then 
placed over entire receiver & bolt action. Minor scuffing on stock. Barrel has pitting. (07-1086 / SP / RR) Est. $200 
- 300
 
393A.    Inland M1 Carbine. Cal. 30.  S# 5474238.                                                                                                 
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good. Bore is near excellent. Has a very nicely refinished stock with no 
cartouche, very late production green nylon sling and oiler. Inland 8-44 barrel. Has bayonet lug marked “SA”, 
round bolt, “M” marked mag release, and “BE-B” trigger guard. Includes “UQ” marked 15 round magazine. (07-
3410 / NW / IH) Modern. Est. $ 450 - 600.
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394.      Norinco Model 97 Pump Shotgun. Cal. 12 Ga. S# MIL9131.                                                                      
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is new in the box. Still in plastic bag. (07-2180 / SP / WS) Est. $300 - 400.  
 
395.      NO LOT
 
396.      NO LOT
 
397.      NO LOT
 
398.      Carcano 1941 Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 6.5 Carcano. S# QB8172.                                                                 
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is good. Dated 1942XX. Has what appears to be a WWI U.S. 
military sling. Maker stamp not clearly visible. (07-1093 / NW / FL) Modern. Est. $ 50 - 150.
 
399.      Mauser Bolt Action Training Rifle. Cal. 22RF. S# 19326.                                                                           
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is near excellent. Has the overall appearance of a KAR98 without 
bayonet lug. Metal surfaces have significant scattered oxidation. Stock is sound but the butt area is very dirty. 
Looks as though it has been wet and has # L-9916 scratched onto it. (07-1092 / NW / FL) Modern. Est. $ 150 - 
350.
 
400.      Japanese Military Bolt Action Rifle.  S# 909827.                                                                                       
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair. Bore is fair. Stock has some dents and dings. Minor oxidation on metal. (07-
1088 / SP / DP) Est. $ 100 - 200.
 
401.      Springfield Model 1903 Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 30-06.  S# 1345653.                                                           
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Has light target stock with sling swivels, 
hand rail and stop, Monte Carlo cheek piece, made by Fagen. No checkering. Has 4-30 SA barrel with a Redfield 
globe sight in military band. Has a Lyman 48C rear sight with Merit disk. Has target blocks at 7.2” spacing, lowered 
bolt handle with checkered bottom, bright polished body handle and striker. Very nicely refinished metal. Standard 
03 trigger guard assembly. Trigger altered to single stage. Very nice 50’s era light target rifle. (07-3422 / NW / IH) 
Modern. Est. $ 250 - 400.
 
402.      Remington Model 03-A3 Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 30-06. S# 3928554.                                                           
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Has an uncheckered Fagen Monte Carlo 
sporter stock, all metal surfaces have been polished and reblued. Has an 03 floorplate and trigger guard 
assembly, a Williams front ramp with a dove tail blank and a Lyman 48S rear sight fitted with a blank. Has a 
Redfield one piece SR base and dovetail rings. Has a Buehler low scope safety, lowered and reshaped bolt 
handle, jeweled bolt, and single stage trigger. Very nice Sporter. (07-3423 / NW / IH) Modern. Est. $ 200 - 350.
 
403.      Mauser Model 98 (1924) Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 30-06. S# 184590.                                                             
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is near excellent. Monte Carlo Sporter stock with push 
buttons swivels, military floorplate assembly, uncheckered. The barrel appears to be a Winchester Model 70 barrel 
that has had the lettering removed or refinished or a copy of same. Folding express style rear sight in the barrel 
boss. The rear sight is a Lyman 48 missing it’s slide assembly. The scope is a Weaver K-V post-cross hair in a 
Pachmayr low swing mount. Has a lowered bolt handle, checkered on bottom and a Buehler low scope safety. A 
very nice 50’s deer rifle. (07-3412 / NW / IH) Modern. Est. $ 250 - 400.
 
404.      Ruger Mini-14 Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 223. S# 183-68971.                                                                           
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. This is the standard, stainless steel 
model with carbine stock, adjustable sight, and black plastic handguard model with the unprotected front sight. 
Includes factory 5 round magazine and nylon sling. Appears new in every respect. (07-4303 / NW / BL) Modern. 
Est. $ 350 - 500.
 
405.      Winchester Model 9422 Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 22RF. S# F145952.                                                         
VIEW PHOTO  Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Appears new in every respect. Walnut 
stock, standard uncheckered version. (07-4301 / NW / BL) Modern.  Est. $ 250 - 450.
 
406.      Marlin Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 22RF. S# S5020.                                                                                       
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is near excellent. Made 1922-38. 24” octagon barrel and magazine 
tube show good to very good bluing.  Receiver shows pinprick oxidation and a hint of case coloring. The forend 
has been refinished, possibly a replacement.  Butt stock has very good figure, definitely from another gun as the fit 
is improper. Top tang has a stamped star ear the rear tang screw. (07-4206 / NW / BL) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 600.
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407.      No Lot.
 
407A.    Ruger Model 1022 Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 22 LR. S # 113-
56266.                                                               VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is near 
excellent. Deluxe Sporter model, pre-warning, made between 1969-77. Has Ruger clear 40th 
Anniversary magazine, extended magazine release, Tasco 4x scope and see through mounts. Metal 
surfaces are good.  Stock show numerous handling marks. (07-3385 / NW / LS ) Modern. Est. $ 100 - 
200.

                    
408.      Ruger Model 96 Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 22 WMRF. S# 620-11708.                                                            
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Standard carbine configuration with 
Ruger scope adapter base attached. Legal for Maine deer hunting. (07-3392 / NW / LS) Modern. Est. $ 225 - 350.
 
409.      Ruger 10/22 Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 22 LR. S# 115-91995.                                                                           
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is near excellent.  Manufactured 1976. This is a Deluxe 
Sporter with Bicentennial markings. Has the earlier plastic butt plate stock. Stock shows minor handling marks but 
still very good. (07-3388 / NW / LS) Modern. Est. $ 150 - 250.
 
410.      Remington Model 742 Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 30-06. S# 6970343.                                                              
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good plus. Bore is near excellent. Has sling with detachable swivels, a Weaver 
K2.5-C3 scope with post cross hair reticule. (07-3384 / NW / LS) Modern. Est. $ 250 - 400.
 
411.      Winchester Model 62A Pump Action Rifle. Cal. 22 RF. S# 212207.                                                          
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is near excellent. Manufactured 1947. Has 23” round 
barrel. Bluing shows some wear from handling. Retains over 90% finish. Forend very good plus, butt stock shows 
some handling marks but no dents or gouges. (07-4302 / NW / BL) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 550.
 
412.      Remington Model 12C Pump Action Rifle. Cal. 22 RF. S# 115862.                                                            
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good to very good. Bore is good. Codes June 1925. Has a 24” octagon barrel. 
Metal surfaces show some light pinprick oxidation. Stocks are dirty in the wrist area and show some minor 
handling marks. (07-4212 / NW / BL) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500.
 
413.      Mossberg Model L Falling Block Rifle. Cal. 22 RF. S# 1540.                                                                     
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is good. Has a 24” barrel that shows an internal ring midway that it 
not evident on the exterior. Barrel shows patina, receiver shows more blue with pinprick oxidation. Stocks are 
good with the butt stock having a perch belly configuration. Made 1927-32. (07-4211 / NW / BL) Curio. Est. $ 250 - 
400.
 
414.      Winchester Model 06 Pump Action Rifle. Cal. 22RF. S# 492440.                                                              
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is fair to good. Metal surfaces show an even patina. Stocks 
have been refinished. Butt stock shows slightly reduced dimensions. Forend very good plus. Has a tang receiver 
sight held on with incorrect screws. (07-3413 / NW / IH) Modern. 
Est. $ 150 - 250.
 
415.      KDF 2005 Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 22 LR. S# 913018.                                                                                    
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is near excellent. Has 21 3/4” barrel, stained hard wood 
Monte Carlo stock. Imported 1986 only. Very unusual in that it fires from an open bolt and does not have a 
separate firing pin, just a ridge in the face of the bolt. Because of the open bolt the ATF only allowed its import for 
a portion of one year. (07-4214 / NW / BL) Modern. 
Est. $ 125 - 200.
 
416.      Carcano (Italy) Model 1938 Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 6.5 Carcano. S# 
AX8926.                                             VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is poor to fair. Bore is good. Laminated stock 
with many flaws, lightly sporterized. (07-3409 / NW / IH) Modern. 
Est. $ 25 - 50.
 
417.      MAS Model 45 Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 22 LR. S# F30748.                                                                           
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. French military training rifle imported by 
Davidson’s of Greensboro, NC and marked so on the bottom of the barrel. Some minor marks on top of the 
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parkerized barrel. Otherwise appears new. (07-4203 / NW / JT) Modern. Est. $ 350 - 500.
 
418.      Savage Model 1905 Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 22 RF. S# 36713.                                                                     
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is near excellent. Made 1905-19. Has a 24” barrel, 
Savage barrel sight dated ‘05. Also has a M.S.A. Company tang sight with target disk mounted to the stock. Has a 
Schuetzen style butt plate. Very nice example. (07-4207 / NW / BL) Curio. Est. $ 150 - 250.
 
419.      Savage Model 24V O/U Rifle Shotgun. Cal. 357 Mag./20 Ga. Mag. S# E129935.                                       
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is   good plus. Bore is near excellent. Has refinished stained hardwood stocks. 
Butt plate is missing under slip on recoil pad. Has a Williams 5-D receiver sight. Metal surfaces are electroless 
nickel. Barrels are 20”. Has been re-chambered to 357 maximum. Before using, check with Savage or a gunsmith 
for safety. (07-3383 / NW / LS)  Modern. Est. $ 250 - 400.
 
420.      Saco Model Vixen (L461) Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 222 Rem. Mag. S# 66222.                                               
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is near excellent. Has a Bushnell Banner 3-9x duplex 
scope in what appears to be Redfield rings specifically designed for the Saco dovetails. 222 Rem. Mag is almost 
identical to 223 Rem. in performance. (07-4394 / NW / KF)  Modern.
Est. $ 500 - 800.
 
421.      Ruger No. 1-S Falling Block Rifle. Cal. 270 Win. S# 131-25815.                                                                
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good to excellent.  Bore is near excellent. Has 22” barrel with sights, Alex 
Henry Forend, and is an older model with red pad but with warning marks on barrel (post 1977). Would grade 
overall excellent except for some slight pinprick oxidation on the lower sides of the receiver, especially on the right 
and a small portion of the finger lever. (07-4395 / NW / KF)  Modern. Est. $ 400 - 550.
 
422.      Remington Model 121 Pump Action Rifle. Cal. 22 RF. S# 116865.                                                            
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good.  Bore is near excellent. Date codes December 1948. Minor handling 
marks on the top rear of the receiver and some handling blemishes on the butt stock. No dents or gouges. A small 
half dime shaped chip missing on the top left portion of the butt. (07-4397 / NW / KF)  Curio. Est. $ 250 - 400.
 
423.      Remington Model 12C Pump Action Rifle. Cal. 22 RF. S# 720679.                                                            
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is very good to excellent. Date codes September 1927. 
Metal surfaces show even light wear. The stocks appear refinished with both being very light in color. Butt stock is 
a pistol grip the same as a Model 121 but it has a Model 12 crescent butt plate, likely a replacement. Creates a 
very nice unique Model 12. (07-4406 / NW / KF)  Curio. Est. $ 350 - 550.
 
424.      Marlin Model 39A Lever Action Rifle. Cal. 22 RF. S# J7608.                                                                     
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good to excellent. Bore is near excellent. Manufactured in 1952, it has a 
24” round barrel. Has some very minor stock marks and some very insignificant marks on the bluing on the barrel 
and the bottom of the finger lever. This is a 3rd model 2nd variation with flutes in the butt stock comb,  a white line 
butt plate spacer but without pistol grip cap, and Ballard rifling. (07-4390 / NW / KF)  Curio. Est. $ 275 - 400.
 
425.      Remington Model 12A Pump Action Rifle. Cal. 22 RF. S# 311219.                                                            
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good to excellent. Bore is good. 22” round barrel, made 1909-36. (07-
4405 / NW / KF) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500.
 
426.      Remington Model 521-T Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 22 RF. NSN.                                                                     
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is near excellent. Date codes July 1947. 500 series junior 
target rifle, Lyman 17 front sight and 57RS rear sight. Stock shows repaired butt cracks, improper replacement 
butt plate, refinish, has original Remington 10 round magazine. Metal surfaces except for the bolt, have been 
refinished over scattered oxidation and has oxidized again, especially the barrel. Ungrooved receiver. Metal has a 
purple hue from the rebluing. (07-4398 / NW / KF) Curio. Est. $ 100 - 200.
 
427.      Winchester Model 52 Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 22 LR. S# 54636b.                                                               
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is poor. Bore is near excellent. Manufactured 1946. Has a front dovetailed sight 
block and a heavy block in the rear receiver dovetail marked “Win 52 MS”. Standard target stock with heavily 
oxidized lead wool filled holes in the butt stock. No butt plate present. The stock is dirty with numerous light 
handling marks. The forend rail has a hand stop, swivels, all electroless nickel, missing one mounting screw. All 
metal surfaces except bolt body are covered in oxidation. Winchester marked loading platform of the later stamped 
variety. Safety mechanism is missing on the right side of the receiver. This is the heavy barrel model, not the butt 
gun model. Has Unertl style scope blocks on the barrel. Has a special trigger in that there is a wire with a loop 
present in front of the trigger in the trigger guard. With a simple bead blast refinish, one should have a highly 
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accurate but inexpensive Model 52. (07-4399 / NW / KF) Curio. Est. $ 200 - 400. 
 
427A.    Ruger 10/22 Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 22 LR. S# 115-57594.                                                                           
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Made 1976. Walnut stocked, 
Bicentennial carbine in original box. Scope adapter base is installed on receiver. Box shows a water stain 
and age. (07-3395 / NW / LS) Modern. Est. $ 150 - 250.
 
427B.    Stevens Visible Loader Pump Action Rifle. Cal. 22 RF. S# W219.                                                            
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is near excellent. 22” round barrel. All of receiver cleaned to bare 
metal. Slight oxidation present. Barrel and magazine tube have good finish. Stocks have extra finish, numerous 
light handling marks and are overall very good. (07-1094 / NW / FK) Curio. Est. $ 100 - 200. 
 
428.      Winchester Model 25 Pump Action Shotgun. Cal. 12 Ga. S# 13857.                                                         
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is near excellent. Has a 28” modified barrel. Pinprick 
oxidation on metal surfaces and minor handling marks on stocks. Made 1949-1954. Has duck plug in the 
magazine tube. (07-3389 / NW / LS) Curio. Est. $ 300 - 400.
 
429.      Remington Model 141 Pump Action Rifle. Cal. 354 Rem. S# 26408.                                                         
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is near excellent. Codes August 1939. also has eye 
swivels on magazine band and butt stock. Would be excellent overall if not for the marks on the left side of the butt 
stock which are from excess heat. Should be an easy refinish to like new. (07-4210 / NW / BL) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 
500.
 
430.      JC Higgins Model 66 Semi-Auto Shotgun. Cal. 12 Ga. NSN.                                                                     
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good. Bore is near excellent. Made by High Standard for Sears. Has a 26” 
vent rib barrel with adjustable choke and recoil compensator. Bottom of forend is spilt. Otherwise checkered 
stocks are nice. (07-3387 / NW / LS) Modern. 
Est. $ 150 - 250.
 
431.      Remington Model 1100 LT-20 Semi-Auto Shotgun. Cal. 20 Ga. S# 
N821428K.                                          VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is near excellent. Shows 
finish loss and slight oxidation on the receiver. Is a light 20 skeet model with 25 1/2” vent rib skeet barrel. Stocks 
are very good plus. (07-3361 / NW / LS) Modern. Est. $ 250 - 400.
 
432.      Fabrique Nationale Auto 5 Semi-Auto Shotgun. Cal. 12 Ga. S# 165749.                                                   
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair. Bore is near excellent. Basically a Browning Auto 5 made by FN. Has a 
plain 26” barrel fitted with a poly choke. Overall dirty patina finish on metal. Checkered, dirty stocks show wear but 
no significant gouges or dents. Forend is cracked at the bottom, butt stock cracked on the right. Both cracks near 
the receiver. (07-3437 / NW / RK) Modern. 
Est. $ 150 - 250.
 
433.      Winchester Model 37A Single Shot Shotgun. Cal. 12 Ga. Mag. S# 
C616104.                                            VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good to very good. Bore is very good 
plus. Has hardwood stocks showing some scratches and finish wear. Fitted with a Pachmayr recoil pad. Has a 30” 
full choke barrel. (07-3348 / NW / WS) Modern. Est. $ 75 - 125.
 
433A.    IAC (China) Model 372 Pump Action Shotgun. Cal. 12 Ga. Mag. S# 05-
01556.                                         VIEW PHOTO Overall condition appears new. Bore appears new. Chinese made 
copy of Ithaca Model 37. Has ventilated handguard and a 19” barrel with a black matte finish and synthetic stocks.  
New in box with paperwork. (07-3397 / NW / LS) Modern. Est. $ 200 - 300.
 
434.      Savage Model 420 O/U Shotgun. Cal. 12 Ga. S# 5074.                                                                            
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is very good. Has 30” barrels choked modified and full. Made 
1937-43. Double triggers, cracked butt stock low near the triggers, patina metal finish, and miscellaneous handling 
marks on stocks. (07-3386 / NW / LS) Modern. 
Est. $ 200 - 300.
 
435. New England Firearms SB1 Pardner Shotgun. Cal. 20 Ga. S# NC254292.                                                     
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is good. Slight oxidation on metal surfaces, minor dings on stock. 
(07-3394 / SP / LS) Est. $ 100 - 200.
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436.      Eastern Arms Company Single Barrel Shotgun. Cal. 12 Ga. 
NSN.                                                            VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair. Bore is very good. 32” full 
choke barrel.  Good mechanics. (07-3390 / NW / LS) Modern. Est. $ 25 - 75.
 
437.      Springfield Model 944 Shotgun. Cal. 20 Ga. S# 
P431470.                                                                        VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is near 
excellent. Has 28” modified barrel. Stocks have handling marks. Metal surfaces show some slight pinprick 
oxidation. (07-3393 / NW / LS) Modern. Est. $ 40 - 80.
 
438.      New England Firearms Pardoner Model Single Barrel Shotgun. Cal. 410 Mag. S# 
NU305173.                 VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is near excellent. 25 1/2” barrel, 
hardwood stocks, case color receiver. (07-3391 / NW / LS) Modern. Est. $ 65 - 125.
 
439.      Winchester Model 37 Single Shot Shotgun. Cal. 410 Mag. 
NSN.                                                              VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near 
excellent. Steelbilt model manufactured 1936-63. Collector grade. Only being new in the box would upgrade it. (07-
4209 / NW / BL) Curio. Est. $ 300 - 450.
 
440.      Hopkins & Allen Break Action Shotgun. Cal. 12 Ga. S# 
15080.                                                                 VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair. Bore is fair to good. Older 
style shotgun with pivot removal takedown. Butt stock is cracked and was too near a heat source. 30” barrel. (07-
3411 / NW / IH) Modern. Est. $ 25 - 75.
 
441.      Thompson Center Contender Single Shot Pistol. Cal. 22 Hornet. S# 
335499.                                         VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Has 
18” carbine barrel, Choate side folding stock, Bushnell 3x9 scope on a Weaver mount, and black tactical zippered 
case. (07-3374 / NW / LS) Modern. Est. $ 450 - 700.
 
442.      Thompson Center G2 Contender Single Shot Pistol. Cal. Any. S# TCA20-
044.                                         VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is new. No bore. Made in 2005. A 20th Anniversary 
TC Association frame marked in gold. #44 in the series. Consecutively numbered with next item. (07-3372 / NW / 
LS) Modern. Est. $ 300 - 500.
 
443.      Thompson Center G2 Contender Single Shot Pistol. Cal. Any. S# TCA20-
045.                                         VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is new. No bore. Made in 2005. A 20th Anniversary 
TC Association frame marked in gold. #45 in the series. Consecutively numbered with previous item. (07-3373 / 
NW / LS) Modern. Est. $ 300 - 500.
 
444.      Thompson Center Arms Barrel. Cal. 45 Colt-10. Overall condition as new. (LS) Est. $ 100 - 200.   VIEW 
PHOTO
 
445.      Thompson Center Arms Barrel. Cal.  45 Win Mag. Overall condition as new. As new with several 
scratches on barrel. (LS) Est. $ 100- 200.  VIEW PHOTO   
 
446.      Thompson Center Arms Barrel. Cal. 32 H & R Mag. Overall condition as new with several scratches on 
barrel. (LS) 
Est. $ 100 - 200.  VIEW PHOTO
 
447.      Thompson Center Arms Barrel. Cal. 357 Rem. Max.  Overall condition as new. (LS) Est. $ 100 - 
200.  VIEW PHOTO 
  
448.      Thompson Center Arms Barrel. Cal. 32-20 Win.  Overall condition as new in box. (LS) Est. $ 100 - 200.  
VIEW PHOTO
 
449.      Thompson Center Arms Barrel. Cal. 7.62 x 39 stamped over original caliber. Overall condition as 
new. (LS) Est. $ 100 - 200.  VIEW PHOTO
 
450.      Thompson Center Arms Barrel. Cal. 22 Hornet.   Overall condition as new. (LS) Est. $ 100 - 200.  VIEW 
PHOTO 
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451.      Thompson Center Arms Barrel. Cal. 256 Win.  Overall condition as new. (LS) Est. $ 100 - 200.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
452.      Thompson Center Arms Barrel. Cal. 45 ACP. Overall condition as new. (LS) Est. $ 100 - 200.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
453.      Thompson Center Arms Barrel. Cal. 45 Colt.  Overall condition as new. (LS) Est. $ 100 - 200.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
454.      Thompson Center Arms Barrel. Cal. Overall condition as new. (LS) Est. $ 100 - 200.  VIEW PHOTO
 
454A.    Thompson Center Contender Single Shot Pistol. Cal. Any. S# 326448. Overall condition is near 
excellent. Bores are all near excellent. Includes 4 barrels:  
1.         10” 44 Magnum bull barrel. 
2.         Super 14 in 30-30 with a Sourdough front sight and a micrometer adjustable Silhouette model rear sight 
and a walnut forend.
3.         10” octagon 30-30 caliber with walnut forend with a couple of minor spots of oxidation.
4.         10” bull barrel chambered 45 Colt/410 with walnut forend. Also includes a new Leupold base/ring set. 
In styrofoam case from TC. (07-3357 / NW / WS) Modern. Est. $ 650 - 950.  VIEW PHOTO
 
455.      Thompson Center Contender Single Shot Pistol. Cal. Any. S# 217881. Overall condition is near 
excellent. Bore is near excellent. Includes 2 barrels. 10” 357 Magnum bull barrel and a Super 14 in 223. Also 
included is a Redfield 4x scope with a B-Square mount. Scope mount appears workable but should be repaired or 
replaced. Includes Pachmayr forends and Gripper grip plus an extra forend adapter. Includes original box by TC. 
(07-3356 / NW / WS) Modern. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO
 
455A.    Thompson Center Contender Barrel. Cal. 32-20. New in box. 10” bull barrel with latest style sights. 
(NW / LS11) 
Est. $ 150 - 225.  VIEW PHOTO
 
455B.    Choate Tool Company Side Folding Stock. Stock for TC Contender. Blued finish, new in box. To be 
used only with barrels 16” and over. (NW / LS) Est. $ 50 - 100.  VIEW PHOTO
 
456.      Thompson Center Contender Single Shot Pistol. Cal. 30-30. S# S21914. Overall condition is near 
excellent. Bore is near excellent. Has 10” round barrel with synthetic forend and finger groove grip. Stainless 
model. (07-4174 / NW / JT) Modern. Est. $ 250 - 350.  VIEW PHOTO
 
457.      Thompson Center Contender G2 Pistol. Cal. Any. S# G12301. Overall condition is near excellent. Bore 
is N/A. Includes standard walnut shoulder stock with recoil pad. (07-3398 / NW / LS) Modern. Est. $ 275 - 400.  
VIEW PHOTO 
 
458.      English Style Flintlock Pistol. Cal. 69. NSN.                                                                                            
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is poor to fair. Bore is poor. English style front lock metal stock cap near the 
muzzle. Overall patina finish. Squared metal capped butt with large lanyard ring. Stock is broken through the 
midsection by the lock on both sides. Even light rust coating on all metal parts. (01-1021 / NW / DT) Antique. Est. 
$ 100 - 200.
 
459.      Turkish Style Muzzle Loading Pistol. Cal. 75. NSN.                                                                                  
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair. Bore is poor. Very ornate pistol with gold inlay on the barrel, top strap, and 
front of the frizzen. Muzzle is flared slightly. The stock has numerous ivory and pearl inlays. It has a round butt that 
is brass plated metal with a small lanyard ring present. Stock in front of the frizzen is missing a section right above 
the spring. The top tang is broken about ¾ back from the breech plug. Hammer spring is broken or missing. (01-
1022 / NW / DT) Antique. Est. $ 200 - 400.
 
460.      Flintlock Pistol with Belgian Style Grip Cap. Cal. 69. S# 49 on barrel, stock, and left side 
metal.           VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair. Bore is fair. 12 ½” barrel. Amateur engraved “ENCN14”. 
Overall patina finish. Stock is in fair condition. Sound but with extra holes. (01-1020 / NW / DT) Antique. Est. $ 100 
- 200.
 
461.      Maker Unknown. Derringer/ Boot Pistol. Cal. 48. NSN.                                                                            
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is poor. Bore is poor. A small derringer type boot pistol. Has a brass frame, finely 
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checkered walnut grip, fluted barrel that is heavily rusted along with all metal surfaces including hammer and 
screws. (01-1460 / NW / EK) Antique. Est. $ 100 - 200.
 
462.      Springfield Model 1873. Single Shot Trapdoor. Cal. 45-70. S# 267698.                                                     
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is very good to excellent. Stock has a vivid 1884 cartouche. Shows 
an even overall oxidized metal finish. Trigger return spring is broken or missing. Has “NC” carved in the stock near 
the circle P cartouche. Right side of stock has a “60” rack number. Has a very old military style leather sling that 
just might be original. Underside of trapdoor shows vivid case colors. Has the early rear sight. Includes ramrod. 
(01-1439 / NW / KF) Antique. Est. $ 350 - 550.
 
463.      Moore Percussion Target Rifle. Cal. 38. NSN.                                                                                          
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair. Bore is poor. Half stock checkered 31” octagon barrel target rifle with a 
very old period style front target sight and rear receiver sight. Has silver four-end tip. Brass trim on the stock 
including a crescent buttplate. Converted from flint. Barrel shows that it was fitted with a false muzzleloading 
assembly (missing). Missing ramrod. (01-1440 / NW / KF) Antique. Est. $ 250 - 450. 
 
464.      Percussion Target Rifle. Cal. 40. NSN.                                                                                                     
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair. Bore is fair. Lightly engraved percussion sidelock. Has an oval with the 
word “Warranted” on the bottom half of the oval and “H Elwell” on the upper half.  The first 3 or 4 letters are not 
legible. A Kentucky style rifle with 32” octagon barrel with a target style block in the front dovetail. Full length stock 
with brass trim and push button release patchbox. Double set triggers. Has a metal plate manufactured for the left 
side attached with wood screws and has attached to it a Lyman 57 WJS sight modified to fit the base. Missing 
ramrod. (01-1437/ NW / NW / KF) Antique. Est. $ 300 - 500. 
 
465.      Barnes Fowling Piece, Percussion Single Shot Shotgun. 20 Ga. NSN.                                                    
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair. Bore is fair. Has front action sidelock with a 46” barrel. Has an even heavy 
patina finish. Brass trimmed stock showing average wear. (01-1438 / NW / KF) Antique. Est. $ 200 - 400. 
 
466.      Quackenbush Model Air Rifle. Single Shot. Cal. 22. S#  7151.                                                                 
VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is near excellent. 18” barrel. Nickel plated with oxidation especially 
on the receiver which is octagon shaped. Wooden stock is in very good condition with Schuetzen style buttplate 
with traces of nickel remaining. It appears at the rear of the firearm part of the operating mechanism is missing. 
(01-1436 / NW / KF) Antique. Est. $ 50 - 100.
 
466A.    Williams Double Barrel Percussion Shotgun.                                                                                        
 VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair. Stock is missing a 5” piece on the left side of forestock. 2” piece on right 
side of forestock. Ram rod is missing. Barrel has oxidation. (SP / TH) Est. $ 100 - 200.
 
467.      W. Ketland & Co. Percussion Pistol. Cal. 47. NSN.                                                                                  
 VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is fair. Bore is poor. Early flintlock pistol with brass barrel, trigger guard and stock 
trim. Muzzle and a band on the grip are a pewter. Stock shows some damage around the frisson spring. Hammer 
is missing a component, internal springs missing or broken. Nice wall hanger. (01-1444 / NW / DP) Antique. Est. $ 
100 - 200. 
 
467A.   Photo Album of 1881 Portland Light Infantry. Bound photograph album of members of 1881 
Portland Light Infantry of Portland, ME. Consists of a leather bound album containing 1 - 8” x 10”, 2 - 6 
½” x 8 ½”, 49 - 4 ½” x 6 ½” photos mounted on 1/8” stock. Three of the photos are unidentified, all others 
are identified, some with rank. Overall condition of photos is very good with some minor stains. Condition 
of album is good with some tattering and minor rips on edge of pages. (4-32990) Est. $ 500 - 1000. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
467B. German Double Barrel Flare Gun. Ser # 24483. Overall condition is good. Bores are bright & 
shiny. Has some scratches on barrels and a gouge on right side. (02-1260). Est. $100 - 200. VIEW 
PHOTO.
 
467C. Japanese Flare Gun. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. Minor surface oxidation & 
scratches . (02-1259). Est. $50 - 100.
VIEW PHOTO.
 
468.      Lot of 2 Pastels of Ducks Landing in Marsh. Signed Gordon Mank. (SP / GM) Est. $ 400 - 600.  VIEW 
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PHOTO
 
468A.    Lot of 4 Gun Posters and 1 Calendar. Lot includes 2 Peters posters, Remington Poster, Laphlan and 
Ran Calendar from 1900. Most in fair to poor condition all having rips, tears or missing pieces. (SP / LG) Est. $ 
500 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
468B.    Hawkeye Bore Scope. Overall condition is very good and in original box.(02-1248 / SP / KF)  Est. $ 100 - 
200. VIEW PHOTO
 
468C.    Unertl Scope. Overall condition is very good. Optics are good. Includes lens caps. (SP / RK20) Est. $ 
300 - 500.    
                                                                                                                                                                              
469.      19th Century 13 Star American Flag Signed Annin Company New York # 4.                                            
VIEW PHOTO Stars are hand sewn onto flag. Stripes and border are machine stitched. Appears to be linen 
material. Overall condition is fair. End corners are frayed and pieces are missing. One hole near edge of border. 
Border has metal grommets. (SP / CL) Est. $ 400 - 600.
                                        
470.      Lot of 5 Early Revolver Holsters. Most all show considerable wear and scuff marks. (02-1262 / SP / 
EK) Est. $ 300 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
471.      Lot of 2 Springfield Bayonets & Scabbards and 1 Odd Scabbard. Overall condition is fair to good. (02-
1251 / SP / GK) Est. $ 100 - 200.  VIEW PHOTO
 
472.      Lot of 3 Swords. One 1840 Militia Officers Sword, 1 Naval Sword signed Hermon Kohn and an unsigned 
brass haltered sword with Eagle. Overall condition is fair. (02-1247 / SP / GK) Est. $ 300 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
473.      Winchester 2 Sided Tin Sign.  38” diameter. Sign depicts a cowboy with a Winchester on his arm riding 
a horse. Bottom of sign says Winchester and Western below it on second line. Overall condition is very good. 
(SP / RK12) Est. $ 300 - 500. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
474.      Lot of 4 calendars from 1970’s. All complete. (SP / RK22) Est. $ 300 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
475.      Lot of Parts, Ammo, 2 Small Multi-drawer Cabinets and 1 Cardboard Box of Large Caliber Ammo 
for Early Rifles. (SP / RK26 & RK23) Est. $ 300 - 500.  VIEW 
PHOTO.                                                                                                                    
 
476.      Lot of Early Dies. Approximately 25 sets, most complete. (SP / RK) Est. $ 1000 - 2000.
 
477.      Lot of Early Ammo. Includes Winchester 2 piece boxes and other later ammo. (SP / RK) Est. $ 400 - 
500. VIEW PHOTO.
 
478.      Box full of British Ammo. Kynoch 400/350 cartridges. (SP / RK24) Est. $ 300 - 400.
 
479.      Cigar box, 6 sets of Revolver Grips. Grips include wooden, ivory or bone. (SP / KS25) Est. $ 100 - 200.
 
480.      Civil War Fife with GAR Buckle. Overall condition is good. Fife is rosewood with brass ends and pewter 
mouth piece. (02-1258 / SP / DP) Est. $ 150 - 250.  VIEW PHOTO
 
481.      Ames Powder flask. Overall condition is good and some denting. (02-1256 / SP / DP) Est. $ 200 - 
300.  VIEW PHOTO
 
482.      Lot of 4 Brass Powder Flasks. Overall condition is good with some denting and dings. (02-1257 / SP / 
DP) Est. $ 200 - 300.  VIEW PHOTO
 
483.      Lot of 2 Powder Horns. Overall condition is good. (02-1255 / SP / DP) Est. $ 150 - 250.  VIEW PHOTO
 
484.      Lot of Original 3 Spear Points, 2 Ax Heads and 1 Bracelet. (02-1254 / SP / DP) Est. $ 150 - 200.  
VIEW PHOTO
 
485.      2 Holsters. 1 Ruger and 1 unknown. (SP / BB) Est. $ 50 - 100.  VIEW PHOTO
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486.      Pair of German Binoculars in Original Hard Leather Case. Overall condition is good, case is very 
good. (SP / JC) 
Est. $ 100 - 200.  VIEW PHOTO
 
487.     1800’s Wooden Crutch. Comes with attached letter which is falling apart, in period writing.  Dated 1856.  
Perhaps used during Civil War. (32793 CM)  Est. $ 50 - 75.  VIEW PHOTO 1    VIEW PHOTO 2 
                                                                                      
 
488.     Maryland National Guard Belt and Buckle. Also, a framed commendation made in 1875.  (SP / RN) Est. 
$ 500 - 700. 
                                                                                                                                               VIEW PHOTO 1   VIEW 
PHOTO 2
 
489.      Six Drawer Cabinet. Overall condition is good. Painted red. Could possibly be used for ammo 
storage. (SP / RN) 
Est. $ 100 - 200.  VIEW PHOTO
 
490.      Two Wooden Cartridge Boxes. 1 is Winchester and 1 is Remington. (SP / RN) Est. $ 50 - 100. for 
pair. VIEW PHOTO
 
491.      Compound Bow. Overall condition is good. (SP / B) Est. $ 50 - 100.  VIEW PHOTO
 

Preview to be held on :

Wednesday, March 5th, 2008 : 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM

Thursday, March 6, 2008 : 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM

Friday, Saturday & Sunday March 7, 8 & 9 - 8:00 AM to 10:45 AM

 

 

Home / Auctions  / Shop / Appraisal Service / Contact Us, Directions & 
Accommodations / About Us  
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